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The brand for luxurious
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Art. 9999400 UM
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The ink of our CrisMa ballpen refills
is certified by the German toxic
substances and control act (TSCA).

Super heavy duty battery

Super heavy duty battery

General information
The prices stated in the catalogue do not include VAT or any other tax.

87888v

The product pictures are not to be considered part of our sales contracts.

Single box for item 87888

We reserve the right of minor changes on products, packaging, sizes and colors of the products without prior notification.
The displayed prices are for indication only, cannot be considered as sales
offers. We reserve the right to implement price changes without prior notice.

12,5 × 8,5 × 11

ECO
Certificated and sustain-able supply chain
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Social Compliance and Responsibility
sits at the heart of our values.

CI

RoHS

10856

Eco-friendly Packaging

For many years, we have set the standard
in responsible sourcing and we are proud to
be accredited by several organizations.

New plastic free packaging

Our packaging boxes are made of recycled
paper and are easily disposable in paper tins
as they are not foiled or laminated.

We are continually restless in the areas of Environmental Responsibilities.
We are also optimistic that our sustainability strategy will help to build deeper customer connections with the
help of promotional products and create positive environmental change in the same time.
In order to achive the above goals we present more Eco items than ever before.
We created a new way of PLASTIC FREE packaging.
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ECO

COT TON
61411 | 178.

61831 | 183.

4

61399 | 177.

61398 | 176.

ECO

62335 | 245.

21558 | 14.

JUTE

67536 | 18.

67538 | 182 .
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ECO

WHEAT STRAW

11434 | 19.

11435 | 19.

31961 | 11.

6

61267 | 285.

ECO

RECYCLED PET

42436 | 136.

69098 | 243.

61195 | 188.

LIMESTONE CEMENT

22426 | 97.

22425 | 97.
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ECO

60926 | 233.

61343 | 245.

81425 | 254.

BA MBO O
80794 | 278.

81465 | 311.
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88872 | 275.

ECO

80794 | 278.

12194 | 34.

11495 | 18.

11496 | 18.

BA MBO O
30969 | 127.

31515 | 96.
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ECO

COR K
11474 | 21.

20827 | 65.
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ECO

82418 | 254.

COR K

62166 | 193.

62142| 230.

62157 | 232.

62306 | 247.
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ECO

R EC YC L ED PA PER

21433 |62.

23445 | 64.

50493 | 14.
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21194 | 59.

ECO

50719 | 207.

WO OD

50988 | 2230.

50742 | 222.

50566 | 222.
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WRITING

ECO
21558
Writing set with ruler, eraser, sharpener, pencil
and rollerball
Writing set including ruler, eraser, sharpener,
pencil and a roller ball, in an environmentally
friendly cotton pouch. We print your logo on
the pouch.
18,3 × 7,8 × 1,6 cm |

TT1 10 × 4 |

N

ECO

ECO
50493

11128

53944

Colouring book
Colouring book, comes with 6 colouring pencils, sharpener and eraser. The colouring block
comes with 30 sheets, perfect for the young artists. Your logo will be printed on the cover.

4 colouring pencils set
Mini carboard pencil box, with 4 different colouring wooden pencils. We will print your logo
directly on the box*.

Wooden Pencil box
Wooden box* with 8 coloured pencils. The drawout cover works at the same time as a ruler with
cm and inch indication. Your logo can be printed
on a side of the box.

20,5 × 20,7 × 1,5 cm |

14

ECO

T3 5 × 5 |

N

6 × 3,2 × 0,9 cm |

T1 3 × 1 |

K

21 × 4 × 3 cm |

T3 5 × 1,8 |

KS

WRITING

ECO

ECO

11824

56091

12 coloured pencils in a tube
12 coloured pencils in a round paperboard case with sharpener. We will print your logo on the case.

Paperboard quiver with 7 pencils
7 long wooden coloured pencils in a round paperboard case.
We will print your logo on the case.

19,4 × ø 3,5 cm |

T2 5 × 1,5 |

N

18,7 × ø 2,5 cm |

T2 5 × 1 |

N

ECO
58619
Chalks in box
Chalks in 6 different colours, packed in a box*. We will print
your advertising on the box.
14,2 × 2,5 × 14 cm |

T2 5 × 2 |

K
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ECO

ECO

10866

10397

Carboard pen
Environmentally friendly cardboard ball pen with blue writing
refill. We will print your logo on the pen.

Paperpen
Paper pen made from recycled paper with blue writing refill.
Your logo will be printed below the clip.

13,9 × ø 0,7 cm |

05

06

T1 4 × 0,5 |

N

08

14,3 × ø 1 cm |

11

WE

10620
Pencils with different heads
Wooden pencil with various rubber heads and colours. We will
print your advertising on the shaft.
19,3 × ø 0,7 cm |

16

04

T1 4 × 0,5 |

P

T1 4,0 × 0,6 |

P

25 cm
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10923
Carpenter's pencil
Large, rectangular carpenter's pencil in wood and graphite HB
mine (delivered unsharpened.) We will print your logo on the
pencil.
25 × 1,2 × 0,7 cm |

T1 4 × 0,9 |

N

04

09

01

05

03

07

22448

10393

Classic round sharpener
Classic round sharpener. Perfect for school equipment. Your
Logo will be printed on the round surface.

Pencil with rubber
Wooden pencil with eraser on the top. An inexpensive gift,
that suits everyone. We will print your logo on the pencil.

ø 3,5 × 1,5 cm |

T2 ø 3 |

P

19,1 × ø 0,7 cm |

T1 4 × 0,3 |

N
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WRITING

ECO
11495

11496

Bamboo ballpen with sharp clip
Plastic ballpen with bamboo coating, silver applications, blue writing refill, and extravagant
clip. Your advertisement will be engraved to the
right of the clip.

Metal twist ballpen with bamboo coating
Metal twist ballpen with bamboo coating, blue
writing refill, and silver applications. Your advertisement will be engraved to the right of the clip.

14,4 × ø 1,2 cm |

ECO

KS

15,4 × ø 1,4 cm |

L1 3,5 × 0,6 |

KS

11291

Cork ballpen
High-quality cork ballpen with blue writing refill.
Your logo will be branded to the right of the clip.

18

L1 4 × 0,6 |

ECO

11366

14,5 × ø 1 cm |

ECO

L1 4 × 0,6 |

P

Wooden ballpen with black plastic cap
Handy, black writing ballpen made of wood with
black plastic cap. Your logo will be engraved.
15,1 × ø 0,7 cm |

T1 4 × 0,6 |

P

WRITING

ECO
11813
Wheatstraw ballpen / highlighter
Wheatstraw ballpen with black refill and yellow
highlighter.Your logo will be printed onto the
barrel.
14,6 × 3,6 × 1 cm |

ECO

T1 4 × 0,7 |

KS

ECO

11435

11434

Wheat straw ballpen with silver applications
Classic plastic ballpen with wheat straw coating, silver applications, and blue writing refill.
Your advertisement will be printed to the right
of the clip.

Nature ballpen with silver applications
Ballpen with natural straw coating, silver applications, and blue writing refill. Your logo will be
printed to the right of the clip.

14,5 × ø 1,2 cm |

T1 4 × 0,6 |

KS

13,8 × ø 1 cm |

T1 4 × 0,6 |

KS
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ECO

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

18441

14016

Desk set
Wooden desk set with a blue-writing ball pen with metal system refill, a fountain pen including a blue cartridge, and a
letter opener in a wooden case*. We will print your logo on
the case.

Rosewood pen set in stylish case.
Wooden writing set consisting of a blue-writing ball pen with
metal system refill and a fountain pen including a blue cartridge in a wooden box *with ball pen stand. We will print your
logo on the box.

17 × 7,5 × 2,3 cm |

ECO

L3 5 × 3 |

K

EXPRESS

17 × 5,4 × 2,4 cm |

ECO

L3 5 × 3 |

K

EXPRESS

14015

12190

Rosewood pen set in case
Wooden writing set consisting of a blue-writing ball pen with
metal system refill and a fountain pen including a blue cartridge in a wooden box* with brass finish and ball pen stand.

Ballpen with Wood Coating
Ballpen with push mechanism and wooden coating, blue writing big refill and golden applications. Your Logo will be engraved right from the clip.

17 × 5,5 × 2,4 cm |

20

ECO

L3 5 × 3 |

K

14,2 × ø 1 cm |

L1 4 × 0,6 |

KS

WRITING

ECO
11474
Cork writing set
Metal writing set with cork coating, including a twist ballpen
with large capacity refill and a rollerball. Both pens are delivered in a cork box. Your logo will be engraved to the right of
the clips, laser costs are for both pens.
17,5 × 5,3 × 2,5 cm |

L2 4 × 0,6 |

K

ECO

EXPRESS

10898
Mark Twain writing set
Mark Twain writing set, includes one ballpen with large blue
writing refill and one fountain pen made of metal with wooden barrel. The set is delivered in a black box and also includes
a case. We will engrave your logo to the right of the clip (on
both pens.)
17 × 11,6 × 1,9 cm |

L2 3,5 × 0,6 |

K
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EXPRESS
10759
Mark Twain writing set with ball pen and rollerball pen
High-quality metal writing set, with 1 blue-writing ball pen and
1 rollerball in acrylic packaging *. We will engrave your logo to
the right of the clip. Laser costs are for both pens.
17,8 × 5,4 × 3 cm |

L2 4 × 0,6 |

K

EXPRESS
17704
Mark Twain writing set, fountain pen and ball pen white
Mark Twain writing set, consisting of a fountain pen and a
metal ball pen with twist mechanism and a large blue-writing
refill in a fresh white design. The set comes in a black box*
and includes a black push case*.We will engrave your logo
onto the pens.
17 × 11,8 × 2 cm |

22

L2 2,5 × 0,6 |

K

WRITING

EXPRESS
F193
Ferraghini writing set with a ball pen and a rollerball pen
Classically elegant Ferraghini writing set consisting of a ball
pen with twist mechanism and a rollerball pen (both blue-writing) in a black folding box*.
19,3 × 7,4 × 3,2 cm |

L2 3 × 0,7 |

K

EXPRESS
F124
Ferraghini metal writing set
The art of writing - elegant metal writing set, includes a
black-writing ball pen, and a blue-writing rollerball in a wonderful case. We will engrave your logo on the clips of the pens.
16 × 6 × 2,3 cm |

L2 2 × 0,3 |

K
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WRITING

EXPRESS
13463
Mark Twain writing set
Mark Twain - 3-piece metal writing set consisting of a fountain
pen including refillable cartridge, a ball pen with black-writing
large metal refill, and a blue-writing rollerball, it comes in a
nice box with white seams. We will laser engrave your logo
onto the pens.
18,2 × 8,3 × 4,8 cm |

L2 4 × 0,6 |

K

EXPRESS
13392
Mark Twain writing set
Mark Twain writing set in a black case, with a blue-writing ballpen with twist mechanism, and a fountain pen with rubberized
shaft. We will engrave your advertising on the clip - engraving
price is per writing utensil.
19,5 × 7,8 × 3,7 cm |

24

L2 3,5 × 0,6 |

K

WRITING

EXPRESS
17841
Mark Twain ball pen in carbon design
Mark Twain ball pen with twist mechanism, in a silver carbon
design with a large blue metal refill and a perfectly matching
pen case*. We will engrave your logo to the right of the clip.
14,7 × ø 1,3 cm |

L2 4 × 0,6 |

K

EXPRESS
13034
Ball pen Mark Twain
High-quality Mark Twain copper ball pen with twist mechanism and large blue-writing refill that makes a difference. The
case matches the ball pen in colour and captivates with its
black-lacquered design. We will print your logo on the box.
14,6 × ø 1,1 cm |

T4 3,5 × 0,3 |

K
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WRITING

EXPRESS
10576
Mark Twain ballpen
Mark Twain metal ballpen with dark chrome-plated applications, rubberfinish and a large blue-writing refill. Delivered in
a noble case. We will engrave your advertising next to the clip.
14,5 × ø 1,2 cm |

L2 3,5 × 0,7 |

K

EXPRESS
10760
Rollerball
High-quality rollerball pen in acrylic packaging. We will engrave your logo to the right of the clip.
17,8 × 5,4 × 3 cm |

26

L2 4 × 0,6 |

K

WRITING

EXPRESS
10612
Mark Twain ballpen
Mark Twain metal ballpen with dark chromed applications and
large blue-writing refill. Delivered in a noble case. We will
engrave your logo next to the clip.
14,4 × ø 1,1 cm |

L2 3,5 × 0,6 |

K

EXPRESS
13383
Mark Twain ball pen acrylic box
High-quality Mark Twain metal ball pen with twist mechanism.
It captivates with its plain elegance and its appealing acrylic
box*. We will engrave your advertising to the right of the clip.
13,8 × ø 1,2 cm |

L2 3,5 × 0,6 |

K
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EXPRESS
F210
Ferraghini ball pen with twist mechanism with cloth cover in
artificial leather case
Luxurious Ferraghini ball pen with twist mechanism. The combination of black-lacquered surface and cloth cover in braided design is highlighted by occasional chrome accents. The
blue-writing metal ball pen is stored in a velour padded artificial leather case with magnetic closure. We will engrave your
logo next to the clip.
14,5 × ø 1,2 cm |

EXPRESS
F262
Ferraghini ball pen
The combination of black-lacquered surface and brushed
stainless steel gives this Ferraghini ball pen with twist action
mechanism its unique design. We laser engrave your logo below the clip.
14,5 × ø 1,2 cm |

28

L2 3,5 × 0,8 |

K

L2 3 × 0,6 |

K

WRITING

EXPRESS
10611
Ballpen with silver top
Elegant metal ballpen with silver top and large blue-writing
refill. The ballpen comes in a cardboard gift box *. Your advertising will be engraved next to the clip.
14,4 × ø 1,1 cm |

L2 3,5 × 0,7 |

K

EXPRESS
11808
CrisMa Metal Design pen
Metal drop-action ball pen manufactured in the highest quality. You'll love it! We will engrave your logo onto the clip.
14,6 × ø 1 cm |

L2 1,7 × 0,3 |

K
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EXPRESS
18446
Floating pen with matching chrome base.
Chromed metal ball pen (blue-writing metal system refill)
with magnetic base made of plastic. High-quality design. We
will engrave your logo on the base or on the pen.
ø 6 × 12,6 cm |

L2 3 × 0,8 |

K

EXPRESS
EXPRESS

17481
Metal ball pen in a box
Exclusive metal ball pen with twist mechanism, blue-writing
large metal refill and a black metal box*. We will engrave your
logo next to the clip.
14 × ø 1,2 cm |

30

L2 3,5 × 0,7 |

K

10577
White ballpen with black bottom alloy
White lacquered metal ballpen with a large blue writing refill.
We will engrave your advertising next to the clip, the laser
engraving appears black.
14,1 × ø 1,1 cm |

L2 3,5 × 0,7 |

K

WRITING

EXPRESS
13544
Metal pen set
Metal pen set with a blue writing ball pen and a pencil, nicely
packed in a carbon optic box. We will laser engrave your logo
onto the pens.
16,5 × 4,7 × 2,5 cm |

EXPRESS

P

EXPRESS

10333
Writing set - red with black accents
Metal pen set, consisting of a ballpen and a rollerball in an
elegant gift box. We will engrave your logo on the pens.
19,2 × 7,5 × 3,4 cm |

L2 4 × 0,7 |

L2 4 × 0,6 |

K

10335
Writing set
Metal pen set including a ballpen and a rollerball in a slim
black gift box. We will engrave your logo on the pens.
17,8 × 4,8 × 3,8 cm |

L2 3,5 × 0,6 |

K
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EXPRESS
18954
Laser pointer with LED, touch function and ball pen
Metal laser pointer with LED, modern touch pad and blue-writing refill. Packed in a veneered box*. We will engrave your logo
next to the clip.
12,5 × ø 0,8 cm |

EXPRESS

K

EXPRESS

15318

12798

Laser pointer and LED Pen
Metal laser pointer with LED, and blue-writing ball pen in a
beautiful wooden box*. We will engrave your logo to the right
of the clip.

4-in-1 Laser pointer
4-in-1 metal laser pointer + LED, with ball pen (blue and
red-writing) in attractive metal box*. We will engrave your advertising on the upper area.

13,6 × ø 0,9 cm |

32

L2 3,5 × 0,5 |

L2 4 × 0,6 |

K

15,4 × ø 1 cm |

L2 3,5 × 0,6 |

K
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EXPRESS

10761

13330

Writing set with ball pen and rollerball pen
Aluminium wrtiting set, with 1 blue-writing ball pen and 1 rollerball. We will engrave your logo to the right of the clip. Laser
costs are for both pens.

Metal pen & pencil set
Metal pen & pencil set in a black paper box. The pen comes
with a large blue writing refill. We will engrave your logo on
both pens.

17,5 × 5,7 × 2,2 cm |

L1 4 × 0,6 |

K

17,5 × 5,7 × 2,2 cm |

L1 4 × 0,6 |

K

EXPRESS
12885
Writing set with touch function ballpen and mechanical
pencil
Metal writing set that includes one blue writing ballpoint pen
with touch function and one pencil. We will engrave your logo
below the clip on both pens.
16,2 × 5 × 1,9 cm |

L1 4 × 0,6 |

K
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18510

18955

10067

Metal ball pen with touch pad function
Rotary ball pen made of metal in classical design
with blue-writing large refill and touch feature
for smartphones or tablet PCs. We will engrave
your logo below the clip.

Ball pen made of stainless steel with touch pad
Push-button ball pen made of high-quality
stainless steel with practical touch function.
Supplied with a large blue-writing refill. Your
logo will be engraved onto the shaft.

Metal ball pen
Metal ball pen in metallic optic with touch function on the tip of the pen. We will laser engrave
your logo onto the shaft.

14,9 × ø 1,4 cm |

L1 3,5 × 0,6 |

P

14 × ø 0,7 cm |

L1 4 × 0,3 |

P

14,5 × ø 1 cm |

ECO

L1 5 × 0,6 |

P

EXPRESS

12194
Ballpen with Bamboo Coating
Ballpen with push mechanism and bamboo
coating, blue writing big refill, anthracite applications and Touch-function. Your Logo will be
engraved right from the clip.
14,9 × ø 1,1 cm |

34

L1 4 × 0,6 |

N
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10964

10440

Metal ballpen with rubber coating and touch function
Slim metal pen with rubberized coating, blue writing refill, and
touch function. We will engrave your logo next to the clip.

Metal ball pen with touch function
Metal ball pen with touch function - perfect for mobiles, tablets, and writing, with blue writing refill. Your logo will be laser
engraved below the clip.

14,5 × ø 0,8 cm |

05

L1 6 × 0,5 |

09

P

04

14 × ø 0,7 cm |

03

L1 4 × 0,4 |

P

06

EXPRESS
10418
Metal-Touchpen
Twist metal ball pen with touch function and blue writing refill, with 8 engraved rings that make writing more convenient.
Your logo will be laser engraved below the clip.
12,8 × ø 0,9 cm |

L1 4 × 0,6 |

P
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10764
Ball pen with colored LED light
Plastic ball pen with colored LED light, blue writing refill, metal clip, touch pen function, and rubber grip. We will engrave
your logo on the pen so the LED light shines through, matching the colors of the trimms.
15,5 × ø 1,2 cm |

09

L1 3 × 0,6 |

P

10

05

EXPRESS
10765
Ball pen with white LED
Plastic ball pen with white LED light, blue writing refill, metal
clip, touch pen function, and rubber grip. We will engrave your
logo on the pen so the LED light shines through.
15,4 × ø 1,2 cm |

36

L1 3 × 0,6 |

P

WRITING

77
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EXPRESS
10076

18882

Ball pen with touch function
Plastic ball pen with touch function - perfect for mobiles, tablets, and writing, with large blue writing refill. Your logo will
be printed below the clip.

F17925
Using your smartphone or simply writing: that’s no problem
with this design ballpen made of metallic-plastic. You don’t
need to turn your pen for using the touch pad, as it is on the
tip of the pen! Large blue-writing refill. We will print your logo
on the shaft.

14,5 × ø 1,1 cm |

T1 4,5 × 0,6 |

P

14,5 × ø 1,1 cm |

T1 4 × 0,7 |

03

P

04

EXPRESS
18787
Ball pen with touch function and LED
Ball pen with blue-writing refill and LED light. The plastic light
is additionally equipped with a touch pad for easy handling of
smartphones. We will print your logo below the clip.
12,5 × ø 1,2 cm |

T2 4 × 0,6 |

P
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13415
Smile hand ball pen
Flexible smile hands ball pen with blue-writing refill and touch
function (smartphone and tablet). We will print your advertising on the shaft.
17,8 × ø 1 cm |

24

29

T1 4,5 × 0,5 |

10

P

11

12

06

EXPRESS
18786
Plastic ball pen with touch function
Rotary ball pen made of plastic in elegant slim shape, with
blue-writing refill and practical touch pad for effortless handling of smartphones and tablet PCs.
13,7 × ø 0,7 cm |

38

T1 4 × 0,4 |

P
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10419

17605

10871

Metal ball pen
Slim aluminium ball pen with blue writing refill.
Your logo will be laser engraved below the clip.

Elegant metal ball pen "slim line"
Elegant metal ball pen in a slim shape with
chromed clip and blue-writing refill. We will engrave your logo next to the clip.

Slim metal ballpoint pen
Slim retractable pen in metal with blue-writing
refill. Your logo will be engraved to the right of
the clip.

14,3 × ø 0,8 cm |

L1 4 × 0,6 |

P

13,3 × ø 0,7 cm |

L1 3,5 × 0,4 |

P

13,8 × ø 0,9 cm |

03

04

L1 4 × 0,6 |

11

05

P

10

06

EXPRESS
10488
Metal ball pen KING
Make your customer a KING with this royal ball
pen including a Swarovski crystal. We will laser
engrave your logo below the clip.
14,4 × ø 0,8 cm |

L1 3,5 × 0,4 |

P
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17786

Ball pen made of plastic with metal clip
Plastic ball ben with nice and robust metal clip, with blue-writing large refill, and nice metallic shaft. We will print your logo
on the barrel.

Aluminium ball pen with black applications
Modern aluminium ball pen with push mechanism, large
blue-writing refill, black pusher and comfortable plastic grip
zone. Your logo will be printed on the shaft.

15 × ø 1,2 cm |

03

T1 4 × 0,7 |

P

04

P

05

77

EXPRESS

10783
Aluminium ball pen with twist mechanism
Aluminium ball pen with twist mechanism, silver applications
and blue writing refill, in a velor case. We will engrave your
logo to the right of the clip.

40

L1 4 × 0,6 |

04

EXPRESS

14 × ø 1 cm |

14,7 × ø 1,2 cm |

L1 4 × 0,7 |

VP

10790
Aluminium ball pen
Retractable ball pen made of aluminium, with extravagant
clip and blue writing refill. We will engrave your logo to the
right of the clip.
14,6 × ø 1 cm |

L1 4 × 0,6 |

P
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13339
Metal ball pen
The ultimate metal ball pen for your company, with large blue
writing refill. Your logo will be engraved below the clip.
13,6 × ø 1 cm |

03

04

05

L1 4 × 0,6 |

06

P
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10
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77

EXPRESS
10971
Retractable ballpen made of metal
Metal ballpoint pen with blue writing refill and fancy grip
zone. Your advertisement will be laser engraved to the right
of the clip.
15 × ø 0,9 cm |

L1 4 × 0,5 |

P

41
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10963
Metal ballpen with zig-zag clip
Metal ballpen with large blue writing refill and particular "zigzag" clip. We will engrave your logo to the right of the clip.
15 × ø 1,1 cm |

06

03

L1 4 × 0,7 |

44
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10716
Metal ball pen
Metal ball pen in different colors, with silver applications and
blue-writing refill. We will engrave your logo to the right of
the clip.
14,5 × ø 1 cm |

42

L1 4 × 0,6 |

P
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11747

10715

Rubber coated ball pen
Slim, rubberized metal ball pen in different
colors, with silver applications and black-writing
refill. We will engrave your logo to the right of
the clip.

Rubber coated ball pen
Slim, rubberized metal ball pen in different
colors, with silver applications and blue-writing
refill. We will engrave your logo to the right of
the clip.

14 × ø 0,8 cm |

L1 3 × 0,6 |

P

14 × ø 0,8 cm |

EXPRESS

L1 3 × 0,6 |

P

EXPRESS

10182

10086

Metal twist ballpen with rubberized shaft
Metal twist ballpen with rubberized barrel and
blue writing refill. Your logo will be engraved to
the right of the clip.

Rubberized ball pen
Rubberized ball pen with large blue-writing refill and chromed clip. We will engrave your logo
onto the clip.

14 × ø 1,2 cm |

L1 4 × 0,6 |

KS

14 × ø 1 cm |

L1 3,5 × 0,4 |

K

43
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03

10

18885

11631

Plastic ball pen with decorative rings
Ball pen with vanishing clip: when the barrel is turned for writing, the clip retracts and adapts exactly to the plastic housing
of the pen. We will print your logo on the barrel.

Ball pen with large chromed clip
Plastic ball pen with nice design clip and large blue-writing
refill. We will print your logo on the barrel.

14,1 × ø 1,2 cm |

T1 4 × 0,7 |

03

P

44

15 × ø 1,1 cm |

T1 4 × 0,6 |

99

03

P

04

06

18884

13405

Ball pen with two writing sides
At first sight a standard push-button ball pen...but with two
refills! Blue ink on the tip, black ink when turning it around,
and robust metal clip. We will print your logo on the barrel.

Plastic ball pen Slim Line
Twist mechanism ball pen made of plastic with blue-writing
refill. Thanks to its slim shape, this ball pen is perfectly suitable for notebook loops. We will print your advertising to the
right of the clip.

15,3 × ø 1,1 cm |

44

06

T1 4 × 0,6 |

P

13,4 × ø 0,8 cm |

T1 4,5 × 0,5 |

P
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17717
Plastic ball pen with sparkling dot grip zone
Plastic ball pen with sparkling dots grip zone and large blue
refill. We will print your logo on the barrel.
14,2 × ø 1,1 cm |

02

03

04

05

06

08

09

10

11

12

T1 4 × 0,7 |

P

14

24

29

44

10945
Plastic ballpoint pen with metal clip
Plastic ballpoint pen with blue writing refill, colored shaft and
metal clip. Your advertisement will be printed on the barrel.
14 × ø 1 cm |

T1 4 × 0,6 |

P

45
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10068
Transparent plastic ball pen
Transparent plastic ball pen with white clip and blue-writing
large refill. We will print your logo on the shaft.
14,5 × ø 1 cm |

T1 4 × 0,6 |

04

05

06

09

03

04

05

09

14181

17959

Frosted ball pen with rubber grip
Matt-transparent ball pen with rubber grip zone, transparent
applications and blue-writing refill. We will print your logo
on the barrel.

Frosted plastic ball pen with grooved rubber grip zone
Plastic ball pen with push mechanism, blue-writing refill, and
soft rubber grip zone. We will print your logo on the barrel.

14,8 × ø 0,8 cm |

46

P

T1 4 × 0,5 |

P

14,7 × ø 1,1 cm |

T1 4 × 0,6 |

P
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10694
Plastic ball pen with patterns
Plastic ball pen with transparent applications, large blue-writing refill, and patterned barrel. We will print your logo on
the clip.
14,4 × ø 1,1 cm |

03

04

05

08

06

10

24

T1 3 × 0,5 |

P

29

13538
Plastic ball pen
Colourful plastic ball pen with a jumbo blue writing refill and
silver applications. We will print your logo on the barrel.
14 × ø 1,1 cm |

T1 4,5 × 0,6 |

N
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11683
Plastic ball pen
Plastic ball pen with white barrel, metal clip, blue-writing refill, and coloured rubber grip. We will print your logo to the
right of the clip.
14,5 × ø 1,3 cm |

02

03

T1 4 × 0,6 |

04

P

05

08

09

10

11681
Ball pen with satin finish
Ball pen with satin finish, rubber grip zone, and blue-writing
large refill. We will print your logo to the right of the clip.
14,5 × ø 1,3 cm |

48

T1 4 × 0,6 |

P
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11682
Transparent ball pen with rubber grip
Transparent ball pen with silver metal clip, rubber grip zone
and blue-writing large refill. We will print your logo to the
right of the clip.
14,5 × ø 1,3 cm |

10

11

12

04

05

T1 4 × 0,6 |

06

P

08

09

10

03

11698

11679

Ball pen with black applications
Classic plastic ball pen with blue-writing large refill and black
applications. Classical form - new look! Your advertising will
preferrably be printed to the right of the clip.

Plastic ball pen with metal clip
The classic in multicolour version, plastic ball pen with metal
clip and blue-writing large refill. We will print your logo to
the right of the clip.

14,5 × ø 1,3 cm |

T1 4 × 0,6 |

P

14,5 × ø 1,3 cm |

T1 4 × 0,6 |

P

49
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11776
Twistpen with sprayer
Translucent Twistpen with silver trims and blue-writing refill.
The sprayer is refillable - perfect for perfume or disinfection
fluids.We will print your logo on the right side next to the clip.
16,5 × ø 1,4 cm |

03

04

P
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09

04

05

08

09

10

10799

13537

Plastic ball pen
Plastic ball pen with twist mechanism, large blue-writing refill
and elegant clip. We will print your logo on the barrel.

Plastic ball pen
Plastic ball pen with a jumbo blue writing refill and colourful
applications. We will print your logo on the barrel.

14,6 × ø 1 cm |

50

DC0 5 × 0,5 |

T1 4 × 0,7 |

P

14,6 × ø 1,1 cm |

T1 4,5 × 0,6 |

P
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Plastic ballpoint pen
Plastic ballpoint pen with blue writing refill, colored clip,
and silver applications. Your logo will be printed to the right
of the clip.
15 × ø 1 cm |

04

T1 4 × 0,6 |

05

P

06

08

09
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03

04

05

08

09

10

18656

17899

White plastic ball pen with coloured clip
Trendy push-button ball pen with blue-writing refill. The white
of the barrel highlights the color of the clip. We will print your
logo on the shaft.

Plastic ball pen with white shaft and rubber grip zone
Ball pen with push mechanism, rubber grip zone, blue writing
refill, metal pusher and tip. We will print your logo on the
shaft.

14,3 × ø 1 cm |

T1 4 × 0,6 |

P

14,2 × ø 1 cm |

T1 4 × 0,6 |

P
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14442
Ball pen with clip standard
Plastic ball pen with white barrel and different colored clips.
Print on the shaft 4.5 x 1.2 cm (allover print on request.) Print
on the clip max. 4.5 x 0.7 cm.
13,8 × ø 1 cm |

04

05

T1 4,5 × 0,7 |

06

P

08

09

10

11268
Ballpen with colored clip
White plastic ballpen with coloured clip and blue writing refill. Your logo will be printed to the right of the clip, on the
shaft or clip.
13,9 × ø 1,1 cm |

T1 4 × 0,7 |

N

07

14446
Ball pen with icon clips
Plastic ball pen with blue-writing refill and 4 different clips,
choose the matching icon for your message. Print on the shaft
4.5 x 1.2 cm (allover print on request.) Print on clip max. 3.5 x
0.7 cm.
13,8 × ø 1 cm |

52

08

T1 4,5 × 0,7 |
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14443
Ball pen with finger pointer clip
Blue-writing plastic ball pen with various "finger pointer" clips
- especially suited for slogans and company's name. Print on
the shaft 4.5 x 1.2 cm (allover print on request.) Print on clip
max. 2.6 x 0.7 cm.
13,8 × ø 1 cm |

04

05

09

10

12

14

04

T1 4,5 × 0,7 |

P

05

08

09

14445

14441

Ball pen with 2D hands clip
Plastic ball pen with blue-writing refill and eye-catching hand
clips in various designs, with the perfect space for expressive
messages that will stay in mind. Print on the shaft 4.5 x 1.2 cm
(allover print on request.) Print on the clip max. 2.5 x 0.7 cm.

Ball pen with smiley clip
Plastic ball pen for a smile on your face, with blue-writing
refill. Print on the shaft 4.5 x 1.2 cm (allover print on request.)
Print on clip max. 3.5 x 0.7 cm.

13,8 × ø 1 cm |

T1 4,5 × 0,7 |

P

13,8 × ø 1 cm |

T1 4,5 × 0,7 |

P
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21292

13042

Mobile phone holder with magnetic function, includes metal ballpen
Mobile phone holder with anti-slip base, magnetic function,
and blue writing metal ballpen. Your advertising is printed
on the front.
7 × 8,5 × 15,7 cm |

T3 3 × 2 |

Ball pen with smile
Funny rubber ballpen with a smiley, in a holder, bringing fun to
your desk. We will print your advertising on the holder.
ø 5,4 × 16,9 cm |

T2 2 × 1 |

K

K

ECO
10695
Plastic ball pen with tire patterns
Plastic ballpen with large blue-writing refill and
tire-patterned barrel. We will print your logo on
the clip.
14,5 × ø 1,1 cm |

T1 3 × 0,6 |

P

11532

11801

Corn pen
Environmentally friendly ballpen in the shape of
a corn cob, made of recycled plastic mixed with
corn, with blue writing refill. Your logo will be
printed on the pen.

Pen with flashing bulbs
Tap the ball pen on the desk and the bulb starts
to flash. A cool idea for any kind of promotion.
We will print your logo on the shaft.

11,5 × ø 1,1 cm |

54

T1 3,5 × 0,6 |

N

19 × ø 2,7 cm |

T1 5 × 0,4 |

P
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14043

10929

Velour pouch for one pen
Velour pouch for 1 writing pen.
16 × 3 × 0,1 cm |

Cardboard box
Black cardboard packaging for a writing instrument.

P

17 × 4 × 2,5 cm |

T3 5 × 2 |

N

05

04

20918

20414

Pencil case for kids
Painting set for children, includes a pencil case with a design
for coloring and 6 colored wax crayons. Your advertisement
will be printed on the back.

Pencil zipper pouch
With this multifunction zipper pouch - you have for sure a long
lasting gift. Your promotion will be printed below the zipper.

21,7 × 2 × 12 cm |

TT1 10 × 6 |

N

21 × ø 8,5 cm |

TT1 11 × 3 |

N
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EXPRESS
10944

11813

4 in 1 metal ballpen
Rubberized four-color metal ballpoint pen with blue, red,
green, and black writing refills and non-slip grip zone. Your
logo will be engraved onto the shaft.

Wheatstraw ballpen / highlighter
Wheatstraw ballpen with black refill and yellow highlighter.
Your logo will be printed onto the barrel.

15 × ø 1,1 cm |

L1 3 × 0,7 |

14,6 × 3,6 × 1 cm |

P

T1 4 × 0,7 |

KS

13535

11745

17760

Highlighter
Highlighter with 2 different neon colours. Whichever colour you need is now quickly available.
We will print your logo on the barrel.

CrisMa highlighter with fluid optic.
Fancy CrisMa chromed plastic highlighter with
a long-lasting liquid refill. Make highlighting an
event! Your logo will be engraved on the barrel.

4-colour ball pen with highlighter
4-colour plastic ball ben with black, red, green,
blue refill, and highlighter on the top. We will
print your logo on the barrel, above the rubber
grip.

14 × ø 1 cm |

56

ECO

T1 4,5 × 0,6 |

P

11,6 × ø 1,5 cm |

T1 4 × 0,9 |

K

15,5 × ø 1,6 cm |

T1 2,5 × 0,8 |

P
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24
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10965
Plastic ballpen with highlighter and touch function
Plastic ballpoint pen with highlighter, rubberized sheath, blue
writing refill, and touch function. We will print your logo to
the right of the clip.
14,5 × ø 1,1 cm |

DC0 3,5 × 0,6 |

P

23486

28866

Highlighter flower
Highlighter flower with 5 coloured highlighters. Ideal for your
desk. We will print your advertising on the white surface of
the flower.

Highlighter manikin with keypad brush
Highlighter manikin with 4 coloured highlighters, a polishing
fleece on the back, and an extendable keypad brush. We will
print your logo on the body.

11,3 × 1,6 × 6 cm |

T3 3,5 × 2 |

N

9,4 × 10,2 × 1,7 cm |

T3 3 × 3 |

P
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ECO
28711
Sticky markers, natural look
Practical sticky marker set in a natural look with coloured
sticky markers (25 pieces per colour) and yellow sticky notes
(25 pieces). We will print your logo on the cover.
9 × 1 × 9,2 cm |

T2 5 × 2 |

ECO

ECO

20583

28865

Notepad Smile face
Notepad with spiral binding, 50 checkered pages, various
sticky notes and a smiley face on the environmentally friendly cover sheet. Your advertising will be printed on the cover.

Small ring-binder with sticky notes
This small ring-binder provides coloured memo strips (25 pcs
each colour), as well as yellow, pink, and green sticky notes
(25 pcs each colour), thus you have the adequate marking for
each note. We will print your logo on the cover.

8,1 × 1,5 × 15,2 cm |

58

N

T2 6 × 4 |

KS

9,5 × 3,4 × 7,7 cm |

T2 4 × 3 |

KS
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ECO
21354
Sticky marker and sticky note book in a cork envelope
Notebook in a cork cover with 4 different colored sticky markers (25 pieces each), yellow sticky notes (25 pieces) and a pad
with 200 pages. Your advertising will be printed on the cover.
8 × 1,8 × 10,5 cm |

TT1 5 × 5 |

KS

LINED PAGES

A4

ECO

21194
Writing case with cardboard cover, ruler, writing pad and adhesive markers
Double foldable writing case made of cardboard with closing rubber band. The case includes an 80-pages note pad, 20
colored sticky markers in 5 different colors, notes, two rulers,
pen, sharpener, eraser, and two pencils. Your advertisement
will be printed on the cover.
15,2 × 21 × 2,4 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

N

59
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21283

22843

Sticky note set
Sticky notes and markers in a white hard cover book. The perfect compact note set. Contains 100 note sheets and 25 of
each coloured markers. We will print your logo on the cover.

Sticky marker
Practical sticky notes set - the ideal product for any desktop,
with 200 yellow and blue sticky notes and 200 adhesive labels in 6 different colours, and additional compartment for
e.g. business cards. We will print your logo on top of the lid.

8,5 × 10 × 2 cm |

T3 5 × 4 |

KS

LINED PAGES

A5
21193
Writing case with PU cover, notes, to do list and sticky markers
Writing case with PU cover, 140-pages note pad, 20 colored
markers in 5 different colors, pen, notepads, and a "to do" list.
Your advertisement will be printed on the cover.
14 × 19,8 × 1,7 cm |

60

T3 5 × 3 |

K

10,2 × 12,9 × 2,8 cm |

T3 5 × 2 |

P
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DOTTED PAGES

A5

ECO

22387
A5 Notebook with Ruler and sticky notes
A5 Notebook with ring binder mechanism, ruler, 120 blank
pages, sticky notes and elastic strap. Your Logo will be printed on the book.
15,1 × 21 × 1,5 cm |

A4

T3 5 × 3 |

KS

ECO

22309
A4 cardboard clipboard
A4 Cardboard Clipboad with rounded down edges and firm
clip to keep your documents safe. Your Logo will be printed
onto the clipboard.
23,6 × 0,2 × 32,3 cm |

TT2 20 × 20 |

KS

61
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BLANK PAGES

ECO

A4

21433
Cardboard writing case
Writing case made of environmentally friendly cardboard.
With slip pocket, business card holder, 40 blank pages, and
a matching ballpen. Your advertisement will be printed on
the cover.
16,9 × 23 × 1,6 cm |

SQUARED PAGES

SQUARED PAGES

ECO

ECO

A6

N

A5

20581

20582

Notebook small
Small notebook with eco-friendly cover, 160 squared pages
and rubber band. The notebook comes with a pen. We will
print your advertising on the cover.

Notebook big
Notebook with eco-friendly cover, 160 squared pages and rubber band. The notebook comes with a pen. The advertising will
be printed on the cover.

9,7 × 1,1 × 14 cm |

62

T3 5 × 3 |

T3 5 × 3 |

KS

14,8 × 1,1 × 21 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

P
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01
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DOTTED PAGES

07

A5

ECO

21799
A5 recycled paper book
A5 paper book with 160 recycled pages - dot printed - which
you can use perfectly for sketches or writing. Your logo will be
printed on the recycled cork cover.
09

DOTTED PAGES

A6

14 × 21,1 × 1,2 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

KS

DOTTED PAGES

ECO

A5

ECO

22394

22388

A6 Craft Paper Notebook
A6 Notebook with craft paper envelope, bookmark, 160 ruled
pages, elastic strap and Pen Loop. Your Logo will be printed
on the book.

A5 Craft Paper Notebook
A5 Notebook with craft paper envelope, bookmark, 160 ruled
pages, elastic strap and Pen Loop. Your Logo will be printed
on the book.

9,1 × 1,5 × 14,1 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

KS

14,1 × 1,5 × 21 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

KS
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LINED PAGES

LINED PAGES

ECO

ECO

23445

20497

Notebook with brown rubber band, 120 sheets
Notebook with rubber band for closing, 120 lined pages and
extra compartment. We will print your advertising on the natural coloured cover.

To do pad with pen
Eco-friendly ring binder with 70 pages "to do" list and ball pen.
We will print your logo on the cover.

13,8 × 18,8 × 1,7 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

KS

9 × 14,4 × 0,9 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

P

LINED PAGES

ECO

A5

EXPRESS

28909
Note pad with bamboo cover A5
Trendy and ecological: note pad in panel format with cover made of real bamboo and 140 lined pages made of unbleached recycling paper, includes a blue-writing pushbutton
ball pen made of bamboo. We will engrave your logo on the
cover.
14,5 × 18 × 1,7 cm |

64

L3 4 × 2 |

KS
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03

DOTTED PAGES
07

ECO

A5

21811
A5 cork book
A5 cork book with 160 pages - dot printed - which you can
use perfectly for sketches or writing. Your logo will be printed
on the cover.
13,7 × 20,6 × 1,2 cm |

LINED PAGES

ECO

T3 5 × 3 |

KS

LINED PAGES

A6

ECO

A5

20827

20826

Cork notebook - DIN A6
DIN A6 notebook with cork cover, 160 lined pages, bookmark,
and rubber band for closing. We will print your logo on the
front.

Cork notebook - DIN A5
DIN A5 notebook with cork cover, 160 lined pages, bookmark,
and rubber band for closing. We will print your logo on the
front.

9 × 14 × 1,4 cm |

S1 6 × 10 |

KS

14 × 21 × 1,5 cm |

S1 10 × 10 |

KS
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06

03

04

05

LINED PAGES

A6

A5

28367

28759

Pocketbook with bookmark and elastic strap
This pocketbook with PU hard cover, matching coloured elastic strap, and bookmark provides enough space for your notes
on 160 pages. We will print your logo on the cover.

A5 notebook with lined pages
A5 notebook with 160 lined pages and hard cover made of PU
for notes. With black bookmark and rubber strap. We will print
your logo on the cover.

7,8 × 12,6 × 1,5 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

P

14 × 21 × 1,3 cm |

SQUARED PAGES

T3 5 × 3 |

P

97

LINED PAGES

98

A5

A5

20867

20938

A5 notebook with pen loop
Notebook in A5 format with 160 squared pages, pen loop,
bookmark, and rubber band for closing. We will print your
logo on the front.

Notebook in metallic colors
A5 notebook with metallic cover, rubber band for closing, ball
pen loop, bookmark ribbon, and 160 lined pages. Your advertisement will be printed on the cover.

14,2 × 21 × 1,8 cm |

66

LINED PAGES

TT1 10 × 10 |

P

14 × 21 × 1,4 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

P
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SQUARED PAGES

SQUARED PAGES

A5

A6

21359

21361

Canvas notebook A5
A5 notebook with hard canvas cover, ribbon, rubber band closure, ballpen loop, and 192 squared pages. Your advertisement
will be printed on the cover.

Canvas notebook A6
A6 notebook with hard canvas cover, ribbon, rubber band closure, ballpen loop, and 160 squared pages. Your advertisement will be printed on the cover.

14,2 × 1,5 × 21,2 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

KS

9,3 × 1,5 × 14,2 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

KS

LINED PAGES

A5
22385
A5 Notebook with PU-Cover
A5 Notebook with PU-Cover, 192 ruled Papers, Bookmark and
an elastic band to close, including Pen Holder. Your Logo will
be printed onto the Book.
14,3 × 21,1 × 3,2 cm |

04

05

T3 5 × 3 |

K

07
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SQUARED PAGES

SQUARED PAGES

A5

A6

21357

21358

Felt notebook A5
A5 notebook with felt cover, ribbon, rubber band closure, and
192 squared pages. Your advertisement will be printed on the
cover.

Felt notebook A6
A6 notebook with felt cover, ribbon, rubber band closure, and
160 squared pages. Your advertisement will be printed on the
cover.

14,5 × 1,5 × 21 cm |

TT1 10 × 10 |

N

9 × 1,5 × 14 cm |

TT1 6 × 6 |

N

03

03

07

07

SQUARED PAGES

06

A5

A6

21363

21364

Notebook with pocket A5
A5 notebook with 192 squared pages, ribbon, and structured
cover with pocket for e.g. a ballpen. Your advertisement will
be printed next to the pocket.

Notebook with pocket A6
A6 notebook with 160 squared pages, ribbon, and structured
cover with pocket for e.g. a ballpen. Your advertisement will
be printed next to the pocket.

14,6 × 1,8 × 21 cm |

68

06

SQUARED PAGES

T3 4 × 3 |

KS

8,8 × 1,7 × 14 cm |

T3 4 × 3 |

KS
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04

03

05

LINED PAGES

LINED PAGES

A6

10

A6

20727

20315

A6 notebook with sticky notes
A6 notebook with 160 pages notepad, sticky notes, and rubber closing band. We will print your logo on the outside of
the notebook.

Notebook
Trendy A6 notebook with 160 lined pages for all your spontaneous ideas, with rubber band, pen loop, and pocket loop. We
will print your logo on the cover.

8,5 × 2 × 14,1 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

P

LINED PAGES

8,8 × 14,3 × 1,8 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

KS

LINED PAGES

A5

A4

27636

28636

Black A5 notebook
Trendy A5 notebook with rubber band, pen loop, and pocket
loop. Features folding compartment at the back for all those
important papers. We will print your logo on the cover.

A4 notebook, lined, with elastic strap
This large A4 notebook has a lot of space for important notes
on its numerous lined pages. The tuck on the back and the
elastic strap keep even small notes in place. We will print your
logo on the cover.

13,9 × 21 × 2,2 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

P

20,2 × 29,2 × 1,9 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

KS
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04

05

LINED PAGES

77

A5
20088
Notebook with business card compartments
PU A5 notebook with 256 lined pages, ball pen sleeve and
space for 6 credit cards. We will print your logo on the front.
14,5 × 21 × 2,5 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

K

BLANK PAGES

LINED PAGES
04

A5

05

A5

20087

23447

Notebook
Rubberized A5 notebook with a metal stripe. The notebook
has 192 lined pages and a magnetic closure. We will print your
logo on the notebook.

Notebook
Notebook in a paper binding with 160 white pages for your
graphics or notes. We will print your logo onto the front.

14,5 × 21,3 × 2,8 cm |

70

ECO

T3 5 × 3 |

K

25,8 × 18,4 × 1 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

P
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LINED PAGES

A6
20186
Notebook with sticky markers
PU Notebook with a writing pad and sticky markers and notes
in different colours. We will print your logo on the cover.
10,4 × 14,5 × 1,2 cm |

TT1 7 × 5 |

KS

DOTTED PAGES

A6

A5
20377
Take away office
A notebook with all you need, 160 pages, metal
pen, and transparent compartment for mobile
phones. You can still use the phone and all its
features while it is inside the case. Your logo will
be printed on the front.
16 × 21,6 × 1 cm |

S1 8 × 8 |

K

20175
Ring Binder DIN A6 with PU cover
PU cover ring binder DIN A6 with block, various
compartments for credit or business cards and a
mesh compartment. We will engrave your logo
on the cover.
13,3 × 18,4 × 2,5 cm |

L3 5 × 3 |

P
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FINEST BONDED LEATHER

A4

EXPRESS

20629
DIN A4 conference folder
A4 folder made of high quality bonded leather with slip pocket, business card slots, pen loops, smartphone holder and
stand, and lined block with a small calendar impression. We
will engrave your logo on the outer metal plate.
24,5 × 33 × 1,8 cm |

L3 3 × 1 |

FINEST BONDED LEATHER

NWP

A4

EXPRESS

20630
DIN A4 conference folder
A4 folder made of high-quality bonded leather, with zipper,
slip pocket, business card slots, pen loop, smartphone holder
and stand, compartment for tablet or notebook, and lined
block with a small calendar impression. We will engrave your
logo on the outer metal plate.
25,8 × 33,7 × 3 cm |

72

L3 3 × 1 |

NWP

O FFI C E & T I M E

FINEST BONDED LEATHER

A4

EXPRESS

20631
DIN A4 conference folder
A4 folder made of high-quality bonded leather, with zipper,
slip pocket, business card slots, pen loops, smartphone holder and stand, compartment for tablet or notebook, and lined
block with a small calendar impression. We will engrave your
logo on the outer metal plate.
27 × 34,9 × 4 cm |

L3 3 × 1 |

FINEST BONDED LEATHER

NWP

A4

EXPRESS

20632
DIN A4 conference folder with ring binder
A4 briefcase folder made of high-quality bonded leather, with
zipper, pockets, business card slots, pen loop, smartphone
holder and stand, compartment for tablet or notebook, ring
binder mechanism, and lined block with a small calendar impression. We will engrave your logo on the outer metal plate.
27,5 × 36,8 × 6 cm |

L3 3 × 1 |

NWP

73
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FINEST BONDED LEATHER

A4

EXPRESS

20635
DIN A4 conference folder
A4 folder made of high-quality bonded leather, slip pocket,
business card slots, pen loops, smartphone holder and stand,
and lined block with a small calendar impression. We will engrave your logo on the outer metal plate.
24,3 × 33,1 × 1,7 cm |

L3 3 × 1 |

NWP

FINEST BONDED LEATHER

A5

EXPRESS

20634
DIN A5 conference folder with ring binder
A5 folder made of high-quality bonded leather, with zipper,
various pockets, pen loop, smartphone holder and stand, ring
binder mechanism, and lined block with a small calendar impression. We will engrave your logo on the outer metal plate.
19,8 × 25,5 × 3,5 cm |

74

L3 3 × 1 |

NWP

O FFI C E & T I M E

FINEST BONDED LEATHER

A4

EXPRESS

20636
DIN A4 conference folder
A4 folder made of high-quality bonded leather, with business
card slots, pen loop, smartphone holder and stand, and lined
block with a small calendar impression. We will engrave your
logo on the outer metal plate.
26,5 × 35 × 4,3 cm |

FINEST BONDED LEATHER

A5

EXPRESS

L3 3 × 1 |

FINEST BONDED LEATHER

NWP

A4

EXPRESS

20633

20637

DIN A5 conference folder
A5 folder made of high-quality bonded leather, with diverse
compartments, smartphone holder, pen loop, and lined DIN
A5 block. We will engrave your logo on the outer metal plate.

DIN A4 conference folder with ring binder
A4 briefcase folder made of high-quality bonded leather, with
zipper, pockets, business card slots, pen loop, smartphone
holder and tablet stand, ring binder mechanism, and lined
block with a small calendar impression. We will engrave your
logo on the outer metal plate.

19 × 23,5 × 3 cm |

L3 3 × 1 |

NWP

28 × 36,8 × 6 cm |

L3 3 × 1 |

NWP
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A4
21011
Conference folder A4
A4 conference folder made of 600D polyester, with note pad,
several organizing compartments, and zipper. We will print
your logo on the cover.
25,5 × 34 × 2,5 cm |

12

11

S1 4 × 2 |

NWP

10

A5
29081

28946
Nylon writing case with zipper
The writing case made of 190T nylon is available in three
trendy colors and provides enough space inside for a modern
tablet PC, includes a lined writing pad and a zipper compartment outside. We will print your logo on the cover.
23 × 26,5 × 2 cm |

76

S2 14 × 7 |

P

CrisMa ring binder
Conference bag with various compartments for organizing
your belongings and documents. We will print your logo on
the front.
35,5 × 32 × 10,5 cm |

TT2 17 × 12 |

P

O FFI C E & T I M E

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

ECO

EXPRESS

22225

22206

22266

Aluminium business card holder
Classic business card holder with matt-brushed
aluminium case. Your logo will be engraved on
the lid.

Metal Business card holder
Matt metal business card holder. This sturdy
case protects your cards from damage. Your logo
will be engraved on the lid.

Metal Business Card Holder with cork Surface
Metal Business Card Holder with cork surface
and magnetic catch. Your Logo will be printed
onto the cork surface.

9,3 × 6 × 0,5 cm |

L2 5 × 2 |

K

9,4 × 5,8 × 0,7 cm |

EXPRESS

L2 5 × 2 |

K

EXPRESS

9,3 × 6,1 × 1,3 cm |

T3 5 × 2 |

K

EXPRESS

20043

28502

27445

Rubberized business card holder
Metal business card holder with a rubberized
surface. Your logo will be engraved on the lid.

Business card holder with artificial leather covering
For stylish storage of your business cards, the
case is upholstered with high-quality artificial
leather and provides a magnetic closure. We will
engrave your logo on the metal plate.

Metal business card holder
High-quality metal business card holder, finished in a shiny chrome. The cover features a
magnetic closure and is coated with artificial
leather. Your logo will be engraved on the metal plate.

9,4 × 6,1 × 0,7 cm |

L2 5 × 2 |

K

9,6 × 6,6 × 1,4 cm |

L2 3 × 1,2 |

K

9,7 × 6,3 × 1,5 cm |

L2 5 × 0,8 |

K
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SOLAR

SOLAR

33610

33416

12-digit dual-power calculator
12-digit dual-power calculator with a transparent plastic keypad and height adjustment. We will print your logo below
the keyboard.

Own design calculator
CrisMa design calculator with 12 digits made of white plastic,
of course, with dual power! Create your own slogan or design the key numbers with your coloured logos or motives.
The white keys can be printed allover and individually (keys
are not printed when ordered plain stock). Print price includes
printing next to the solar field and on the keys.

10,6 × 18,2 × 1,5 cm |

T3 5,5 × 2 |

K

10,5 × 17,3 × 1 cm |

SOLAR

K

SOLAR

33408

33415

Own design calculator
CrisMa design plastic calculator with 12 digits, and of course,
solar power! We will print your logo next to the solar cells.

Own design calculator
CrisMa design plastic calculator with 12 digits, and of course, l
power! We will print your logo next to the solar cells.

10,5 × 17,3 × 1 cm |

78

DC0 5 × 1,2 |

T1 5 × 1,2 |

K

10,5 × 17,3 × 1 cm |

T1 5 × 1,2 |

K

O FFI C E & T I M E

SOLAR
33540
Own-design desk calculator with insert without holes, small
CrisMa design desk calculator with 12 digits and solar power
made of silver plastic. Unique, thanks to the digital printing
possibilities -create your calculator just as you like.
11,9 × 16,5 × 2 cm |

DC1 11 × 12,3 |

K

SOLAR
33551
Own-design desk calculator with insert without holes
CrisMa design desk calculator with 12 digits and solar power
made of silver plastic. Unique, thanks to the digital printing
possibilities -create your calculator just as you like.
16,4 × 16,4 × 1,5 cm |

DC1 9,5 × 14 |

K

79
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66

ECO

22407

21464

Memo holder
Memo holder with flexible metal arm and clip, and base. Your
advertisement is printed on one side of the base.

Memo holder with wooden base
Memo holder with flexible metal arm and clip, and wooden
base for a secure standing. Your logo will be engraved on one
side of the base.

2,4 × 2,4 × 11,8 cm |

T2 2 × 2 |

P

3 × 3 × 12 cm |

L2 2 × 2 |

K

23333

28307

Sticky note dispenser
Sticky note dispenser, just tear the notes in the desired length
from the roll and stick them where needed, they are adherent
on the back. We will print your advertising on the dispenser.

Memo holder with eight metal men on a magnetic base
Bring some colour to your desk. These eight metal men in different colours stick to a magnetic base and hold your memos,
business cards, and much more. We will print your logo on
the base.

6,5 × 8 × 4,4 cm |

80

07

T3 5 × 1 |

N

9,1 × 7 × 2,8 cm |

T3 4 × 1,8 |

K

O FFI C E & T I M E

21492

20478

Round mousepad
Round mouse pad made of rubber with spandex surface, perfect for allover digital print and suitable for photos or multi-colored logos with gradients.

Sublimation mousepad
This sublimation mousepad with polyester is perfect for full
coloured promotion - almost endless advertising space. Print
price is for full colour.

ø 22 × 0,3 cm |

SU ø 22cm |

N

19 × 23 × 0,3 cm |

SU 20 × 24 |

N

20720
Computer mouse
Wireless computer mouse in white, with two buttons and
scroller. We will print your logo directly on the mouse.
12 × 6,2 × 2,8 cm |

T4 3 × 1,5 |

K

81
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EXPRESS
20886

27502

Glass trophy in classy packaging
Round glass trophy with a sturdy pedestal, packed in a noble
box * with satin lining. Your advertising will be engraved to
the glass.

Big glass trophy
Elegant glass award, safely packed in a blue box* with satin
inlay and decorated with laser engraving.

16 × 5 × 18 cm |

L3 ø 8 cm |

K

27504
Small rectangular glass block
With its distinct shape this glass cube highlights your advertising. Safely packed in a blue box* with satin inlay. Laser engraving.
6,4 × 2 × 9 cm |

82

L3 5 × 3 |

KS

17,5 × 6,5 × 19 cm |

L3 5 × 3 |

K

O FFI C E & T I M E

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

27505

27503

Glass block with globe
Make your advertising an eye-catcher on every desk. Features
removable globe and pen holder on attractive glass block.
Supplied in a blue box*.Laser engraving on the front.

Glass block with small clock
Elegant glass desk decoration with a small clock and space for
your branding, which will be engraved directly onto the glass.
Safely packed in a blue box* with satin inlay.

10 × 2 × 5,7 cm |

L3 5 × 3 |

K

8 × 4,8 × 9,5 cm |

L3 4 × 3 |

K
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ECO

EXPRESS

22263

21517

Everlasting bamboo desk calendar
Reusable bamboo desk calendar with non-slip bottom. Your
logo will be engraved onto the basis.

Bamboo desk clock
Bamboo desk clock, with an artificial tree on turf - to make office work more fun. Includes cable. Your logo will be engraved
above the display.

14,8 × 5,5 × 5,7 cm |

WIRELESS

L3 5 × 2 |

K

ECO

8 × 7,9 × 25,8 cm |

ECO

L3 3 × 3 |

K

EXPRESS

31515

42464

Desk clock with integrated wireless charger
Bamboo desk clock with smartphone holder, wireless charger,
and storage compartment. USB charging cable included. Your
logo will be printed.

Desk clock with black display and blue LED display
Elegant desk clock with wooden casing, black display and blue
LED display showing time, date and temperature alternately.
We will engrave your logo on the top.

14,8 × 7 × 7 cm |

84

ECO

T4 2,5 × 4 |

K

6,2 × 6,4 × 6,3 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

K

O FFI C E & T I M E

40084
Pen holder with digital display
Pen holder with alarm-, date-, and temperature function. The
pen holder can be printed all-over with digital print.
10 × 6 × 10,6 cm |

DC2 9 × 10,6 |

K

20085
Foldable pen holder
Foldable pen holder with an easy clic-in system. Unfolded, the
pen holder has a size of a "C6" format letter. This item can be
fully printed with digital print.
19,7 × 10 × 0,4 cm |

DC1 7 × 10 |

P
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EXPRESS
40743

41507

Desk clock
Rectangular desk clock with hygro- and thermometer, an
eye-catcher on your workstation. We will print your logo on
the frame.

Quartz travel clock
Fashionable quartz travel clock made of glossy metal. Your
advertising will be engraved.

25,7 × 5 × 11,8 cm |

6,5 × 6,9 × 2,5 cm |

K

L3 4 × 2 |

K

22006

92238

21528

Paper knife with metal blade
Practical and comfy white plastic letter opener
with a sharp blade. We will print your logo on
the front.

Plastic magnifier with white LED
Magnifier glass with LED, makes finding your
way so much easier. We will print your logo on
the handle.

Magnifier 7x
Handy magnifier glass made of plastic with a fibre-glass rim, magnification 2.5x and 7x. Your
logo will be printed on the glass.

7 × 5,5 × 0,4 cm |

86

S1 4 × 1 |

T1 5 × 1,2 |

P

14,8 × 6,4 × 1,1 cm |

T3 4 × 1,5 |

K

4,1 × 0,8 × 8,7 cm |

T3 3 × 2 |

K

O FFI C E & T I M E

22918
Luxurious desk clock
Elegant rotating aluminium desk clock. Integrated in a lacquered wooden base with pen holder. An eye-catcher on
every desk. We will engrave your logo on the holder.
17,2 × 7,8 × 8,7 cm |

T4 5 × 3 |

K

21030
Acrylic pen holder
Acrylic transparent pen holder featuring time, day, date and
thermometer. We will print your logo below the buttons.
10,5 × 5,5 × 12,5 cm |

T4 4 × 2 |

K

87
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41239

41240

CrisMa wall clock
Exclusive, pioneering CrisMa design wall clock with removable
plate for the easiest printing of your logo!

CrisMa Analogue wall clock
Exclusive, pioneering CrisMa design analogue wall clock, displays date, day and temperature. We will print your advertising on the area below the number 12.

ø 30 × 4 cm |

88

T4 8 × 4 |

K+B

ø 35 × 4,5 cm |

T4 8 × 4 |

K

O FFI C E & T I M E

43449
Wall clock, half display printable
Stylish wall clock with hygro and thermometer - the key is that
half of the display can be easily taken out and printed allover.
Endless possibilities for printing your advertising!
ø 35 × 4,8 cm |

TC2 32 × 15 |

K

03

06

43450
Wall clock CrisMa
Classic wall clock with hygro and thermometer. Thanks to a
bayonet the display can be easily taken out,and the clock can
be easily printed.
ø 35 × 5 cm |

T4 7 × 2 |

K

89
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03

04

09

05

41238
CrisMa wall clock
Exclusive, pioneering CrisMa design wall clock, featuring hygrometer and thermometer. We will print your logo on the
removable plate.
ø 34,8 × 4,5 cm |

T4 8 × 4 |

K

43275
Round media clock made of metal
Large radio wall clock. Radio controlled time - just activate it
once by putting in the battery, press reset, and the time will
be set automatically. We will print your logo on the removable plate.
ø 35,3 × 3,6 cm |

90

T4 8 × 4 |

K

06
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03

06

47872
Wall clock with silver frame and click system
Modern wall clock with a clever click system for fast and trouble-free printing. We will print your logo on the removable
plate.
ø 33 × 4,5 cm |

T4 8 × 4 |

K

03

06

47871
Wall clock with hygrometer, thermometer and click system
Fancy wall clock with hygrometer and thermometer, features
a clever click system for fast and trouble-free printing. We will
print your logo on the removable plate.
29,1 × 4 × 22,6 cm |

T4 8 × 4 |

K
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EXPRESS
40744
Aluminium wall clock
Wall clock in aluminium with the world map in the background,
an eye-catcher in every room. Your logo will be engraved.
ø 30 × 2,7 cm |

K

41223

41213

Wall clock with hygro and thermometer
Modern wall clock with thermo and hygrometer. We will print
your advertising on the area below the number 12.

Wall clock
Wall clock with hygro and thermometer, made of plastic. We
will print your logo between the hygro and thermometer.

ø 25,3 × 4,3 cm |

92

L3 3 × 2 |

T4 3 × 1 |

K+B

27,3 × 3,5 × 32 cm |

T4 5 × 4 |

K

O FFI C E & T I M E

SWISS
MADE

F216
Ferraghini watch Torello
TORELLO - classic, sportive design paired with Swiss precision.
This Swiss chronograph with large display (42mm width) has
all features for sporty people: second hand, stop watch, date,
speedometer, saphire glass, 100 meters waterproof (10 ATM),
hypoallergenic stainless steel housing, stainless steel wristband and flap closure.
ø 4,2 × 1,1 cm |

ETN1 4 × 4 |

K

SWISS
MADE

F215
Ferraghini watch Centurio
CENTURIO - Italian sportive design paired with Swiss precision. This Swiss chronograph with large display (42mm width)
has all features for sporty people: second hand, stop watch,
date, speedometer, sapphire crystal, 100 meters waterproof
(10 ATM), hypoallergenic stainless steel case, rubber strap with
stainless steel folding clasp and pressure release.
ø 4,2 × 1,1 cm |

ETN1 4 × 4 |

K
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03

05

90726
Smartphone arm holder
Mobile phone arm band - ideal for jogging, of course adjustable and with key slot. We will print your logo on the front.
12 × 8 × 17,5 cm |

PEDOMETER

SLEEP MONITOR

RANGE FINDER

TRAINING MODE

HEART RATE MONITOR

CALORIE DISPLAY

41348
Smart fitness bracelet
Smart fitness bracelet made of silicone with colored illuminating display. Compatible with iOS 8.0, Android 5.1, Bluetooth
4.0 and above, easily rechargeable via USB plug. Features date
and time display, pedometer, calorie display, range finder,
heart rate monitor, training mode, etc. Evaluate your results
through the App "My State." Your Logo will be printed above
the screen.
23,5 × 2 × 3 cm |

94

T4 1,4 × 0,5 |

K

S1 8 × 4 |

N

O FFI C E & T I M E

CALORIE DISPLAY

RANGE FINDER

PEDOMETER
40763

ANTI LOST

Smart fitness band
Smart fitness band in silicone, compatible with iOS 7.1 and
Android 4.4, works with the app "Getfit 2.0". Functions: pedometer, sleep monitoring, calls reminder, alarm clock, remote
camera control, anti-lost, splash-proof, and drinking reminder.
We will engrave your logo onto the band.
3,9 × 4 × 7,5 cm |

L3 2 × 1 |

K

40590
Fitness bracelet
Smart Fitness silicone bracelet. Compatible with iOS and Android. Functions: step counter, calories counter, sleep recorder,
call reminder, alarm clock, smartphone camera remote trigger, anti-loss alarm, splash-proof. The data will be evaluated
with the App "DayDay Band" on the smartphone. We will engrave your logo on the bracelet.
25 × 2 × 1,2 cm |

L3 1,5 × 2 |

K

95

TECHNOLOGY

WIRELESS

ECO

EXPRESS

WIRELESS

4 000 mAh

ECO

21851

31455

Bamboo Wireless Charger with Pen Holder
Bamboo Wireless Charger with pen holder. When the charger
is fully loaded, the green light will shine. Cable included. You
Logo will be engraved onto the pen holder.

Bamboo Wireless Charger with 2 USB ports
Wireless charger with bamboo coating and 2 USB outputs.
Your logo will be engraved.

7,8 × 11 × 11,5 cm |

WIRELESS

L3 5 × 3 |

K

ECO

9 × 9 × 1 cm |

L3 5 × 3 |

WIRELESS

ECO

K

31515

31499

Desk clock with integrated wireless charger
Bamboo desk clock with smartphone holder, wireless charger,
and storage compartment. USB charging cable included. Your
logo will be printed.

Wireless charging desk pad
Bamboo desk pad with smartphone holder, wireless charger
and storage compartment for different utensils. USB charging
cable included. Your logo will be engraved.

14,8 × 7 × 7 cm |

96

4 000 mAh

T4 2,5 × 4 |

K

25,5 × 13,5 × 1,8 cm |

L3 5 × 3 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

ECO

EXPRESS

22425
Limestone Cement Wireless Charger
Wireless Charger made from Limestone Cement and cork
for perfect Hold. Suitable with for al QI-compatible Mobile
Phones. Your Logo will be engraved onto the corc part.
ø 8,9 × 1,4 cm |

ECO

T4 4 × 2 |

K

EXPRESS

22426
Bluetooth Speaker with inductive charger
Massive Bluetooth Speaker from Limestone Cement with brilliant sound and a Bamboo Surface, which is a Wireless Charger.
Your Logo will be engraved on the Bamboo Surface.
10,7 × 6,4 × 7,7 cm |

L3 3 × 4 |

K
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TECHNOLOGY

WIRELESS
31244
Wireless charger
Wireless charger with height-adjustable phone holder for all
QI-enabled smartphones. Input: 5V 2A, Output: 5V 1A, including charging cable. Your advertising will be printed on the
round surface.
ø 8 × 10 cm |

WIRELESS
20736
Inductive charger
Charge your device easily without the need of cables, by simply placing your smartphone over the induction charger. This
item is particularly suitable for the current Samsung and Apple smartphones starting from iPhone 8. We will print your
logo directly on the charger.
ø 7 × 0,9 cm |

98

T4 ø 4,5 |

K

T3 3,5 × 3,5 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

WIRELESS
30966
Wireless charger for the car
Wireless charger for the car, which also works as a mobile
phone holder. Your advertisement will be printed directly on
the charger.
11 × 5 × 8,7 cm |

T3 4 × 2 |

K

06

03

WIRELESS

8 000 mAh

WIRELESS

30823

30905

Wireless powerbank - 8000 mAh
Wireless metal power bank with 8000 mAh capacity and USB
charging cable for Android and iOS QI-enabled smartphones.
Just place your smartphone on the powerbank and it will
charge automatically. Your advertisement will be printed on
the top.

Inductive charger
Plastic induction charger, charge your smartphone with cordless technology. The wireless charger also works as a stand for
your smartphone. We will print your advertising on the front.

15,2 × 7,2 × 1,6 cm |

T3 4 × 3 |

9,5 × 5,5 × 6,5 cm |

T4 7 × 4 |

K

K
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TECHNOLOGY

ECO

8 000 mAh

31473
Bamboo power bank
8.000 mAh Power bank in bamboo case, includes charging
cable. Your logo will be engraved on the case.
13,8 × 6,9 × 1,4 cm |

SOLAR

4 000 mAh

K

ECO

EXPRESS

SOLAR

8 000 mAh

ECO

EXPRESS

23559

30824

Solar powerbank
Solar metal powerbank with a capacitiy of 4.000 mAh including a charging cable. You can now charge your phone or tablet
anytime/anywhere without a plug socket. We will print your
logo below the solar field.

Solar powerbank - 8000 mAh
Solar powerbank made of metal, with 8000 mAh capacity and
USB charging cable. It allows you to charge your smartphone
or tablet several times. We will engrave your logo on the back.

12,5 × 7,8 × 1,4 cm |

100

L3 5 × 3 |

L3 6 × 1 |

K

15,2 × 7,5 × 1 cm |

L3 4,5 × 2 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

2 200 mAh

EXPRESS

20591
Powerbank and speakers in one
Power bank with 2.200 mAh capacity and integrated speaker
for smartphones, enjoy your music without limits. The advertising will be engraved on the power bank.
13,7 × 3 × 3 cm |

4 000 mAh

L2 4 × 2 |

K

EXPRESS

40638
4000 mAh Powerbank with suction cups
Powerbank with suction cups, 2in1 charging cable (Android
+ iOS) and 4000 mAh power capacity, fix it directly to your
smartphone. We will print your logo on the front.
12,3 × 5,6 × 1,3 cm |

L2 4 × 3 |

K

101

TECHNOLOGY

20 000 mAh
31498
Power bank 20.000 mAh
Plastic power bank with 20,000 mAh capacity, digital charging
display and charging cable included. The 2 USB ports make it
easy to charge 2 devices several times at the same time. Your
advertisement will be printed on the power bank.
14,4 × 6,5 × 2,5 cm |

T4 4 × 3 |

K

2 200 mAh
20346
Powerbank 2200 mAh with USB port in a box
Plastic Powerbank with a capacity of 2200 mAh and USB connection in a package, so your smartphone / tablet can be
charged on the way. We will print your advertising directly on
the powerbank, full colour digital print possible.
11,9 × 6,7 × 0,9 cm |

102

DC1 10,5 × 6 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

10 000 mAh
20518
Power bank 10.000 mAH
Power bank with a capacity of 10.000 mAH, USB charging cable and digital operation display to show the remaining power. You can recharge your smartphone several times with this
plastic power bank. We will print your logo on the top.
14 × 6,2 × 2,2 cm |

T4 3 × 3 |

K

10 000 mAh
31184
Power bank 10.000 mAh
Power bank in plastic with 10.000 mAh capacity, charging cable, and display. Through its two USB ports 2 smartphones/
tablets can be charged simultaneously. We print your advertising on the smooth surface.
8,8 × 6 × 2,2 cm |

T4 3 × 3 |

K
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TECHNOLOGY

04

05

06

8 000 mAh

EXPRESS

30949
8.000 Mah power bank with LED
Power bank with 8.000 mAh output and integrated LED light,
which shines through when your logo is engraved.
7 × 12,4 × 1,5 cm |

L3 6 × 4 |

K

03

4 000 mAh

4 000 mAh

20345

20344

Powerbank 4000 mAh with USB port in a box
Plastic Powerbank with a capacity of 4000 mAh and USB connection in a package, so your smartphone / tablet can be
charged on the way. We will print your logo directly on the
powerbank, digital print possible.

Powerbank 4000 mAh with USB port in a box
Plastic Powerbank with a capacity of 4000 mAh,and USB connection in a package, so your smartphone / tablet can be
charged on the way. We will print your logo directly on the
powerbank, digital print possible.

10,2 × 4,5 × 2,7 cm |

104

06

T4 3 × 3 |

P

9,7 × 4,2 × 2,2 cm |

T4 2,5 × 3 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

03
04
05
07

4 000 mAh

EXPRESS

2 200 mAh

EXPRESS

20339

43029

Powerbank 4000 mAh with USB port in a box
Metal Powerbank with a capacity of 4000 mAh and USB connection in a package, so your smartphone / tablet can be
charged on the way. We will engrave your logo onto the powerbank.

Metal power bank
Metal power bank (2200MAh capacity) for charging your mobile/smartphone or tablet on the way, includes USB charging
cable. Your logo will be engraved on the power bank.

11,5 × 6,5 × 0,9 cm |

L2 4 × 3 |

K

9,5 × 2,2 × 2,1 |

L1 5 × 1,2 |

K

03

05

06

10

24

44

2 200 mAh
20343
Powerbank 2200 mAh with USB port in a box
Plastic Powerbank with a capacity of 2200 mAh and USB connection in a package, so your smartphone / tablet can be
charged on the way. We will print your logo directly on the
powerbank.
9,2 × 2,5 × 2,5 cm |

T3 5 × 1,5 |

K
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03

04

09

10

05

06

2 200 mAh
20680
2200 mAh Powerbank with case
Plastic powerbank with 2200 mAh capacity, USB port, and
charging cable in a case with cable holder. We will print your
logo on the case.
11 × 5,6 × 4 cm |

T3 5 × 2 |

K

2 200 mAh
20081
Travel set - Powerbank, EU Plug, USB Charger
Travel set including USB charger for the car, powerbank (2.200
mAh), EU plug, and a USB cable, packed in a case. We will print
your logo on the case.
11,7 × 8,1 × 3,8 cm |

106

DC1 4 × 2 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

4 000 mAh

A5

EXPRESS

20486
Notebook with powerbank
Elegant notebook (128 pages) with power bank (4000mAh)
and different compartments. We will engrave your logo on
the lock.
17,8 × 22,5 × 3,2 cm |

L3 3,5 × 2 |

K

09

06

4 000 mAh

A5

EXPRESS

05

20752
DIN A5 notebook with integrated LED light and powerbank
DIN A5 notebook with integrated 4000 mAh powerbank, various pockets, pen loop, mobile phone holder and USB charging
cable. The highlight: rubberized magnetic lock with coloured
LED light, so your logo will shine anywhere. We will engrave
your logo on the lock.
16,3 × 3 × 22,5 cm |

L3 3 × 2 |

K

04
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4 000 mAh
20122
Document folder
Document folder made of bonded leather including a power
bank (4.000 mAH capacity), USB-cable, 8 pockets, cell-phone
pocket, ball pen loop and cell phone strap. We will print your
logo on the folder.
15 × 24,5 × 2,7 cm |

8 000 mAh

TT1 6 × 5 |

K

EXPRESS

20745
8000 mAh Powerbank
Rubberized metal powerbank with 8000 mAh capacity and
2in1 charging cable (Android + iOS). We will engrave your logo
on the back.
17 × 24 × 1,5 cm |

108

L3 5 × 2 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

WIRELESS

5 000 mAh

A4

20990
Conference folder with integrated power bank
Synthetic leather folder with integrated power bank (5.000
mAh), USB charging cable, wireless charger, pen loop, various
card slots, tablet and smartphone holder, and writing pad. We
will print your logo on the cover.
25,7 × 32,7 × 3,3 cm |

5 000 mAh

TT2 10 × 5 |

P

A4

20123
A4 folder
A4 folder made of bonded leather with integrated powerbank
(5.000 mAH capacity), USB-cable, 8 pockets, cell-phone pocket, ball pen loop, tablet pocket and a note pad. We will print
your logo on the front.
26,2 × 33,6 × 3,1 cm |

TT1 10 × 10 |

K
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03

04

05

06

09
03

04

05

06

90879

21652

Data cable with 3 connections
Charging cable in silicone with USB, 2in1 micro USB for Android
and iOS, and a Thunderbolt 3 adapter. Your advertisement is
printed on the strap.

Extendable charging cable with 3 plugs
Extendable charging cable in a plastic housing with a USB plug
and an iOS, C-Type and Micro USB connection. Your advertising will be printed on the free white surface.

54,5 × 1,5 × 1,1 cm |

S1 20 × 0,8 |

N

12 × 4 × 1,8 cm |

T3 ø 3 |

K

EXPRESS
30968

20398

20718

Plastic 3 in 1 charging cable with tag
3 in 1 charging cable made of plastic, with USB,
C-type, and iOS ports.The hanging tag is the ideal space for your advertising.

Silicone wristband for Data- or Powertransfer.
Silicone wristband for Data- or Power transfer
- perfect for Smartphones or Tablets. Your promotion will be laser engraved on the metal area.

2 in 1 USB bracelet plug
Silicone wristband for mobile data transfer to
smartphones, tables, or computers, with 2 in 1
connector for Android and iOS. We will engrave
your logo on the metal piece.

11,4 × 2,6 × 1,6 cm |

110

T2 3 × 2 |

P

8,3 × 4,9 × 1,2 cm |

L2 3 × 0,5 |

P

7,4 × 5,5 × 1,2 cm |

L2 3 × 0,6 |

P

TECHNOLOGY

ECO

EXPRESS

31961
3 in 1 Wheatstraw Charging Cable
3 in 1 Wheatstraw Charging cable, with USB charging Cable,
Micro USB, C-Type and 8 pin Plug. You Logo will be engraved
onto the black surface where your Logo will shine during the
charging process.
17,8 × 2,8 × 1 cm |

L2 3 × 2 |

K

EXPRESS
20785
Keychain with USB charging cable
3 in 1 plastic keychain with USB port, Android, and iOS charging
cables, perfect for when you are on-the-go! We will engrave
your logo on the black metal piece, the engraving lights up
during the charging process.
17,5 × 2,5 × 2,5 cm |

L2 4,5 × 0,7 |

K
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TECHNOLOGY

20657
4 port USB-Hub with light
Plastic USB hub with four ports and light. Your advertisement
will be printed on the lighted round surface.
14,5 × 4,4 × 1,5 cm |

K

20618

20784

Keyring with charging cable
Handy 2in1 USB-charging cable with keyring, for Apple (iPhone
® from version 5 and above) and Android devices. We will print
your logo below the ring.

Cable box
3 in 1 charging cable with USB adapter, micro USB adapter,
Android and iOS charging cable, in a plastic box. We will print
your logo on the box.

14,5 × 2,5 × 0,5 cm |

112

T3 ø 2,5 |

T3 2 × 1 |

P

6,5 × 5,9 × 2,9 cm |

T3 4,5 × 2 |

P

TECHNOLOGY

20659

38746

4 port - rounded USB-Hub
Plastic, rounded USB hub with four ports. Your advertisement
will be printed on the rounded surface.

Travelling set with EU plug and USB car charger
Travel set, consisting of a practical USB charger, (suitable for
the cigarette lighter in a car) and a EU plug, packed in a case.
We will print your advertising on the case.

ø 5 × 1,6 cm |

T3 ø 3,5 |

K

ø 8,2 × 3,7 cm |

T3 ø 3,5 |

P

57913

23327

Battery charger
This battery charger is a real innovation. It can charge up to 4
alkaline cells (AA/AAA alkaline) or NiMH batteries within two
hours and use them again. Including a power plug.

Dual USB charger
USB charger for the car, with 2 connections. Smartphones and
other devices can be practically and easily charged. Just plug
it into the cigarette lighter and connect the device via USB cable. The advertising will be printed on the free white surface.

12,5 × 6,8 × 2,6 cm |

T4 3,5 × 2,5 |

K

6 × ø 3,1 cm |

T2 1,5 × 0,8 |

P
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23457
Mobile phone holder with charger
Adjustable mobile phone holder, perfect for the car, as it includes a USB charger. Just plug it into the cigarette lighter and
your mobile phone will be charged while driving. We will print
your advertising on the lower area of the holder.
9,5 × 9,8 × 30 cm |

23277
Anti-slide mat for mobile/smartphones
Anti-slip pad for mobile/smartphones, thus many things will
hold on the car dashboard. We will print your logo (1-colour
only) directly on the pad.
9,2 × 14,5 × 0,2 cm |

114

T3 4 × 1,8 |

P

T4 3,5 × 0,6 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

12

03

04

05

06

20167

22864

Smartphone card holder with a magnetic holder
Silicone smartphone card holder with an attachable magnetic
holder with plate. The magnetic holder fits in the ventilation
slots of a car. We will print your logo on the silicone bag.

smartphone bag
Silicone holder for attaching to the back of your smartphone.
There's enough space for business cards, credit cards, money,
and more. We will print your advertising (only 1-C in black or
white) directly on the bag.

5,7 × 8,4 × 6 cm |

T4 4,2 × 4,5 |

P

5,6 × 8,5 × 0,2 cm |

T4 4 × 2 |

N

90487

50755

Bluetooth localizer
With this Bluetooth localizer nothing can be hidden within a
10 meter area - quickly find your keys or whatever you are often looking for. Your promotion will be placed onto the body.

Silicone bag for smartphone
Silicone bag attachable to your smartphone, with emergency
+2.00 mini reading glasses, now you can read small prints anywhere. We will print your logo on the bag.

3,8 × 3,8 × 0,5 cm |

T3 2 × 2 |

K

9,5 × 0,5 × 4,5 cm |

T4 3 × 2 |

P
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TECHNOLOGY

30834
Screen protector
Liquid screen protector for smartphones, smartwatches, and
tablets. The liquid glass seal makes your display a lot more
resistant than a protective film and is completely invisible. We
will print your logo on a label on the box.
9 × 14,8 × 0,2 cm |

91586
Cleaning cloth - for sublimation print
Microfibre cloth suitable for cleaning glasses, glass surfaces
or LCD screens. Your advertising can be printed all over the
cloth via sublimation.
15 × 15 cm |

116

SU 15 × 15 |

N

ETN1 4 × 1 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

EXPRESS
20473

22475

CrisMa Namecard with mobile stand
CrisMa Name card with mobile stand. Give your name card an
additional value. Perfect for your mailings as well - ultra flat
and light weight.

Adjustable Phone Holder
Phone holder with adjustable head, non-slip bottom and surface. Your Logo will be engraved on the holder.

8,5 × 5,4 × 0,1 cm |

T2 5 × 2 |

P

ø 9,8 × 15,7 cm |

ECO

L2 4 × 3 |

K

EXPRESS

22458
Bamboo Phone Holder
Bamboo Phone holder for sticking together with an opening
space for the charging cable. Perfect for every desk. Your Logo
will be engraved on the holder.
8 × 6,5 × 13 cm |

L3 5 × 3 |

K
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06

10

12

29

23460
Mobile phone holder Cross
Universal mobile phone holder made of bendable metal with
protective silicone covering. It can be fixed to the socket
during charging and shows your advertising even when the
smartphone/mobile phone is in the holding. We will print your
advertising (only 1-C in black or white) directly on the holder.
15 × 0,4 × 22 cm |

T4 3,5 × 2,2 |

P

ECO
20356

20392

Virtual Reality glasses made of cardboard
Virtual Reality glasses made of cardboard. Just install the app
Cardboard on the operating system of your smartphone, insert the smartphone in the slot and now you can discover all
avenues of the virtual world through head movements. We
will print your logo on the front.

VR-Glasses
Virtual Reality Glasses. Let your customer discover the new
virtual world. Your logo will be printed on the lower area of
the cover.

14,3 × 9 × 6 cm |
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T4 5 × 3 |

P

17,5 × 15,5 × 9 cm |

T4 4 × 2 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

EXPRESS
23484
Telescope Selfie-Stick
Telescope Selfie Stick - your extended arm to support your
customers. We suggest to order also the remote control however, in every mobile phone there is also an autotimer.
Your logo will be engraved onto the telescope.
adjustable 20 -> 106 cm |

05

L2 3 × 0,8 |

K

29

28534
Selfie stick
Selfie stick with a telescopic pole. Take now your photos like
a professional photographer. There is no need for batteries
or Bluetooth, thanks to the cable function. We will print your
logo onto the large plate.
107 × 4,8 × 2,7 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

K
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10
05
12

09

10

24

23426

23427
Snap wristband
Flexible snap wristband made of plastic with metal spring and
integrated touch pad, thus any smartphone is easily operated.
We will print your advertising directly onto the band.
22,5 × 2,5 × 0,8 cm |

T3 5 × 2 |

P

USB sticks 8GB smile hands
USB sticks in smile hands design made of PVC with 8GB storage space. Further storage formats upon request. There is
enough space for your advertising on the back of the USB
sticks.
5,5 × 2 × 6,4 cm |

8GB

K

EXPRESS

98765

28731

Acrylic gloves with touch tops on two fingers
Using your smartphone while keeping your hands warm during winter - this is no problem with these touch screen gloves
made of soft acryl with conductive tips on the thumb and
index fingers. We will print your logo on a glove.

USB Stick with leather cover
USB flash drive in a leather case, with 8GB storage capacity. Your
logo will be engraved on the leather. Deliveries within Germany
are subject to GEMA fees.

one size |

120

T3 2 × 2 |

TT2 5 × 5 |

P

9 × 2,6 × 1,7 cm |

L2 2,5 × 0,5 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

8GB

EXPRESS

8GB

EXPRESS

8GB

EXPRESS

21493

20991

20992

Metal USB Stick 8GB
Metal USB stick with 8 GB storage capacity. Your
advertisement will be engraved on the metal
surface. Deliveries within Germany are subject
to GEMA fees.

Metal USB stick - 8GB
Metal USB stick with 8GB capacity. We will engrave your logo on the metal surface.

Metal USB stick with carabiner - 8GB
Metal USB stick with 8GB capacity and snap
hook. We will engrave your logo on the metal
surface.

4,5 × 1,7 × 0,4 cm |

8GB

L2 2 × 0,8 |

3,9 × 1,2 × 0,5 cm |

L2 0,8 × 2 |

K

K

EXPRESS

5,1 × 1,6 × 0,5 cm |

16GB
21665

21653

USB stick Twister
Metal USB stick Twister 3.0 with a storage capacity of 8 Gigabytes and magnetic closing mechanism. Your logo will be lasered onto the clip.

USB stick Twister
Metal USB stick Twister 3.0 with a storage capacity of 16 gigabytes and magnetic closing mechanism. Your logo will be lasered onto the clip.

USB-Stick Twister
USB-Stick Twister

L2 1,2 × 2,7 |

K

5,2 × 1,7 × 0,9 cm |

L2 1,2 × 2,7 |

K

L2 1,2 × 2,7 |

K

EXPRESS

21666

5,2 × 1,7 × 0,9 cm |

L2 0,7 × 1,5 |

5,2 × 1,7 × 0,9 cm |

K
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BODY

12

77

02

05

09

10

08

03

24

05

32GB

64GB

BOX

K

YOUR LOGO

USB stick model 3
Twister style USB stick in plastic and metal. You can choose any color combination, storage capacity, lanyard, or packing. Doming is possible on one
or two sides (on silver plates only!)

122

16GB

07

WITH EPOXY

03

28726

L2 1,2 × 2,7 |

8GB

YOUR LOGO
ENGRAVED

YOUR LOGO

77

4GB/8GB/16GB/32GB/64GB

5,7 × 1,8 × 0,9 cm |

03

06

04

PAD PRINTED

06

44

08

4GB
06

04

CAPACITY

11

LABELING

LANYARD

12
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4GB

EXPRESS

ECO

4GB

EXPRESS

ECO

4GB

ECO

EXPRESS

20878

20876

20877

Twist USB Stick with dark wood cover
Dark wood (walnut) cover USB stick with 4GB
storage capacity. Your logo will be engraved on
the clip. Deliveries within Germany are subject
to GEMA fees.

Twist USB Stick with light wood cover
USB stick with light wood (maple) cover and 4GB
capacity. Your logo will be engraved on the clip.
Deliveries within Germany are subject to GEMA
fees.

Twist USB Stick with medium wood cover
Bamboo cover USB stick with 4GB storage capacity. Your logo will be engraved on the clip.
Deliveries within Germany are subject to GEMA
fees.

5,7 × 2 × 1 cm |

8GB

L2 1,2 × 2,7 |

5,7 × 2 × 1 cm |

EXPRESS

4GB

L2 1,2 × 2,7 |

K

5,7 × 2 × 1 cm |

32GB

EXPRESS

28734

8GB USB Card
USB card with 8GB storage capacity. Thanks to
its flat shape it can be easily stowed anywhere.
The large white area is perfect for digital print.
Deliveries within Germany are subject to GEMA
fees.

USB Card
Metal USB card with 4GB storage capacity. The
large metal area is ideal for laser engraving.
Deliveries within Germany are subject to GEMA
fees.

DC1 8,3 × 5,2 |

K

8,5 × 5,4 × 0,3 cm |

EXPRESS

20881

20336

8,3 × 5,2 × 0,2 cm |

L2 1,2 × 2,7 |

L2 4 × 4 |

K

Twist USB Stick
3.0 USB stick with one type A and one type B
port, 32GB storage capacity. Your advertising will
be engraved on the clip. Deliveries within Germany are subject to GEMA fees.
7 × 1,9 × 1,1 cm |

L2 2,7 × 1,2 |

123
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30970

30471

Travel set with charging cable, earphones, and phone holder
Travel set with charging cables - Micro-USB, C-Type and iOS
connection, headphones, and mobile phone holder in a case.
We will print your logo on the case.

Bluetooth earphones
Bluetooth earphones with volume regulation. They come in
a zipper pouch with an USB charging cable. Your logo will be
printed on the pouch.

7,7 × 7,8 × 2,7 cm |

K

ø 8,8 × 3,9 cm |

T3 ø 3,5 |

P

30422

30822

Earphones in a box
Earphone set - good sound in a nice plastic gift box. Your
logo will be printed on the box.

Bluetooth headset in transparent case
Bluetooth headset with volume control and USB charging cable in a plastic case with hanging loop. We will print your logo
on the case.

6,8 × 6,8 × 1,8 cm |

124

TT1 4,5 × 4,5 |

DC0 4 × 4 |

N

ø 3 × 9,5 cm |

T3 2,5 × 1,5 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

32316

31462

Headset with Sorroundsound
Headset with sorroundsound, microphone and volume control. With the existing noise cancelling you won't hear any
background noise. Your Logo will be printed on one earcup.

In-ear headphones
Ergonomic in-ear Bluetooth headset with USB charging cable
and charging cradle, which also functions as case. Running
time 2-3 hours, charging time approx. 1 hour, 35mAh battery.
Your advertisement will be printed on the case.

18 × 8,2 × 20 cm |

T4 3,5 × 0,8 |

K

9 × 4 × 3 cm |

DC1 5 × 2 |

K

03

04

05

EXPRESS
30592

30921

Headphones
Headphones with Bluetooth version 4.0, with collapsible ear
cups and adjustable headband. Left earphone with integrated operating functions. Range: approx. 10 m, with integrated rechargeable battery. Including USB charging cable and
connector for 3.5mm plug. Your advertising will be printed
on the bracket.

Earphones
High-quality bluetooth headset with metal plates on the
earcups, ideal for laser engraving.

19,3 × 7,5 × 18 cm |

T4 4 × 2 |

16 × 8,5 × 18 cm |

L3 ø 4 cm |

K

K
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2 200 mAh

EXPRESS

20591
Powerbank and speakers in one
Power bank with 2.200 mAh capacity and integrated speaker
for smartphones, enjoy your music without limits. The advertising will be engraved on the power bank.
13,7 × 3 × 3 cm |

L2 4 × 2 |

K

06

06

30588
Bluetooth speaker with bracket
Bluetooth speakers with hands-free function. The anti-slip
surface at the top and bottom allows you to hold the speaker
on to almost any flat surface. This function also serves as a
phone or tablet holder. Large advertising space, Bluetooth 3.0,
Micro SD card slot, FM radio, 3 W wireless speaker with on /
off switch and volume control. Incl. Micro USB charging cable.
Your advertising will be printed on the speaker.
ø 8 × 6,3 cm |

126

T4 2,5 × 1,2 |

K

TECHNOLOGY

06

07

03

EXPRESS
43369
Wireless bluetooth speaker
Mini bluetooth speaker with USB connection for charging and
radio. Connect your smartphone or tablet wirelessly to the
speaker, and enjoy a perfect sound. You can listen to your
favourite music in good sound quality with an operating distance of up to 10 meters and a runtime of up to 5 hours. We
will engrave your advertising on the speaker.
ø 6 × 5,1 cm |

L2 3 × 2 |

K

05

09

04

03

07

ECO

EXPRESS

30969

30899

Bluetooth speaker with bamboo coating
Bluetooth speaker with bamboo sheathing, mini USB port,
card slot, lighting, and charging cable. We will engrave your
logo on the sheathing.

Aluminium bluetooth speaker
Round bluetooth speaker in aluminium with built-in rechargeable battery, integrated radio, TF card slot, and flashing LED
light on the bottom, micro USB charging cable included. We
will engrave your logo on the speaker.

ø 7,2 × 4,3 cm |

L3 4 × 3 |

K

ø 7 × 5 cm |

L2 3 × 2 |

K
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80735
Coulour changing LED speaker
XXL Bluetooth speaker with changing LED light,
2200 mAh capacity, and power plug. The speaker
has an 8 meters range, and up to 12 hours runtime (6 hours with light and music.) We will print
your logo directly on the speaker.
40 × 40 × 38 cm |

T3 4 × 3 |

K

EXPRESS
30489

30961

30183

Bluetooth loudspeaker with light.
Bluetooth loudspeaker with colour-changing or
3 white light levels. USB-Plug for energy supply
and integrated radio. Bluetooth up to 10 meters
- Battery duration of approx. 2 hours. Your advertising will be printed on the body.

High-quality bluetooth speaker
High-quality bluetooth stand speaker with AUX
/ USB port, SD card slot, built-in microphone, and
built-in battery that can be re-charged via micro
USB cable. Your advertisement will go directly
on the speaker.

Bluetooth loudspeaker
Bluetooth loudspeaker with integrated radio,
volume regulation, USB, DC5V, AUX and TF port.
Bluetooth distance of up to 10 meters. We will
print your logo on the speaker.

ø 9,6 × 12,3 cm |
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T4 4 × 4 |

K

ø 13,5 × 16,2 cm |

L3 4 × 1,2 |

K

26 × ø 13,2 cm |

T4 5 × 3 |

K
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ECO

WIRELESS

EXPRESS

22426
Bluetooth Speaker with inductive charger
Massive Bluetooth Speaker from Limestone Cement with brilliant sound and a Bamboo Surface, which is a Wireless Charger.
Your Logo will be engraved on the Bamboo Surface.
10,7 × 6,4 × 7,7 cm |

8 000 mAh

EXPRESS

L3 3 × 4 |

K

EXPRESS

30960

30821

8.000 mAh power bank with speaker and phone holder
Power bank with 8.000 mAh output and integrated speaker,
which functions also as a phone holder. We will place your
logo on the powerbank.

Speaker
Wireless Bluetooth speaker with built-in radio, USB charging
cable, USB and mini USB port, volume control and memory
card slot. We will engrave your logo on the rubberized edge
of the speaker.

15,5 × 7 × 2,7 cm |

L3 6 × 2 |

K

10,8 × 3,8 × 8 cm |

L3 3 × 1,5 |

K
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U M B R E L L A S, T R AV E L & C A R E

AUTOMATIC OPEN
40941
Automatic pocket umbrella
High-quality automatic pocket umbrella made of pongee,
with soft grip and integrated Bluetooth speaker. Your advertisement will be printed on a segment.
ø 105 × 64 cm |

AUTOMATIC OPEN/CLOSE
F225
Ferraghini pocket umbrella
Design automatic pocket umbrella with protective cover. We
will print your logo on one segment. Full-color print on request.
ø 100 × 60 cm |

130

S2 15 × 10 |

P

S2 15 × 10 |

P

U M B R E L L A S, T R AV E L & C A R E

05

STORM-SAFE

AUTOMATIC OPEN/CLOSE

44

STORM-SAFE

03

UV400

AUTOMATIC OPEN

40747

40748

Umbrella
Storm-safe automatic umbrella with soft grip, made of pongee. We will print your logo on one segment.

Umbrella with silver inside
Manual-opening umbrella made of pongee, silver-colored inside and soft grip. We will print your logo on one segment.

ø 103 × 64 cm |

S2 20 × 10 |

P

ø 105 × 70 cm |

S2 20 × 10 |

P

04

09

03

STORM-SAFE
47530
Mini umbrella with protective cover
Mini umbrella with protective cover and rubber grip made of
190 Pongee. We will print your logo on one segment. Fullcolor print on request.
ø 90 × (23 - 53) cm |

S2 15 × 10 |

P

131

U M B R E L L A S, T R AV E L & C A R E

03

04

44

05

06

AUTOMATIC OPEN
40885
Pocket umbrella with carabiner handle
Pocket umbrella made of 190T pongee with special handle
in carabiner shape. Your advertisement will be printed on a
segment.
ø 98 × 68 cm |

S2 15 × 10 |

07

P

05

04

07

05

04

AUTOMATIC OPEN/CLOSE
43518

40940

Pocket umbrella
Pocket umbrella with colored border – made of 190T pongee
and fiberglass. We will print your logo on one segment. Fullcolor print on request.

Mini-umbrella in EVA pouch
190T polyester mini umbrella packed in an EVA zippered
pouch, for easy carrying. Your advertisement will be printed
on a segment of the umbrella.

ø 100 × 60 cm |
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S2 15 × 10 |

P

ø 92 × 51 cm |

S2 15 × 10 |

E
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44

45188
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24

Telescope collapsible umbrella
Manually operated telescope collapsible umbrella with protective cover. We will print your logo on one segment. Fullcolor print on request.
ø 85 × (33 - 55) cm |

S2 15 × 10 |

P

AUTOMATIC OPEN/CLOSE
45193
Umbrella, with pushbutton
Automatic collapsible umbrella - opens and closes with push
button. We will print your logo on one segment. Full-color
print on request.
ø 98 × (29,5-57) cm |

S2 15 × 10 |

N
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AUTOMATIC OPEN
60939

40870

Carrying bag for an umbrella
Bag with strap for a pongee umbrella, perfect for carrying
large umbrellas. Your advertisement will be printed on the
bag.

Rainbow umbrella
XXL automatic umbrella in rainbow colors, made of polyester
with plastic handle, plastic tips and black poles. We will print
your logo on one segment.

8 × 0,3 × 85 cm |

S1 20 × 5 |

N

ø 120 × 95 cm |

42386
Heartshape Umbrella
Umbrella in Heartshape made from Polyester with Aluminium
Shaft and curved, rubberised Handle. Perfect for Weddings,
Valentines Day or other Lovely Days. Your Logo will be printed
on one segment.
103 × 101 × 86 cm |

134

S2 10 × 10 |

N

S2 20 × 15 |

P
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AUTOMATIC OPEN
45086
Automatic walking-stick umbrella
Bicolored automatic walking-stick umbrella with wooden
handle and metal tops. We will print your logo on one segment. Full-color print on request.
ø 100 × 83 cm |

06
04

09

08

03

S2 20 × 15 |

44

P

04

09

08

05

05

AUTOMATIC OPEN

AUTOMATIC OPEN

45085

45200

Bicoloured automatic umbrella
Bicoloured automatic walking-stick umbrella with wooden
handle and metal tops. We will print your logo on a segment.

Automatic umbrella, plastic handle
Automatic umbrella with curved plastic handle and metal
tops, in various strong and subtle colors. We will print your
logo on a segment. Full-color print on request.

ø 100 × 83 cm |

S2 20 × 15 |

P

ø 108 × 83 cm |

S2 20 × 15 |

N
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42436
Automatic Umbrella
Automatic, windproof Umbrella with fiberglass shaft, conopy
made of recyceled PET bottles and curved wooden handle.
Your Logo will be printed on one segment.
ø 105 × 88 cm |

03

07

06

44

04

24

99

09

29

01

02

05

S2 20 × 15 |

N

AUTOMATIC OPEN
45131

136

10

08

12

11

59

Automatic umbrella
Automatic umbrella with curved wooden handle and wooden
tip. We will print your logo on one segment. Full-color print
on request.
ø 105 × 88 cm |

S2 20 × 15 |

P
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AUTOMATIC OPEN
41391
Hands-free umbrella
Pongee umbrella with comfortable handle that can be hung
on the wrist. We will print your logo on a segment.
ø 103 × 88 cm |

S2 20 × 15 |

N

07

04

24

29

40476
Reverse umbrella - double layer - 190T pongee
This umbrella is different, that is for sure, and so will be your
promotion, it is also easier to get into your car on a rainy day!
We will print your logo on one segment. Full-color print on
request.
ø 120 × 88 cm |

S2 20 × 15 |

10

P
05

137
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AUTOMATIC OPEN

UV400

99

AUTOMATIC OPEN

43298

45202

Umbrella made of pongee, automatic
Elegant automatic umbrella made of pongee with comfortable soft grip. The seam and the lower part of the grip are
accentuated in trendy colors. We will print your logo on a
segment. Full-color print on request.

Umbrella with UV protection
Lightweight (only 340 gram) high-quality automatic umbrella
with UV protection. We will print your logo on a segment. Fullcolor print on request.

ø 105 × 83 cm |

S2 20 × 10 |

ø 100 × 85 cm |

P

05

01

98

08

09

45197
Umbrella with double cover
Luxurious umbrella with double cover, black exterior and
colored inside. High-quality manufactured results in a long
lasting umbrella. We will print your logo on one segment. Fullcolor print on request.
ø 102 × 88 cm |

S2 20 × 15 |

04

P
07

INSIDE

138

44

OUTSIDE

S2 20 × 15 |

N
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STORM-SAFE
45187

43453

Large umbrella with soft grip.
Large umbrella with comfortable soft grip, plastic tops, bar
in carbon appearance and storm-safe bending technique. We
will print your logo on one segment. Full-color print on request.

Umbrella with aluminum shaft
Umbrella with aluminum shaft made of pongee. We will print
your logo on one segment. Full-color print on request.

ø 123 × 100,5 cm |

S2 25 × 20 |

STORM-SAFE

AUTOMATIC OPEN

ø 105 × 86 cm |

S2 20 × 10 |

N

N

43452
Golf umbrella with windscreen
Golf umbrella with windscreen in XXL format made of pongee,
suitable for all popular golf trolleys. Golf adventure in any
weather! We will print your logo on one segment. Full-color
print on request.
ø 132 × 97,5 cm |

S2 20 × 15 |

P
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47447
Automatic umbrella
Automatic umbrella with aluminum shaft, metal tip and
curved rubber handle. We will print your logo on one segment.
Full-color print on request.
ø 106 × 86 cm |

04

05

07

AUTOMATIC OPEN
42416
Automatic Umbrella
Automatic, Polyester Umbrella with Aluminium Shaft and
softtouch Handle.Your Logo will be printed on one segment.
89 × 89 × 83 cm |

S2 20 × 15 |

N

08

09
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S2 20 × 15 |

P
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42476
Kids Umbrella
Funny Umbrella for kids in different 3D animal styles made
from polyester. For the kids safety with rounded tips and easy
opening. Your Logo will be printed on one segment.
ø 70 × 58,5 cm cm |

S2 12 × 8 |

37

49

N

06

48

PHTHALATE FREE

PHTHALATE FREE

49101

49205
Bicolour reversible raincoat, PVC,XL
Bicolour reversible raincoat, made of PVC, in standard XL size
with pushbuttons and hood. We will print your logo on the
opposite side of the pocket.
XL |

TT3 10 × 6 |

Raincoat XL, in PVC
Classic raincoat with pushbuttons and hood in XL, made of
PVC. We will print your logo on one side.
XL |

TT3 10 × 6 |

P

P
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PHTHALATE FREE
40978
Rain poncho
Phthalate-free, transparent emergency poncho in a plastic
sleeve with paper insert. We will print your logo on the insert.
XL |

T2 4 × 4 |

P

PHTHALATE FREE
50690

40729

Rain poncho in football case
Transparent rain poncho in a plastic football shape case with
carabiner hook. We will print your logo on the football.

Rain poncho
Rain poncho made from EVA, packed in a practical carrying
bag. We will print your logo on the bag.

ø 5,6 × 12,5 cm |

142

PHTHALATE FREE

T3 1 × 1 |

P

XL |

L3 4 × 4 |

P
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ECO
41882
Compostable Rain Poncho
Phthalate-free, compostable Rain Poncho made from PLA
with carrier bag. This poncho is a sustainable alternative. Your
Logo will be printed onto the bag.
one size |

ETN1 5 × 5 |

P

03

04

05

06

08

09

10

PHTHALATE FREE

PHTHALATE FREE

49218
Rain poncho in plastic cover
Disposable rain poncho in plastic cover. We will print your advertising on a paper inlay in the single packaging.
XL |

ETN2 9 × 13 |

P

42323
Rainponcho with portable can
Phthalate-Free, transparent Rainponcho inside a small can
with carabiner to attach. Perfect for beeing on the move. Your
Logo will be printed onto the can.
ø 5,4 × 5 cm |

T4 ø 3 |

P
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06

03

EXPRESS
90734

61769

Survival luggage tag
Survival luggage tag made of aluminium, with paper knife, ruler, bottle opener, can opener, screwdriver, compass, wrench,
and peeler. The ultimate toolset! Your logo will be engraved.

Bag holder for trolleys
Small travel companion with a big message: with this bag
holder you can easily attach another bag to the handle, and
thus travel more comfortably. We will print your logo on the
front.

8,6 × 5,5 × 0,2 cm |

L2 3 × 1,5 |

FINEST BONDED LEATHER

3,6 × 3,6 × 7,8 cm |

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

T2 2,5 × 3 |

N

EXPRESS

69055

90987

60396

CrisMa bonded-leather luggage tag
High-quality CrisMa bonded-leather luggage
tag with metal plate, hidden address field and
fancy white stitching. We will engrave your logo
on the metal plate.

Aluminium luggage tag
High-quality luggage tag made of aluminum
with address field in the shape of an airplane.
We will engrave your logo on the front.

Travel set with TSA-lock
The Traveller box - the perfect gift for almost
everyone, with a luggage tag and a TSA lock in
a metal case. Your logo will be laser engraved
onto the box.

6,6 × 15,5 × 0,6 cm |

144

P

L2 2,5 × 0,8 |

N

7,5 × 4,5 × 0,3 cm |

L2 2 × 1 |

P

11,8 × 8,8 × 2,2 cm |

L2 5 × 3 |

K
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91344
Adjustable luggage strap
Adjustable polyester luggage strap (up to 1.90m) with plastic
closure. Your advertisement will be printed on the strap.
adjustable 5 × max.190cm |

S3 50 × 3 |

N

63533
Luggage scale
Digital luggage scale with overweight function and maximum
capacity of 40kg. You can always check your luggage before
travelling. We will print your logo on the scale.
3,8 × 10 × 16,5 cm |

T4 2 × 2 |

K
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40838

40394

Rubberized travel adapter
Rubberized travel adapter in a case with adapters for all countries and 2 USB ports. It allows you to charge and use your
devices around the world. We will print your logo on the case.

Travel adapter
Wherever you travel to, from now on you will always have the
needed adapter with you (US, UK, AUS, EU, Asia). Your logo will
be printed on the box.

6,2 × 4,4 × 5,4 cm |

TT1 4 × 3 |

K

6,2 × 5,9 × 4,6 cm |

Travel set with charging cable, earphones, and phone holder
Travel set with charging cables - Micro-USB, C-Type and iOS
connection, headphones, and mobile phone holder in a case.
We will print your logo on the case.

146

K

38746

30970

7,7 × 7,8 × 2,7 cm |

T3 4 × 2,5 |

TT1 4,5 × 4,5 |

K

Travelling set with EU plug and USB car charger
Travel set, consisting of a practical USB charger, (suitable for
the cigarette lighter in a car) and a EU plug, packed in a case.
We will print your advertising on the case.
ø 8,2 × 3,7 cm |

T3 ø 3,5 |

P
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FINEST BONDED LEATHER

EXPRESS

4 000 mAh

29069

20122

CrisMa leather travel wallet
Bonded-leather travel wallet. Always have your travel documents at hand. We will engrave your logo on the metal plate.

Document folder
Document folder made of bonded leather including a power
bank (4.000 mAH capacity), USB-cable, 8 pockets, cell-phone
pocket, ball pen loop and cell phone strap. We will print your
logo on the folder.

13 × 24,5 × 2,8 cm |

L3 3 × 0,7 |

NWP

15 × 24,5 × 2,7 cm |

TT1 6 × 5 |

K
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61429

71342

Travel set with neck pillow, sleep mask, and laundry bag
Travel set including an inflatable neck pillow, sleeping mask,
and a laundry bag. It offers everything you need to relax on
your travels. Your logo will be printed on the bag.

Plush neck pillow with closure band
Neck pillow made of plush and memory foam, it adapts perfectly to every head shape and guarantees a relaxed journey.
Your advertising will be printed on the pillow.

18 × 0,3 × 22 cm |

05

TT1 6 × 3 |

27,5 × 22 × 9,5 cm |

N

44

03

07

63125
Inflatable soft travel pillow
Inflatable soft travel pillow made of velvet for long relaxing
journeys by car, train or plane. We will print your logo on the
case or pillow.
34 × 25 × 10 cm |

148

TT1 6 × 3 |

N

TT1 4 × 4 |

N
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78003

70958

Travel sewing kit
Travel sewing kit in a handy size. We will print your logo on
the cover. Full-color digital print on request.

Foldable hair brush with mirror
Foldable hair brush with a mirror in a plastic case. We will print
your logo on one side.

8,8 × 5,4 × 0,7 cm |

ECO

T2 6 × 4 |

N

EXPRESS

ø 6,2 × 2,2 cm |

T2 3 × 3 |

P

EXPRESS

72265

70424

Metal double mirror with cork coating
Metal Double Mirror with cork Coating. Inside is a normal and
a magnification mirror. Your Logo will be placed onto the cork
coating.

Pocket double mirrow
Unbreakable double mirror - how? Made from polished metal. The view is bright - regular on one side, magnified on the
other. The white cover outside makes it perfect looking. Your
logo will be laser engraved.

ø 7 × 1,8 cm |

L2 ø 4 |

K

5,8 × 6 × 1 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

K+P
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74012
CrisMa manicure set
6-piece luxurious CrisMa manicure set with stainless steel instruments. We will print your logo on the case.
15 × 7,7 × 1,9 cm |

T4 5 × 2 |

K

ECO
70741

72430

Manicure set with 6 tools
6-piece manicure case with 2 nail scissors, nail file, nail clippers, tweezers, and cuticle pusher. We will print your logo on
the case.

Bamboo Toothbrush
Sustainable Bamboo Toothbrush with nylon brush and bamboo handle, single packed in a cardboard box. Your Logo will
be engraved on the Handle.

13,7 × 7,5 × 2,6 cm |

150

EXPRESS

T4 3 × 3 |

K

19,5 × 2 × 1,5 cm |

L1 4 × 0,8 |

K
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71266
Bath set, 5 pieces
5-pieces bath set including shower gel, body spray, body lotion, bath salts, and soap. We print your advertising on a label
and stick it on the individual packaging.
28,8 × 19,9 × 5,6 cm |

ECO

ETN1 4 × 3 |

K

EXPRESS

71198

72446

Bath set, 2 pieces
2-pieces bath set including a body lotion (30 ml) and a shower
gel (35 ml). We print your advertising on a label and stick it on
the individual packaging.

Digital Bamboo Person Scale
Digital Bamboo person scale with a loading weight of 150 kg
and the notifications can be shown in kg/lb/st. Your Logo will
be engraved on the scale.

9,5 × 3 × 12 cm |

ETN1 4 × 3 |

28 × 28 × 2,9 cm |

L3 5 × 3 |

K
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60932
Large toilet bag
Toilet bag made of polyester, with zipper and large compartment for keeping the necessary care products when traveling.
Your advertising will be printed on the front.
33 × 7 × 20 cm |

S1 10 × 5 |

P

52011
Luxury bathroom set
High-quality polyester toilet bag with a metal hook and several compartments. We will print your logo on the bag.
20 × 7 × 25 cm |

152

S1 10 × 5 |

P
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60954
Cosmetic bag
Cosmetic bag with faux leather applications and zipper for
closing. Your advertising is printed on the front.
27,5 × 6,5 × 13,5 cm |

06

S1 15 × 5 |

P

03

05

EXPRESS
62354

70006

Sublimation Cosmetic Bag
Cosmetic Bag made from Polyester with Zipper and big advertising space on both sides. Your Logo will be printed by
Sublimation onto the Bag.

Beauty case
Small beauty case in a hard shell suitcase optic including two
metal plates. All your cosmetics for travelling will fit in. We
will engrave your logo on the metal plate.

22,2 × 5,2 × 15 cm |

SU 22 × 14 |

N

18,5 × 12,5 × 7,2 cm |

L2 2 × 0,5 |

K
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63231
Shoe polishing case
Nostalgic 5-piece shoe polishing set in a high-quality roll case
made of velvet artificial leather with pushbutton. Polish and
gloss are transparent. We will print your logo on the case.
ø 7,2 × 16,7 cm |

T4 5 × 2 |

K

EXPRESS
63212
Shoe polishing and cleaning set
Fancy shoe polishing set with transparent and black shoe polish, shoe horn, cloth, 2 brushes and sponge. We will engrave
your logo on the metal plate.
15 × 15 × 4,7 cm |

154

L3 4 × 1 |

K
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63801

63962

Polyester suit carrier
Big and sturdy polyester suit carrier with shoulder straps, carrying handle, additional compartments and subtle metal plate
on a label made of artificial leather. We will engrave your logo
on the metal plate.

Suit cover made of PEVA
Simple suit cover made of PEVA with practical viewing window
and zipper. With opening on the top for hangers. We will print
your advertising, up to 4 colours, on a label.

110 × 60 × 8 cm |

L3 4,5 × 0,8 |

P

100 × 57,5 cm |

ETN1 6 × 3 |

P

60048
Shirt case
For organized and creaseless shirts on journeys: in this practical microfibre case, shirts are perfectly folded and optimally
stored at once. We will print your logo on the case.
40,7 × 31 × 1,4 cm |

TT2 15 × 10 |

P
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ON BOARD/CABIN BAGGAGE
60065
Trolley with hardcover front
Trolley with hardcover front and four mobile rollers, telescope
grip and 3 compartments. We will add a 4-colour label on the
position of your preference.
37 × 21 × 53,5 cm |

ON BOARD/CABIN BAGGAGE

P

ON BOARD/CABIN BAGGAGE

67573

60064

Handy hard shell trolley
Lockable (TSA combination lock) hard shell trolley on four
wheels, telescopic handle, two zippers and two flexible handles. Choose between three trendy colours. We will print your
advertising through digital print on an aluminum label, which
will be attached with a metal chain to the trolley.

Backpack with hardcover front
Backpack with hardcover front and several inner compartments. The hardcover protects your stored notebook or tablet very well. We will print your logo on the carrying strap.

32 × 24 × 56 cm |

156

DO 2,2 × 5 |

ETP 4,5 × 3 |

P

30 × 17 × 48 cm |

TT2 10 × 3 |

P

BAGS

03

07

ON BOARD/CABIN BAGGAGE

EXPRESS

60911
Hard shell trolley
Lockable (TSA combination) on-board trolley with hard shell,
4 rotating wheels, telescopic handle, and 2 zippers. The highlight: its metal plate can be easily removed and attached for
a more practical laser engraving.
36 × 24 × 59 cm |

L3 4 × 1 |

K

ON BOARD/CABIN BAGGAGE
68421
CrisMa document and pilot trolley
CrisMa document and pilot case trolley made of artificial
leather with extra-long handle and different compartments.
We will print your logo close to the handle.
45 × 35 × 20 cm |

S2 4 × 2 |

K
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60152
Traveler's Pouch
With the millennial in mind, this item allows you to easily
move your items from one bag to another. What's better is that
the pouch is a bag itself, allowing you to have ultimate mobility right when you need it. We will print your logo on the flap.
26 × 4 × 22 cm |

TT3 15 × 5 |

P

60704
Business bag
Black business bag in polyester, with two carrying straps, adjustable shoulder strap, front pocket, and zippers. We will print
your logo on the front.
35,5 × 10,5 × 29 cm |

TT2 10 × 10 |

P

LAPTOP
60153
Laptop Bag
Designed for the citizen on-the-go, this bag not only carries
your laptop, but transforms into a backpack, a messenger bag,
and a laptop support table while working in tight spaces! We
will print your logo on the front.
39 × 15 × 28 cm |

158

TT3 20 × 8 |

P

BAGS

LAPTOP
F213
Ferraghini laptop bag with a flap
With this Ferraghini laptop bag, your laptop will be perfectly
protected thanks to the integrated padding. The special Diamond Ripstop Polyester on the outside provides an amazing look. Additionally, the bag holds compartments for credit
cards, mobile phone, pens, and two compartments on the flap.
We will print your logo on one of the belts.
40 × 7 × 33 cm |

S2 3 × 1,5 |

P

LAPTOP

LAPTOP

25080

60731

Laptop bag, polyester
Laptop bag made of sturdy polyester with various compartments, flexible fold and shoulder strap. We will print your logo
on the front.

Grey laptop bag
600D polyester laptop bag, with black zippers and front compartment. We will print your logo on the front.

42 × 11 × 31 cm |

TT2 15 × 10 |

P

39 × 9 × 29 cm |

TT2 12 × 5 |

P
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29081
CrisMa ring binder
Conference bag with various compartments for organizing
your belongings and documents. We will print your logo on
the front.
35,5 × 32 × 10,5 cm |

TT2 17 × 12 |

P

04

05

07

28354

61727

Felt college bag with Velcro fastener
College bag with soft felt exterior, removable shoulder strap,
and velcro fastener. We will print your logo on the flap.

Shoulder bag with a broad stripe
Black polyester shoulder bag with two carrying straps, adjustable shoulder belt and front compartment in a sewed-in
coloured stripe on the front.

39 × 4 × 33 cm |

160

TT2 15 × 8 |

N

36 × 8 × 33 cm |

TT2 12 × 10 |

N

BAGS

50767
Document folder
High quality document folder in 600D polyester with suedelook details, zippered front compartment, and carrying straps.
We will print your logo on the front.
37,5 × 13 × 28 cm |

TT2 15 × 10 |

P

60953
Briefcase in polyester
High-quality briefcase made of snow polyester with zipped
compartment, 2 carrying straps, and shoulder strap. Your logo
will be printed on the front.
37 × 7,5 × 30 cm |

TT2 15 × 12 |

N
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61738

63375

Non-woven conference bag
Non-woven conference bag (grammage 80g/m²) in many different colors with carrying handle. We will print your logo on
one side.

Non-woven shoulder bag
Shoulder bag made of non-woven material with long handles,
thus you can comfortably carry all important items. We will
print your advertising on the front of the bag.

30 × 0,2 × 40 cm |

S1 18 × 20 |

N

28 × 5,5 × 32 cm |

TT2 15 × 20 |

N
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44

24898

24446

Nylon school bag
Nylon college bag with various compartments and fast closure. We will print your logo on the front.

Nylon conference bag
Conference bag made of sturdy polyester with zipper and
handle. We will print your logo on the front.

38,5 × 7 × 29 cm |

162

05

TT2 20 × 10 |

P

40,5 × 3 × 26 cm |

TT1 10 × 10 |

N

BAGS

62350

60916

Reflecting Waist Bag
Reflecting Waist Bag made from polyester with adjustable
strap and big compartment. Your Logo will be printed onto
the bag.

Shoulder bag
Shoulder bag made of polyester with long carrying strap. The
main, front, and inside compartments are securely closed with
zippers. You will find extra storage and a sewn-on lanyard
to safely keep your keys. Your branding will be printed on
the front.

34 × 7 × 12,5 cm |

S1 12 × 6 |

N

38,5 × 6,5 × 16 cm |

TT2 15 × 6 |

N

63509

60936

Nylon waist bag
Simple nylon waist bag with adjustable belt. We will print your
logo on the front.

Belt pouch in polyester
Belt pouch made of polyester with adjustable strap, main,
and front compartments. Your advertisement will be printed
below the zipper.

21,8 × 7 × 8,6 cm |

S1 8 × 5 |

P

29 × 5,5 × 13 cm |

TT1 8 × 5 |

N
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62078
Polyester sports or travel bag
Sports or travel bag made of sturdy polyester, front compartment with 2 zipper compartments, fancy piping, handles with
velcro fastener and shoulder strap with soft padding. We will
print your logo on the front pocket.
57 × 33 × 33 cm |

TT3 15 × 8 |

N

05

07

04

08

10

62061
Polyester sports or travel bag
Spacious sports or travel bag made of sturdy polyester with a
softly padded shoulder strap and a front compartment with
zipper. We will print your logo on the front pocket.
61 × 28 × 32 cm |

164

TT3 15 × 10 |

N

BAGS

77

04

05

60388
High-Quality Sportsbag
The perfect sports bag - HQ 1680D Material. This bag is perfect for your sport clothes. The compartment on the side is
perfect for shoes or wet clothes - the inner compartment is
huge and the front one is perfect for quick access. Your advertising will be printed on the front pocket.
58 × 28 × 32 cm |

TT3 12 × 7 |

P

14

09

05

12

64444
Sports bag
Sports bag with fun hand design made of microfibre. The bag
captivates through small details like the original zipper chains
or the big hand appearing out of it in 3D. We will print your
advertising on the left-front side.
52 × 26 × 31 cm |

TT3 20 × 10 |

P

165

BAGS

62182
Polyester travel and sports bag
Black polyester travel and sports bag with three large outer
compartments, colored zippers and polyester shoulder straps.
We will print your logo on the front.
57 × 26 × 39 cm |

TT3 20 × 15 |

P

60150
City Duffle Bag (Big bag)
This urban travel bag is a transformer on its own, designed
with storage and mobility in mind, you can easily pack your
items, roll and go! Expand it to carry more items, sleek as they
come, this big duffle is definitely a unique head-turner. We will
print your logo on one side.
55 × 21 × 52 cm |
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TT3 20 × 10 |

P

BAGS

LAPTOP
60706
Backpack
Black backpack in polyester, with two compartments, carrying
straps, adjustable shoulder strap, front pocket, and zippers.
We will print your logo on the front.
31 × 14 × 41 cm |

TT2 10 × 10 |

N

LAPTOP
50769
Backpack
600D polyester backpack with suede-look contrasting bottom and closing strip, with hanging loop, shoulder straps, and
front compartment. We will print your logo on the backpack.
29 × 21 × 48 cm |

TT2 10 × 5 |

N

167

BAGS

LAPTOP

ANTITHEFT

61299
High-quality backpack with USB port
High-quality, water-resistant backpack made of 65% nylon
and 35% polyurethane. With USB port and reinforced breathable shoulder straps. The backpack offers plenty of storage
space, and it is suitable for laptops up to 15,6 inches. Your logo
will be printed on the front.
31 × 16 × 45 cm |

LAPTOP

S2 20 × 7 |

NWP

ANTITHEFT

61334
High-quality, water-resistant backpack
High-quality, water-resistant backpack made of 600 DPU,
with reinforced, breathable shoulder straps, side and inside
pockets, and safety compartment. Suitable for laptops up to
15,8 inches. Your logo will be printed on the front.
32 × 13 × 48 cm |
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TT2 15 × 15 |

NWP

BAGS

LAPTOP
60839
Luxury backpack
Polyester backpack with water-repelling cover, two main compartments, laptop and front pockets, padded shoulder straps,
and zippers. We will print your logo on the front.
32 × 21 × 43 cm |

TT2 10 × 5 |

N

LAPTOP
60730
Grey backpack
600D polyester backpack, with black zippers and front compartment. The main compartment is ideal for carrying laptops
or notebooks. We will print your logo on the front.
31 × 15 × 44,5 cm |

TT2 10 × 10 |

P

169

BAGS

LAPTOP
60757
Laptop backpack
600x300D polyester backpack, with two side pockets, front
compartment, and zippers. We will print your logo on the
front.
30 × 20 × 45 cm |

TT2 10 × 10 |

P

03

04

05

61338
Backpack with colored applications
Trendy backpack with snowpolyester padded shoulder straps
and coloured applications. The backpack can be closed by
simple rolling or folding. Your advertising will be printed on
the front.
44 × 13,5 × 50 cm |
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TT2 20 × 10 |

P

BAGS

60163
Backpack made of felt material with a colour accent
Backpack made of felt material with a colour accent, with
extra compartment inside and outside, shoulder straps and
handle grip. We will print your logo on the front.
31 × 10 × 43,5 cm |

TT2 15 × 8 |

P

03

05

04

77

05

60389

68933

High-Quality Backpack
The perfect backpack - HQ 1680D material that makes it good
looking and long lasting. Your advertising will be placed on
the front pocket, or above, if you prefer.

Backpack with side compartments
Backpack made of polyester with two net compartments and
padded shoulder straps. We will print your logo on the front.

29 × 11,5 × 47 cm |

TT2 15 × 8 |

P

31 × 14 × 40 cm |

TT2 15 × 10 |

N
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64170

64445

Polyester backpack
Large sturdy polyester backpack with large front compartment, padded shoulder straps and carrying strap. We will print
your logo on the front pocket.

Backpack hand
Backpack with smile hands design made of microfibre. The
backpack captivates through small details like the original
zipper chains or the big hand appearing out of it in 3D. We will
print your advertising on the front, above the hand.

29 × 16 × 38 cm |

TT2 12 × 8 |

N

31 × 17 × 45 cm |

65555
Smiley backpack
A special backpack made of 600D polyester with winking face
on the front and reflecting stripes on the front and side. An
eye-catcher for young and older. We will print your advertising
on the reflecting stripe.
23,5 × 10 × 34 cm |
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TT2 10 × 3,5 |

P

TT2 10 × 8 |

P

BAGS

05

14

29

04

60756

60075

Bicycle backpack
Bicycle backpack made of 4200 PU ripstop and 600D polyester, with reflective stripes on the front. The front compartment
is perfect for the storage of water or drinks. We will print your
logo on the front.

Backpack in neon
Polyester backpack in poppy neon colours, with padded
shoulder straps. We will print your logo onto the front compartment.

21 × 12 × 39 cm |

TT2 10 × 10 |

P

29 × 13 × 40 cm |

TT2 20 × 10 |

P

03

03

04
04

05
05

08
06

10

60652

64191

Polyester backpack
600D polyester backpack with hanger loop, two side pockets,
output for headphones, and two padded shoulder straps. We
will print your logo on the front.

Nylon backpack
City bag with large main compartment, small zipper front
compartment and mobile phone compartment on the broad
carrying strap. We will print your logo next to the zipper on
the front.

29 × 11,5 × 42 cm |

TT2 8 × 8 |

N

26 × 16 × 50 cm |

TT2 10 × 10 |

N

173

BAGS

98

97

60912
Gymbag in metallic colors
Gymbag made of recycled polyester, with metallic colors on
the outside and black on the inside. The drawstrings work also
as carrying handle. Your branding will be printed on one side.
35,5 × 0,3 × 39 cm |

S1 19 × 19 |

N

06

09

03

29

05

68515
44

08

11

Gym bag made of polyester
This gym bag made of polyester is suitable for various occasions or carrying your training or dirty clothes. The drawstring
can be used as carrying strap at the same time. We will print
your logo on one side.
32,5 × 0,3 × 43 cm |

04

174

10

12

S1 24 × 24 |

N

BAGS

06
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05

04

11

29

12

60649
Polyester gym bag
210D polyester cooler and gym bag, with insulating lining and
drawstrings. We will print your logo on one side.
31,7 × 1 × 42,5 cm |

S1 20 × 24 |

N

05

06

29

04

04
05

03

ECO
61298

60047

ECO Tex standard 100 certified Gymbag from environmentally friendly cotton (140g/m)
Gymbag from environmentally friendly cotton (140g/m) in different colors, ideal for sports or on-the-go. Your logo will be
printed on one side.

Non-woven gym bag including reflectable stripe
Non-woven gym bag with reflecting stripe. We will print your
logo on the bag.

40 × 0,3 × 52 cm |

ST 26 × 27 |

35 × 0,4 × 44,5 cm |

S1 19 × 19 |

N

N
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BAGS

ECO

ECO

62159

61398

Drawstring bag with cork bottom
Drawstring bag made from 210D polyester with cork bottom.
Your logo will be printed on one side of the bag.

Gymbag with jute bottom
Cotton and jute gymbag with drawstring. Your advertisement
will be printed on one side.

34 × 0,3 × 42 cm |

TT2 20 × 8 |

N

ECO

ECO

63466

60661

Cotton gym bag
Gym bag made of environmentally friendly, natural-coloured
cotton, ideal for sports utensils or for clothes on journeys. We
will print your advertising on one side of the bag.
40 × 0,3 × 52 cm |

176

40 × 0,3 × 51.5 cm |

ST 26 × 27 |

N

ST 26 × 15 |

N

Cotton duffle bag
Natural, eco-friendly cotton duffel bag with drawstrings,
which also work as shoulder strap. We will print your logo
on one side.
ø 24 × 44 cm |

ST 14 × 14 |

N

BAGS

ECO

ECO

61399

61487

Carrying bag with jute bottom
Shopping bag made of environmentally friendly cotton and
jute. Your advertisement will be printed on one side.

Cotton bag with woven carrying handle and bottom fold
Environmentally friendly, large, natural-colored cotton bag
with woven handles and bottom crease. Your advertising will
be printed on one side.

38 × 0,2 × 42 cm |

ST 26 × 15 |

N

40,5 × 6 × 42 cm |

ST 26 × 27 |

N

ECO
62164
Long-handled shopping bag
Natural-coloured, environmentally friendly cotton bag (140g/
m²) with two long handles. We will print your logo on one side.
37 × 0,2 × 41 cm |

ST 26 × 27 |

N

177

BAGS

ECO

ECO

61369

63465

Cotton bag with 3 handles
Nature-colored, environmentally friendly cotton bag with two
short handles and one long carrying strap. We will print your
logo on one side.

Cotton bag with long handle
Natural-coloured, environmentally friendly cotton bag (140g/
m²) with one extra long handle for carrying. The ideal shopping companion. We will print your advertising on one side
of the bag.

38 × 0,3 × 41,7 cm |

ST 26 × 27 |

N

61411
Foldable cotton bag
Easy to carry and space saving shopping bag with handles.
Environmentally friendly, made of natural cotton. Your advertising is printed on one side.

178

ST 26 × 27 |

N

ECO

ECO

38 × 0,3 × 42,5 cm |

38 × 0,2 × 41 cm |

ST 26 × 27 |

N

60859
Foldable shopping bag in cotton
Natural colored, foldable and environmentally friendly cotton
bag (140g / m²) with carrying handle. We will print your logo
on one side.
37,5 × 0,3 × 42 cm |

ST 19 × 19 |

N

BAGS

ECO
61486
Cotton pharmacist bag
Small pharmacy bag made of natural-colored cotton. Your advertisement will be printed on one side.
22 × 0,3 × 26,3 cm |

ST 15 × 20 |

N

ECO
63464
Cotton bag with short handles
Pharmacy bag made of natural-coloured cotton (140g/m²),
environmentally friendly. You will find the perfect space for
your small purchases. We will print your advertising on one
side of the bag.
28 × 0,2 × 32 cm |

ST 15 × 20 |

N

179

BAGS

REC YCLED COT TON
03

04

05

ECO
62358
Recycled Cotton Bag with Long Handles
Recycled, Eco Tex Standard 100 cotton bag with long handles
(140g/m²). Your Logo will be printed on one side of the bag.
37,6 × 0,2 × 41,7 cm |

06

ECO
62547
Short-handled shopping bag
Natural-coloured, environmentally friendly cotton bag (140g/
m²) with two short handles.We will print your logo on one side.
38 × 0,3 × 41 cm |

180

ST 26 × 27 |

N

ST 26 × 27 |

N

BAGS

06

03

ECO
60415
Coloured Cotton bag
Coloured cotton bag (110g/m²) with 2 short handles, with
enough place for your advertising. We will print your logo
on one side.
42 × 0,2 × 38 cm |

ST 26 × 27 |

N

14

24

04

44

29

77
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ECO
60880
Cotton bag with long handles
Eco-friendly cotton bag with long handles, in different colors
and a particularly strong grammage of 140g/m². Your branding
will be printed on one side.
38 × 0,3 × 42 cm |

ST 26 × 27 |

N
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BAGS

ECO

ECO

67536

67538

Jute bag
Jute bag with robust cord grips and a closing loop. We will print
your logo on the front.

Jute bag with bamboo grip
Eco-friendly jute bag in different colours with bamboo grip
and a closing cord. We will print your logo on the front.

44,7 × 12,5 × 35,5 cm |

TT3 20 × 10 |

N

33 × 11,5 × 27 cm |

MA

TT3 20 × 10 |

N

MA
FE

83532

Gift bag man/woman - size for a wine bottle
The perfect gift bag for wine bottles. Thanks to the different
prints, you´ll always find the right one for anyone. We will add
a full colour label onto the bag for your advertising.

Gift bag man/woman with a crystal
Gift bag with man/woman print with a build in crystal. You'll
always impress the right person with this bag. We will add a
full colour label onto the bag for your advertising.

12 × 9 × 35 cm |
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FE

83531

ETN1 5 × 3 |

N

18 × 9 × 22,8 cm |

ETN1 5 × 4 |

N

BAGS

01

01

02

02

09

ECO

09

ECO

61817

61818

Big recycled paperbag with 2 handles
Spacious ecofriendly, reuseable paper bag (recycled - 120g/
m²) with bottom fold, 2 strong handles and coloured front and
rear. This nice bag is also perfectly reusable. Your Logo will be
printed onto the front side.

Small recycled paperbag with 2 handles
Small ecofriendly, reuseable paper bag (recycled - 120g/m²)
with bottom fold and 2 strong handles and coloured front and
rear. This nice bag is also perfectly reusable. Your logo will be
printed onto the front side.

37,8 × 15 × 40,2 cm |

TT2 20 × 15 |

N

ECO

21 × 14 × 19 cm |

TT1 14 × 8 |

N

ECO

61831

61477

Cotton bag with crocheted part
Eco Tex Standard 100 cotton bag with crocheted middle section, which makes the bag flexible. Your logo will be printed
on one side of the bag.

Cotton sack
Bread bag made of environmentally friendly cotton with drawstring for closing. Your advertisement will be printed on one
side.

20,2 × 14,5 × 29,5 cm |

ST 13 × 7 |

N

30 × 0,3 × 49,5 cm |

ST 20 × 25 |

N
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60094
Non-woven shopping bag
Foldable non-woven shopping bag in a nice 2-colour design
with carrying handles. We will print your logo on the front.
37 × 10,8 × 30,2 cm |

N

11

60531

60532

60530

OEM Shopper 140g/sqm PP Non-Woven
Your daily essential - Sturdy Shopper made of
140g/sqm PP non-woven material, useful, convenient, and eco-friendly. The bag comes with a
water-resistant lamination. Printable all over on
both sides and therefore is the perfect item for
your promotion. Prices incl. printing and technical costs. MOQ 1.000pcs.

OEM Shopper 140g/sqm PP Non-Woven
Your daily essential - Sturdy Shopper made of
140g/sqm PP non-woven material, useful, convenient, and eco-friendly. The bag comes with a
water-resistant lamination. Printable all over on
both sides and therefore is the perfect item for
your promotion. Prices incl. printing and technical costs. MOQ 1.000pcs.

OEM Shopper 140g/sqm PP Non-Woven
Your daily essential - Sturdy Shopper made of
140g/sqm PP non-woven material, useful, convenient, and eco-friendly. The bag comes with a
water-resistant lamination. Printable all over on
both sides and therefore is the perfect item for
your promotion. Prices incl. printing and technical costs. MOQ 1.000pcs.

38 × 10 × 40 cm |
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S1 25 × 10 |

OEM allover |

N

40 × 12 × 50 cm |

OEM allover |

N

35 × 10 × 25 cm |

OEM allover |

N

BAGS
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44

60917
03

Non-woven bag
Large non-woven shopping bag with long straps and cross
seam. Your advertising will be printed on one side.

77

38 × 0,3 × 41,5 cm |

07

S1 23 × 23 |

N

06

04
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07
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61738

62815

Non-woven conference bag
Non-woven conference bag (grammage 80g/m²) in many different colors with carrying handle. We will print your logo on
one side.

Non-woven bag with long handles
Practical shopping bag made of non-woven material with long
handles. A lot of space for your shopping. We will print your
advertising on the front.

30 × 0,2 × 40 cm |

S1 18 × 20 |

N

36,8 × 0,2 × 41 cm |

S1 23 × 22 |

N
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BAGS

67551
Trunk bag
XXL allround bag, ideal for shopping and the car. This bag is
small when folded and huge when unfolded, with 2 compartments. Thanks to its firm walls, it provides a fix stand in the
trunk. It is also ideal for all the equipment in your car. We will
print your logo on the front.
36 × 70 × 31,3 cm |

TT2 20 × 8 |

P

04

05

10

08

60383

68792

Multifunction Feltbag
Large felt bag with 2 strong faux leather handles in black.
Perfect for almost any use. Your logo will be printed by heat
transfer to one side.

Foldable non-woven shopping bag
The non-woven shopping bag can be folded saving space, and
stored anywhere, thus, it is always at hand for spontaneous
shopping trips. We will print your logo on one side.

43,5 × 9 × 41,5 cm |
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TT2 15 × 10 |

P

30 × 9,5 × 40 cm |

S1 10 × 6 |

N

BAGS
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60724
Foldable shopping bag
190T polyester foldable shopping bag with carrying straps. We
will print your logo directly on the bag.
37,5 × 0,3 × 48 cm |

24

S2 23 × 20 |

N

11
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60956
Foldable shopping bag in polyester
Foldable shopping bag in 190T polyester with carrying handles
and a rubber band for closing. We print your advertising on the
front. The bag is delivered unfolded.
37,5 × 0,3 × 41 cm |

S1 20 × 20 |

N

05

11

06
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BAGS

ECO
61195
String bag
Environmentally friendly, washable and durable fresh net
made from polyester. Contribute to plastic waste reduction
and use this practical net for the purchase of fruits and vegetables. Your advertisement will be placed on the label.
27,5 × 0,1 × 32 cm |

N

61387

61388

60435

Non woven bag - large
Large non woven bag with handles, reinforced
with a cross seam. Your advertisement will be
printed on one side.

Non woven bag - small
Small non woven bag with handles, reinforced
with a cross seam. Your advertisement will be
printed on one side.

2 Compartment bag
XXL Bag with 2 compartments - whatever you
use it for, it is different and this way perfect, it
can be your laundry or shopping bag. Your promotion will be placed on the right compartment.

34,5 × 15,5 × 40 cm |
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T3 5,5 × 2,5 |

S1 20 × 20 |

N

30 × 12,2 × 39,7 cm |

S1 20 × 15 |

N

51 × 22 × 54 cm |

TT3 18 × 15 |

P

BAGS

44

77

05

05

77

44

60061

60060

Luxury shopping basket with cooler function
Handy shopping basket made of polyester with foldable
carrying handle made of aluminium and a cooler function.
Thanks to the special material, the basket can be easily folded
and has a carrying capacity of 15 kg. We will print your logo
on the basket.

Luxury shopping basket
Handy shopping basket made of polyester with foldable carrying handle made of aluminium. Thanks to the special material, the basket can be easily folded and has a carrying capacity
of 15 kg. We will print your logo on the basket.

47,5 × 29 × 23,5 cm |

TT3 20 × 10 |

P

45,5 × 28,5 × 24,5 cm |

TT3 20 × 10 |

P

60062

60063

Shopping bag with aluminium handles
Big polyester shopping bag with aluminum handles, you will
find space for all your groceries. We will print your logo on
the front.

Foldable shopping trolley
Foldable shopping trolley made of polyester with integrated
cooling compartment. The frame is made of aluminium and
includes a hook for hanging the trolley to a shopping cart. We
will print your logo on the cover.

52 × 19,5 × 39 cm |

TT2 20 × 15 |

P

45 × 36 × 95 cm |

TT3 18 × 12 |

P
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BAGS

29

10

60074

61516

Beach bag with transparent handles
Beach bag with transparent handles, you'll have enough space
for all your beach items. We will print your logo on one side.

Waterproof bag with reflective stripes
Neon-colored, waterproof closable bag with shoulder / waist
strap and reflective stripes on the front. Your logo will be
printed on the bag.

42 × 15,5 × 35 cm |

S1 20 × 15 |

P

ø 23 × 50 cm |

S1 15 × 10 |

N

03
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60864

60865

Beach bag with drawstring
Jute bag with drawstring, perfect for the beach or outdoor
swimming. We will print your logo on one side.

Jute bag with drawstring
Large, colored jute bag with drawstring, your ideal shopping
companion. We will print your logo on one side.

50 × 17,5 × 34 cm |

190

04

TT2 15 × 15 |

N

42 × 14 × 37 cm |

TT3 20 × 10 |

N

BAGS
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60708

62472

Cooler bag
Non-woven cooler bag with two carrying straps and
two-coloured design. We will print your logo on the front.

Cooler Bag
Polyester cooler bag with double velcro closure. Your Logo
will be printed onto the bag.

38,5 × 16 × 35 cm |

TT2 15 × 8 |

N

18 × 12 × 27 cm |

S1 10 × 12 |

N

05

44

60676

67301
Nylon cooler bag
Nylon cooling bag in duffle bag design with shoulder straps
and carrying strap. We will print your logo on the front pocket.
ø 28 × 37,5 cm |

TT2 10 × 10 |

N

Cooler backpack
600D polyester cooler backpack with PEVA lining, two side
pockets, and zippers. We will print your logo on the front side.
25 × 16 × 31 cm |

TT2 10 × 5 |

P
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67004

61542

Mini polyester cooler bag for 6 cans
Simple polyester cooling bag, suitable for 6 cans with 0.33 l
content and with carrying strap. We will print your logo on
the lid or on the side.

Non-woven cooling bag - 6 cans
Non-woven cooling bag with carrying strap, suitable for 6
standing beverage cans (0.33 litres.) Your logo will be printed
on the lid.

20 × 13 × 12,5 cm |

S1 10 × 5 |

N

21 × 15,5 × 15 cm |

S1 10 × 5 |

N

04

04

05

05

06

67104
Polyester cooler bag
Polyester cooler bag with carrying strap, suitable for 6 standing cans with 0.5 l content. We will print your logo on the lid
or on the side.
20,5 × 17 × 14,5 cm |
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S1 10 × 5 |

N

06

68321
210D polyester cooler bag with front compartment
210D polyester cooler bag with a zipper front compartment
and nylon carrying straps. Suitable for 6 cans with 0.5l each,
small bottles or anything that needs to stay fresh. We will
print your logo on the lid.
22 × 15 × 17,5 cm |

TT2 12 × 8 |

N

BAGS

61412

62166

Insulated bag -retro design
Cooling bag in retro lunch bag design with insulated interior and velcro closure. Your advertisement will be printed on
one side.

Polyester cooler bag with cork bottom
Cooler bag from 600D polyester with cork bottom, big space
for up to 6 bottles or cans with 0,5 litre. Your logo will be
printed onto the front compartment.

26 × 9 × 18,3 cm |

S1 15 × 5 |

N

25 × 17,5 × 17,5 cm |

S1 10 × 5 |

N

68721

50768

Thermal pack
This cooling pack in stable plastic cover is suitable for every
cooling bag. The packs are already filled with cooling liquid.
We will print your logo on one side.

Cooler bag
600D polyester cooler bag, with two carrying straps, insulation, and suede-look sides and bottom. We will print your logo
on the front.

6,5 × 2,8 × 10,4 cm |

T3 3,5 × 2,5 |

P

22 × 16 × 26,5 cm |

TT2 10 × 5 |

N
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LEISURE, SPORTS & GAMES

FOOD SAFE

FOOD SAFE

62337

61276

Picnic basket for 2 persons
Top of the range willow picnic basket for 2 with plastic glasses,
porcelain dishes, 6-piece cutlery set and a waiter's knife. An
integrated cooling bag keeps your food and drinks fresh. We
will print your advertising through digital print on an aluminum label, which will be attached with a metal chain to the
picnic basket.

Picnic basket for 4 people
Wicker picnic basket for 4 people. The basket includes 4 glasses, 4 porcelain plates, 4 cloth napkins, 12-piece cutlery, salt
and pepper shaker, 3 compartments for bottles, waiter's knife,
and integrated cooling compartment. Your advertising will be
engraved or digitally printed on an aluminium label attached
to the basket.

42 × 29 × 39 cm |

ETP 4,5 × 3 |

P

FOOD SAFE

ETP 6 × 3,5 |

N

FOOD SAFE

66607

66605

Picknic backpack for 4 persons
Sturdy polyester picnic backpack for 4 with plastic dishes,
trays, waiter's knife, salt and pepper shaker and snack knife.
We will print your logo on the front.

Picnic backpack
Practical picnic backpack made of sturdy polyester with integrated cooling bag, stainless steel thermal flask, 2 mugs,
2 spoons, 1 knife, salt and pepper shaker and napkin. We will
print your logo on the front.

47 × 19 × 44 cm |
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47,5 × 34,2 × 24,3 cm |

TT3 10 × 5 |

P

25 × 16,5 × 34,5 cm |

TT3 12 × 6 |

P

LEISURE, SPORTS & GAMES

FOOD SAFE
60856
Picnic basket
Handy picnic basket for two. Includes 6-piece cutlery, waiter's
knife, salt and pepper shakers, and two porcelain plates. We
will print your advertising through digital print on an aluminum label, which will be attached with a metal chain to the
picnic basket.
30 × 19,2 × 16,5 cm |

ETP 4,5 × 3 |

K

THE PERFECT
PROMOTION TAG

90868
Metal pendant
Metal pendant with small chain, it can be branded with laser
engraving or digital print. Ideal for advertising on picnic baskets or trolleys.
6 × 0,2 × 3,5 cm |

L2 6 × 3,5 |

P
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LEISURE, SPORTS & GAMES

06

03

44

05

Apron - large 180 g Eco tex standard 100
Cooking apron made of 180g/m² Eco Tex standard 100 cotton
in varied colours. Your advertising will be printed directly on
the apron.
ST 15 × 15 |

N

06

03

44

05

80664
Apron
Cotton apron in different colors. We will print your logo directly on the apron.
64,5 × 0,3 × 90 cm |

196

03

44

05

61381

61383

71 × 86 cm |

06

ST 15 × 15 |

N

Apron - small 180g Eco tex standard 100
Serving apron made of 180g/m² Eco Tex standard 100 cotton
in varied colours. Your advertising will be printed directly on
the apron.
89 × 40 cm |

ST 15 × 15 |

N
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FOOD SAFE

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

EXPRESS

80915

80648

Mini grill
Mobile charcoal grill with lid handle for easy carriage, it includes an ash pan for simple cleaning. Your advertisement will
be engraved on the lid.

Grill set in case
Grill case made of metal, with lock and carrying handle. It includes a meat turner, a grill fork, and barbecue tongs. We will
engrave your logo on the outer metal plate.

ø 36 × 50 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

FOOD SAFE

K

EXPRESS

37 × 10 × 8 cm |

L3 5 × 2,5 |

FOOD SAFE

EXPRESS

K

83396

80685

BBQ tongs
Kitchen or BBQ tongs made of high-quality stainless steel and
silicone. A sturdy, and easy to clean, cooking aid that must not
miss in any modern kitchen. We will engrave your logo on the
stainless-steel grips.

Grill grate
Stainless steel grill grate with anti-stick coating and wooden handle, suitable for 3 fishes. With this grill utensil you are
guaranteed to succeed every tidbit. We will engrave your logo
onto the handle.

27 × 3,6 × 3,5 cm |

L3 5 × 1,5 |

K

28 × 59 × 1 cm |

L3 5 × 2 |

P
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66902
Fleece picnic and sofa blanket
Large comfortable and cosy fleece blanket with handy carrying strap and fancy stitching. We will print your logo on the
carrying strap or stitch it to the blanket.
180 × 120 cm |

05

TT2 10 × 4 |

P

10

08

09

04

58613
Beach mat
This beach mat (180 x 60 cm) in trendy colours is made of
water and stain-resistant synthetic meshwork. The mat can be
easily carried thanks to the integrated zipper and adjustable
carrying strap. We will print your logo close to the carrying
handle.
60,5 × ø 7,5 cm |
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TT2 10 × 5 |

N
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55070
Parasol in a transparent bag
Adjustable polyester parasol with transparent bag, your protection from the sun is guaranteed. We will print your logo
on one panel.
ø 135 × 170 cm |

S2 20 × 20 |

P

55104
Foldable armchair
Foldable armchair with a steel frame and sturdy polyester cover. The arm rest provides additional space for your drink. We
will print your logo on the cover or on the back of the chair.
85 × 80 × 50 cm |

S2 10 × 5 |

E
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PHTHALATE FREE
58260
beach ball multicolour
A classic, but always great summer item! This beach ball has
40 cm segments and is phthalate-free. We will print your logo
on a segment.
Panel 40 cm ø 26 cm |

05

TT1 16 × 4 |

04

09

N

08

PHTHALATE FREE

04

09

08

PHTHALATE FREE

58261

50914

Bicoloured mini beach ball with 21.5 cm segments.
This bicoloured beach ball with 21.5 cm segments fits into
every beach bag. Material: PVC, phthalate-free. We will print
your logo on a segment.

Bicolor beach ball
Phtalate-free bicolor beach ball made of PVC with white and
colored-transparent segments. Your advertising will be printed on a white segment.

Panel 21,5 cm |
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05

S1 8 × 2 |

N

Panel 40 cm ø 26 cm |

TT1 16 × 4 |

N
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PHTHALATE FREE

PHTHALATE FREE

51029

51051

Monocolour beach ball
Trendy beach ball in fantastic colours with a segment length
of 40 cm. The beach ball is PHTHALATE-FREE. We will print
your logo on a segment.

Bicoloured beach ball
Bicoloured inflatable beach ball made of PVC with a segment
length of 40 cm. PHTHALATE-FREE. We will print your logo
on a segment.

Panel 40 cm ø 26 cm |

TT1 16 × 4 |

N

Panel 40 cm ø 26 cm |

TT1 16 × 4 |

N
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58639
Floating tyre
This bicoloured floating tyre for kids is made of phthalate-free
PVC and ensures carefree swimming fun. We will print your
logo on the coloured area.
ø 48 × 10 cm |

TT1 15 × 7 |

P
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05

PHTHALATE FREE
51041
Air mattress
Air mattress in frosted fresh colours, bring a summery look and
feel to your advertising. Valve phthalate-free. We will print
your logo on the head rest.
173 × 66 × 15 cm |
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S2 16 × 8 |

P
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31484

71522

USB fan
USB hand held fan with 3 adjustable levels, comfortable handle, and Micro USB charging cable, an ideal companion onthe-go. Your advertising is printed on the handle.

Paper hand fan
Folding paper fan with wooden handle, ideal for warm summer days. Your advertising will be printed onto the handle.

8,3 × 4,2 × 15,8 cm |

T3 4 × 1 |

K

42 × 3 × 22,5 cm |

T3 5 × 0,5 |

KS
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51368
Foldable fan
Foldable fan made of polyester, easy to carry and ideal onthe-go. Your advertising will be printed on one side.
22,6 × 0,2 × 33 cm |

S1 10 × 8 |

N
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UV400

UV400

52465

50933

Sunglasses with colored glasses
Sunglasses with UV400 categorie 3 protected, colored glasses. Your Logo will be printed on the temple.

Sunglasses with wooden-look temples
Black classic-looking sunglasses with high-quality plastic
frame and wood-looking temples. With UV 400 protection,
filter category 3. We will print your logo on a temple.

14,2 × 15 × 4,7 cm |

T3 3,5 × 1 |

KS

UV400
51427
Mirror sunglasses
Classic sunglasses with high-quality plastic frame and temples with mirrored front and UV 400 protection, filter category
3. Your advertising will be printed on a temple.
13,9 × 14,8 × 5 cm |
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T3 3,5 × 1 |

KS

14,5 × 15,5 × 4,7 cm |

T3 3,5 × 1 |

KS
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UV400

UV400
50479

50671

Sunglasses Nerdlook
Sunglasses with coloured temples, of course, with UV400
protection - filter category 3. Your logo will be placed on a
temple.

Bicoloured sunglasses with mirrored lenses
Stylish sunglasses made of plastic, with two-coloured frame,
and mirrored lenses with UV 400, category 3 protection. We
will print your logo on the black temple.

14,5 × 14,5 × 5 cm |

T3 3,5 × 1 |

14,5 × 15,5 × 4,7 cm |

N

T3 4 × 0,8 |

KS
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UV400
58758
sunglasses "nerd look"
“Nerd look” sunglasses, high-quality plastic frame, UV 400
certified. The temple is the ideal space for your advertising.
14,3 × 14,3 × 4,8 cm |

T3 3,5 × 1 |

KS

05

11

12
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58379

50390

Foldable frisbee with a polyester case
No chance for boredom! This frisbee is the perfect giveaway
thanks to its foldable shape. We will print your logo on the
frisbee or pouch.

Beach bucket
Beach bucket with sand accessories for kids. We will print
your logo on a label and hang it on the net.

ø 25,5 cm |

S1 ø 10 |

N

ø 13 × 15 cm |

ETN1 4 × 5 |

N

52835
Tablet cover
Waterproof tablet cover with carrying strap. Thanks to the
special closure, it is water and dirt- proof, and you can easily
use your tablet when inside. We will print your logo on the
black border.
22 × 0,2 × 35 cm |

206

T3 5 × 3 |

P
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50962
84M / 1000M field of view binoculars
84M / 1000M field of view binoculars, with drawstring and
cleaning cloth, packed in a case that can be attached to your
belt. We will print your advertising on the case.
7 × 4,2 × 12 cm |

TT1 4 × 1,8 |

K

ECO
50719
Bird house
Bird house made of MDF, to be assembled, fun for all ages, and
suitable as decoration or feeding place for birds. We will place
your logo on the packaging.
14,2 × 12,2 × 17,5 cm |

T4 5 × 3 |

K
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AZO FREE

50466

50447

6-panel sandwich baseball cap
6-panel sandwich baseball cap made of heavy-brushed cotton, available in various colours, with a matt silver metal snap
closure. AZO-FREE. Your logo will be embroidered or printed
on the front.

5-panel classic baseball cap
Classic 5-panel baseball cap made of AZO-FREE cotton. Available in bright colours and provided with a plastic closure. Your
logo will be printed or embroidered on the front.

adjustable |

HF 6 × 4 |

N

adjustable |

03

TT1 9 × 5 |

N

06

44

05

AZO FREE
51475
Baseball Cap with net
Modern cap with polyester mesh and quick fastener, AZOfree dyed. For your branding we recommend embroidery on
the front.
adjustable |
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HF 6 × 4 |

N
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AZO FREE
52466
5-panel classic baseball cap
Classic 5-panel baseball cap made of AZO-FREE cotton. Available in bright colours and with a velcro closure. Your logo will
be printed or embroidered on the front.
adjustable |

AZO FREE

TT1 9 × 5 |

N

AZO FREE

53398

53397

Cap for kids
6-panel baseball cap made of polyester with reflecting edge
and velcro closure. Coloured AZO-free. We will print your logo
on the front.

Cap for adults
6-panel baseball cap made of polyester with reflecting edge
and velcro closure. Coloured AZO-free. We will print your logo
on the front.

adjustable |

TT1 9 × 5 |

N

adjustable |

TT1 9 × 5 |

N
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91183
Headlamp
COB head light with adjustable rubber band and 3 watts power. The lamp has a still, flashing, and dimmable light function.
Your advertisement will be printed on the front of the lamp.
adjustable |

K

91379

62350

Jogging safety pouch
Reflective safety bag for jogging, can also be used as a belt
bag, with adjustable strap and click fastener. Your advertisement will be printed on the front.

Reflecting Waist Bag
Reflecting Waist Bag made from polyester with adjustable
strap and big compartment. Your Logo will be printed onto
the bag.

adjustable |

210

T3 3 × 0,5 |

S1 6 × 4 |

N

34 × 7 × 12,5 cm |

S1 12 × 6 |

N
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93412
Safety LED wrist band
LED arm band with reflecting stripes, can be easily attached to
the upper arm thanks to the flexible rubber band with velcro
closure. By pushing the black button the two red LEDs will be
activated, still light or blinking can be set up. We will print your
advertising centred on the plastic area.
18,5 × 4,2 × 1,9 cm |

T4 5 × 1,2 |

N

91431

90468

Safety bracelet
Flexible, reflective safety snap bracelet made of plastic with
metal spring. Your logo will be printed on the reflective surface.

Reflective arm band
Get better noticed during the day and night with this neon
yellow and reflective stripes arm band. Your promotion will
be printed between the stripes.

35,8 × 3,1 × 0,5 cm |

T3 4,5 × 1,5 |

N

adjustable |

S1 4 × 1,5 |

N
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65555

61516

Smiley backpack
A special backpack made of 600D polyester with winking face
on the front and reflecting stripes on the front and side. An
eye-catcher for young and older. We will print your advertising
on the reflecting stripe.

Waterproof bag with reflective stripes
Neon-colored, waterproof closable bag with shoulder / waist
strap and reflective stripes on the front. Your logo will be
printed on the bag.

23,5 × 10 × 34 cm |

P

ø 23 × 50 cm |

S1 15 × 10 |

N

90995

92888

Safety vest for adults
Safety vest with reflective stripes, Class 2 - ISO 20471 certified,
a must have in every vehicle. The advertisement is printed on
the heart side.

Childrens' safety jacket EN 1150:1999
Children's safety jacket with reflecting stripes class 2, EN
1150:1999 certified. This safety jacket is a must in every car.
We will print your advertising on the heart side.

XXL |

212

TT2 10 × 3,5 |

TT2 10 × 8 |

P

S|

S2 10 × 6 |

P
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90433

92449

Reflector pendant
Reflector pendant with metal carabiner and two
light modes: flashing or continous. We will print
your logo on the reflector.

Reflecting Bear Keyring
Reflecting Keyring in the shape of a bear. Your
Logo will be printed on the bear.

6 × 3 × 1,3 cm |

T3 4 × 2 |

92890
Smiler sticker
Reflecting sticker with smiley face made of PVC.
Suitable for sewing or sticking. We will print your
logo on the nose.
ø 7 cm |

T2 1,5 × 1,5 |

P

5 × 0,7 × 7 cm |

P

P

92889

90947
Key fob in the shape of a safety vest
Plastic key fob in the shape of a safety vest. We
print your advertising on the vest.
4,3 × 0,5 × 5,9 cm |

T2 4 × 1,3 |

T2 2 × 2 |

N

smile pendant with bead chain
Reflecting pendant with smiley face, in PVC, it
can be attached to bags or backpacks. We will
print your logo on the back.
ø 4,9 cm |

T2 1,5 × 1 |

N
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52847

88001

Sturdy plastic flag for bicycles
Sturdy plastic flag with low weight, which can be mounted
with a simple "click " to all popular spokes of bicycles. We will
print your advertising on the flag.

Bicycle repair kit, 17 pieces
The complete bicycle repair kit, includes 17 pieces in a black
bag. We will print your logo on the pouch.

16,3 × 14,5 × 0,7 cm |

ETN2 16 × 14,5 |

P

8,2 × 4,4 × 10,9 cm |

TT1 5,5 × 3,5 |

K

EXPRESS
80927
Flashlight with silicone band
Flashlight with metal body, 6 LEDs, and silicone loop. Your
logo will be engraved.
4,9 × ø 2,5 cm |

214

L2 2,5 × 1,5 |

K

56093
Flashlight clip in heart shape
Flashlight clip in heart shape. Your logo will be printed on the
center of the clip.
4 × 1,9 × 3,4 cm |

T2 2 × 1 |

K
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70705

51279

Cooling towel
Thanks to its special material, this ice towel cools for hours. It
is ideal as a compress for neck, head or legs, after and during
workouts, easy to carry thanks to the carabiner hook of the
package. We will print your logo on the packaging.

Golf balls
Set of 3. For golfers who want to play their best score! The golf
balls have a soft feel, high flight, outstanding length and firstclass controllability. Suitable for full color printing.

ø 7,5 × 17 cm |

T4 3 × 1 |

K

13,5 × 4,5 × 4,5 cm |

DC0 ø 2 |

N

53602

21100

Big boules game
Big boules game with 6 metal balls, 1 small wooden ball,
measuring tape and carrying bag.

Office golf set
The Office Eagle - golf set with a wooden putter. Whether
at the office or at home - improve your skills anywhere! We
will print (only one colour) or engrave your logo on the case.

23 × 7 × 16 cm |

TT2 15 × 8 |

N

31 × 4,8 × 14,2 cm |

TT2 6 × 4 |

K
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50662

50395

Hand clapper
The hand-clapper made of plastic is an ideal companion at
sports or other events. Your advertising will be printed on the
clapper.

Bang bang sticks
A pair of bang bang sticks to support your favorite team! Your
advertising will be placed on one stick (one color only.)

18,5 × 8,5 × 1,8 cm |

T2 2 × 2 |

P

58 × 5,7 × 9 cm |

0 20 × 7 |

P

50711

51494

Football
With this football your brand is an active advantage. We will
print your logo on a white segment.

Classic football
Classic football in tournament size with chic look. We print
your advertising on a free white segment.

ø 20 cm |

216

05

TT2 3,5 × 3,5 |

P

ø 21 cm |

TT2 3,5 × 3,5 |

N
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EXPRESS
52467

52471

Fitness Expander
Versatile Fitness expander with soft grip which is perfect for
every workout. Your Logo will be engraved on the middle part.

Abs- & Backtrainer
Abs- and Backtrainer with soft touch handles and feet fixture
for a strong workout. Your Logo will be printed on one handle.

39 × 3 × 13,5 cm |

L3 5 × 1 |

P

25,5 × 4,7 × 52 cm |

T4 4 × 2 |

P

51172

52424

Skipping rope with metal handles
Professional skipping rope with ball bearings for fast rotations,
individually adjustable lenght, and high-quality stainless steel
handles. We engrave your advertising on a handle.

Elastic Fitness straps
Elastic fitness straps inside a case. The workout can be done
now everywhere. Your Logo will be printed onto the box.

adjustable |

L2 2,5 × 1 |

K

13 × 6,9 × 2,4 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

N
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22700

58622

Anti-stress ball
Anti-stress ball filled with plastic granulate. We will print your
logo on the white segment (1 colour only.)

Squeeze ball, kneadable foam plastic
Anti-stress squeezing ball made of kneadable foam plastic,
relieve stress or train your hand muscles. The surface of the
ball is the ideal space for your advertising, your logo will be
laser engraved.

ø 5 cm |

T2 3 × 1,5 |

P

ø 6,3 cm |

L2 3 × 1,5 |

P

EXPRESS
51848

22718
Anti-stress football
Anti-stress squeeze football made of foam. Exercise your
hand muscles or simply relieve some stress. Your advertisement will be printed on the free white area.
ø 5,6 cm |

218

L2 2,5 × 2,5 |

P

Squeeze ball in globe shape
Squeeze ball in globe shape. Perfect to relieve stress and
good for finger musculature. Your Logo will be engraved onto
the ball.
ø 6,2 cm |

L2 3 × 1,5 |

P
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05

03

90595
Fidget Spinner
Fidget spinner in high-quality stainless steel, rotation of up
to 2 minutes (with optimum handling) the silent rotation has a
soothing effect. The advertising will be printed on the center
of the spinner.
7,2 × 6,5 × 1,3 cm |

T2 ø 1,5 |

P

50788
Punching ball
Punching ball for stress relief, it comes with a suction cup that
allows the ball to be fixed horizontally, vertically or upside
down to smooth surfaces, air pump included. We will print
your logo on a label on the single packaging.
ø 18 × 36 cm |

ETN1 5 × 3 |

K

50454

52308

Yo-Yo
Plastic Yo-Yo with large space for promotion, which is printed
on one side.

Squeeze Duck
Squeeze Duck made from PVC. Pure bath joy for everyone.
Your Logo will be printed onto the Duck.

ø 5,5 × 2 cm |

T2 3 × 3 |

P

7,6 × 6,9 × 7 cm |

T3 2,5 × 1 |

P
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52292
4 in a Row
4 in a row with yellow and pink gaming pieces. The playing
field is foldable and suits perfect for trips. Your Logo will be
printed onto the playing field.
20,7 × 14,9 × 2,9 cm |

53938
"Puzzle -Me" box set
"Puzzle-Me" - box set of 24 puzzle games (price per game). We
will print your logo on one side.
4 × 4 × 4 cm |

220

T2 3 × 3 |

N

T3 6 × 0,4 |

P

50178
Slider puzzle
White slider puzzle perfect for digital print - let your customer
create the perfect message.
7,4 × 0,5 × 8,8 cm |

DC1 5,5 × 7,3 |

N
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ECO

ECO

52346

50980

Mikado and Domino Game
Mikado and Domino Game made from wood with different
colors packed in a sustensible wood box. Your Logo will be
printed onto the box.

Mikado game in wood
Mikado game packed in a wooden box, perfect for training
your mental ability. We will print your advertisement on the
box.

19,6 × 9,1 × 2,9 cm |

T3 5 × 2 |

K

19 × 4,2 × 2,1 cm |

T2 3 × 2 |

SF

ECO
50979
Dominos game in wood
Classic domino game in a wooden box, ideal fun on the road.
Your advertisement will be printed on the box.
14,5 × 4,9 × 2,8 cm |

T2 5 × 2 |

N
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ECO
50566
Classic game made of wood
Classic ludo game made of wood. The game figures are for
plugging in, which also ensures play fun on the road. Your
advertising will be printed on the board.
12 × 12 × 1,1 cm |

T3 3 × 1 |

K

ECO
50742
Stacking game
Skills game made of wood. Take the individual blocks out of
the built-up tower and put them on top avoiding it collapses.
We will print your logo on a label on the box.
5,7 × 5,7 × 17 cm |
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ETN1 4 × 2 |

K
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ECO

ECO

50682

50988

Mini easel for painting
Mini easel with canvas, painting brush, and 3 different water
colours for every young or older artist. We will print your logo
on the packaging.
8 × 1,8 × 14,5 cm |

T3 5 × 3 |

K

Wooden puzzle
Puzzle skill game made of wood, carefully fit the 6 blocks in
the holder together. We will print your logo on the holder.
5,3 × 5,3 × 9 cm |

DC1 4 × 1,8 |

K

ECO
50425
Wooden cobra game
Building a dice can be complicated - but relax - think before
completing it - or just try. Your advertising will be printed on
the cotton bag.
4,5 × 4,5 × 4,5 cm |

TT1 3 × 3 |

B
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ECO

ECO

56091

53944

Paperboard quiver with 7 pencils
7 long wooden coloured pencils in a round paperboard case.
We will print your logo on the case.

Wooden Pencil box
Wooden box* with 8 coloured pencils. The draw-out cover
works at the same time as a ruler with cm and inch indication.
Your logo can be printed on a side of the box.

18,7 × ø 2,5 cm |

T2 5 × 1 |

N

21 × 4 × 3 cm |

11

T3 5 × 1,8 |

WE

KS

08

06

05

ECO
11824

10620

12 coloured pencils in a tube
12 coloured pencils in a round paperboard case with sharpener. We will print your logo on the case.

Pencils with different heads
Wooden pencil with various rubber heads and colours. We will
print your advertising on the shaft.

19,4 × ø 3,5 cm |

224

T2 5 × 1,5 |

N

19,3 × ø 0,7 cm |

T1 4 × 0,5 |

P
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ECO
50493
Colouring book
Colouring book, comes with 6 colouring pencils, sharpener
and eraser. The colouring block comes with 30 sheets, perfect
for the young artists. Your logo will be printed on the cover.
20,5 × 20,7 × 1,5 cm |

T3 5 × 5 |

N

58619
Chalks in box
Chalks in 6 different colours, packed in a box*. We will print
your advertising on the box.
14,2 × 2,5 × 14 cm |

T2 5 × 2 |

K

ECO
21558
Writing set with ruler, eraser, sharpener, pencil and rollerball
Writing set including ruler, eraser, sharpener, pencil and a roller ball, in an environmentally friendly cotton pouch. We print
your logo on the pouch.
18,3 × 7,8 × 1,6 cm |

TT1 10 × 4 |

N
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60586

51188

Kids drawstring bag
Children's set - The set consists of a non-woven bag with a
motif and a set of crayons (5 different colors) with which the
bag can be painted at the same time. We print your advertising on the back.

Cardboard house for coloring
Cardboard house for coloring, with opening door in environmentally friendly packaging, quick and easy construction.
Scissors, stains and glue are not included. Your advertisement
will be printed on the packaging.

20,6 × 0,3 × 29,8 cm |

P

16 × 16 × 18 cm |

ETN1 4 × 3 |

K

50666

20918

Colouring kite
Colouring kite for kids. Includes 4 crayons, plastic struts, tails,
handler, and nylon cord. We will print your logo with a label
on the packaging.

Pencil case for kids
Painting set for children, includes a pencil case with a design
for coloring and 6 colored wax crayons. Your advertisement
will be printed on the back.

40 × 50,5 cm |

226

TT2 15 × 20 |

S1 10 × 3 |

P

21,7 × 2 × 12 cm |

TT1 10 × 6 |

N
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50451
Teddy bear (medium)
Medium size plush teddy bear (mother) - a gift that is for sure
loved - comes with a separate scarf on which we will print
your logo.
16,5 cm height |

S2

TT1 4 × 2 |

N

S3

90321

50450

50452

Emoji pendant
Plush Emoji pendant in 3 different motifs with
suction cup. We will print your logo on the back.

Teddy bear (small)
Small plush teddy bear (child) - a gift that is
for sure loved - comes with a separate scarf on
which we will print your logo.

Teddy bear (large)
Big plush teddy bear (father) - a gift that is for
sure loved - comes with a separate scarf on
which we will print your logo.

5 × 3 × 10 cm |

TT1 4 × 2 |

N

10 cm height |

TT1 2 × 1 |

N

20,5 cm height |

TT1 4 × 2 |

N

227

D R I N K WA R E

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

500 ml

VACUUM

24h+

36h+

65403
Stainless steel thermal flask
Double-walled stainless steel thermal flask with 0.5L capacity, fast closure, and metal cup. Your logo will be engraved.
ø 7,4 × 24,7 cm |

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

500 ml

VACUUM

29

10

11

12

24h+

36h+

Thermos flask
Double-walled thermal flask with 500 ml capacity, fast stopper and metal cup in trendy colours. We will engrave your
advertising on the flask.

228

K

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

500 ml

VACUUM

24h+

36h+

60089

62892

ø 7 × 23,5 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

L3 4 × 4 |

K

Stainless steel thermal flask
Double-walled thermal flask with 500 ml capacity, fast stopper, and metal cup. We will laser engrave your logo onto the
flask.
ø 7 × 23,3 cm |

L3 5 × 5 |

K

D R I N K WA R E

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

1000 ml

VACUUM

24h+

36h+

65401
Stainless steel thermal flask
Double-walled stainless steel thermal flask with 1L capacity,
fast closure, and metal cup. Your logo will be engraved.
ø 8,5 × 31 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

K

04

05

03

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

500 ml

VACUUM

24h+

36h+

65420
Stainless steel thermal flask
Stainless steel thermal flask with 0.5L capacity and coloured
matt coating. Your logo will be engraved.
ø 7 × 24 cm |

L3 5 × 5 |

K

229

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

550 ml

24h+

36h+

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

8h+

450 ml

12h+

EXPRESS

62414

62142

Vacuum Stainless Steel Drinking Bottle
Vacuum, Leakproof Drinking Bottle made from Stainless Steel
with carrying handle and a capacity of 550 ml. Your Logo will
be engraved onto the bottle.

Double-walled vacuum drinking bottle
Double-walled vacuum bottle with cork bottom, insert strainer and a capacity of 450 ml. Your logo will be engraved onto
the bottle.

ø 7,3 × 23,7 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

K

ø 6,5 × 24,9 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

K

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

800 ml

VACUUM

24h+

36h+

60196
Stainless steel drinking bottle
Colourful stainless steel drinking bottle (800ml) of course
leakproof - every bottle is unique, because the colours are
slightly different. Your logo will be laser engraved.
ø 8 × 31,5 cm |

230

L3 5 × 5 |

K

D R I N K WA R E

06

03

FOOD SAFE

310 ml

4h+

6h+

EXPRESS

61545
Thermos flask 310 ml
Leak-proof, slim stainless steel thermos flask with a 310 ml
filling capacity. Your advertising will be engraved.
ø 4,8 × 25 cm |

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

500 ml

VACUUM

24h+

36h+

L3 5 × 2 |

K

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

450 ml

VACUUM

6h+

9h+

60430

61554

Stainless steel thermal flask
Stainless steel vacuum flask (500ml) with the perfect design
drinking mug. Your advertising will be laser engraved onto
the bottle.

Drinking bottle with LED display
Stainless steel vacuum flask with thermometer, simply touch
and the temperature is displayed on the lid. Your advertising
will be engraved on the bottle.

ø 7 × 25,2 cm |

L3 5 × 5 |

K+P

ø 6,3 × 23,3 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

K

231

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

500 ml

ECO

EXPRESS

62157
Double-walled leakproof mug with cork coating
Double-walled leakproof drinking mug with cork coating,
lockable mouthpiece and a capacity of 400 ml. Your logo will
be printed onto the mug.
ø 9,2 × 18 cm |

T4 3,5 × 3,5 |

K

04

09

06

05

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

ECO

FOOD SAFE

250 ml

ECO - MELAMIN FREE

61584

80665

Bamboo fiber mug
Bamboo fiber, leak-proof drinking mug. We print your advertisement on the mug.

Bamboo mug with silicone lid and grip
250 ml mug made of bamboo fiber, with silicone lid and grip.
Dishwasher safe, a long-lasting and sustainable promotional
item. Your logo will be engraved on the silicone grip.

ø 9,2 × 12,9 cm |

232

250 ml

T4 3,5 × 3,5 |

K

ø 9,3 × 11,4 cm |

L3 3 × 1,5 |

K

D R I N K WA R E

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

500 ml

8h+

ECO

12h+

VACUUM

FOOD SAFE

400 ml

ECO

4h+

8h+

EXPRESS

62334

60926

Double walled vacuum Bottle
Double walled vacuum drinking bottle made of Stainless
Steel with Hand Loop, bamboo coating and a capacity of 500
ml. Your Logo will be engraved onto the bottle.

Bamboo mug
Stainless steel drinking mug with bamboo sheathing, drinking
sliding bar, and 400ml capacity. Your logo will be engraved
on the sheath.

ø 6,4 × 27,3 cm |

FOOD SAFE

L3 4 × 4 |

K

300 ml

ECO

ø 8 × 17,5 cm |

6h+

9h+

L3 4 × 3 |

K

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

350 ml

ECO

6h+

9h+

92429

61667

Bamboo Items Set
Sustainable Bamboo Set consisting of a 8.000 mAh Powerbank,300 ml Drinking Bottle made of Stainless Steel with tea
strainer and bamboo looking sunglasses. Your Logo will be
printed on the box.

Stainless steel mug with tea strainer in bamboo look 350ml
Drinking cup made of stainless steel with a bamboo coating,
sieve, stainless steel cap and a capacity of 350ml. We engrave
your advertising on the bamboo surface.

25,5 × 26,2 × 7,5 cm |

S1 15 × 15 |

K

ø 6,5 × 19,6 cm |

L3 3 × 3 |

K

233

D R I N K WA R E

06

04

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

VACUUM

8h+

12h+

FOOD SAFE

VACUUM

300 ml

8h+

12h+

60709

60710

Thermal mug
Leak-proof, insulating mug with 300 ml capacity, lid lock, and
rubberized grip zone. We will engrave your logo onto the mug.

Thermal mug
Metal, leak-proof insulating mug with 300 ml capacity, lid
lock, and rubberized grip zone. We will engrave your logo
onto the mug.

ø 8,3 × 14 cm |

L3 5 × 3 |

K

ø 8,3 × 14 cm |

L3 5 × 3 |

K

04

77

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

VACUUM

8h+

12h+

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

300 ml

VACUUM

12h+

18h+

68799

61485

Drinking mug made of stainless steel, double-walled
Elegant drinking mug, which can be opened and closed by a
push button on the lid. The mug has a capacity of 0.4L and is
made of high-quality stainless steel inside and outside. Your
logo will be engraved.

Mug with pattern
Double-walled, leak-proof vacuum drinking cup made of
stainless steel with closable drinking opening and 300 ml capacity. Your logo will be engraved on the mug.

ø 8 × 20 cm |

234

400 ml

L3 5 × 5 |

K

ø 8 × 16,5 cm |

L3 5 × 5 |

K

D R I N K WA R E

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

500 ml

VACUUM

6h+

9h+

61518
Leakproof coffee mug
Leakproof premium coffee cup made of stainless steel with
M-Powder coating, transparent lid, closable drinking opening
and 500 ml filling capacity. Dishwasher safe! Your advertising
will be engraved onto the cup.
ø 8,5 × 18,1 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

K

FOOD SAFE

500 ml

8h+

12h+

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

VACUUM

500 ml

2h+

3h+

60819
Double-walled drinking cup
Double-walled drinking cup with 500 ml capacity and drinking sliding bar. We will engrave your logo on the cup.
ø 7 × 18,5 cm |

L3 4 × 3 |

K

EXPRESS

65407
Leakproof insulated travel mug
Large leakproof insulated travel mug. Made of hygienic stainless steel and a capacity of 0.4L. Your logo will be engraved
on the mug.
ø 8,4 × 19,3 cm |

L3 4 × 3 |

K

235

D R I N K WA R E

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

1h+

450 ml

1.5h+

60546
Drinking mug 450ml
Ergonomic drinking mug made of stainless steel. This mug
has a 450ml filling capacity, leakproof lid, and a non-slip grip
zone. Your advertising will be printed above or below the grip.
ø 8 × 18,5 cm |

T4 3 × 4 |

K

2h+

400 ml

FOOD SAFE

3h+

EXPRESS

60348
Double wall stainless steel drinking bottle
Double walled stainless steel travel mug (400 ml) – white outter side, and stainless steel inner side. The black screw drinking top is leakproof. Ceramic transfer or engraving on request.
ø 8,5 × 17,5 cm |

L3 5 × 5 |

K

04

05
05

07
03

FOOD SAFE

1h+

330 ml

1.5h+

EXPRESS

60173
Can shaped drinking tin - metallic look
Drinking mug in the shape of a beverage can, with 330ml
capacity. Your logo will be engraved.
ø 7 × 13,3 cm |

236

L3 3 × 3 |

K

FOOD SAFE

1h+

250 ml

1.5h+

EXPRESS

60841
Metal mug
Drinking cup made of metal with drinking sliding bar in a screw
cap and 250 ml capacity. We will engrave your logo on the cup.
ø 7 × 14 cm |

L3 4 × 3 |

K

D R I N K WA R E

03

04

09

05

FOOD SAFE

200 ml

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

EXPRESS

81367

81488

Metal mug with snap hook
Double-walled stainless steel cup with colored snap hook and
a 200 ml filling capacity. Your advertisement will be engraved
on one side.

Metal mug
Double-walled, robust stainless steel cup with a 300 ml capacity. Your advertisement will be engraved on one side.

ø 6,8 × 7,8 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

K

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

400 ml

ø 7,5 × 8,8 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

BPA FREE

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

400 ml

K

1h+

1.5h+

65612

65300

"Stay Hot" travel mug
Stay hot stainless steel travel mug with 0.4L capacity and 12
V car power facility for long journeys. Your logo will be engraved.

Stainless steel travel mug
Double-walled stainless steel travel mug with sliding ledge on
the lid and 0,4L capacity. Your logo will be engraved, ceramic
transfer on request.

ø 8,6 × 16,2 cm |

L3 5 × 5 |

K

ø 8,7 × 16 cm |

L3 5 × 5 |

K

237

D R I N K WA R E

06

11

29

FOOD SAFE

420 ml

BPA FREE

1h+

EXPRESS

1.5h+

FOOD SAFE

350 ml

BPA FREE

1h+

68322

63338

Thermal mug with paper inlay
Create your own-designed thermal mug thanks to the paper
inlay! The mug holds a capacity of 420ml. Full colour digital
print.

Thermal mug
Thermal mug with stainless steel coating in trendy colours.
With sliding ledge in the cover and 350 ml capacity. We will
engrave your advertising on the mug.

ø 8 × 17,6 cm |

FOOD SAFE

ETN3 25 × 14,5 |

400 ml

K

BPA FREE

ø 7 × 16,3 cm |

1h+

1.5h+

L3 5 × 5 |

K

04

10

06

09

05

07

65610
Plastic thermal travel mug – 0.4 l
Plastic thermal travel mug with sliding ledge and 0,4L capacity. We will print your logo on the mug.
ø 8,4 × 17,2 cm |

238

1.5h+

T4 3,5 × 3,5 |

K

D R I N K WA R E

07

04

03

06

05

04

FOOD SAFE

500 ml

BPA FREE

05

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

600 ml

EXPRESS

60195

60863

500ml Drinking bottle
500ml Aluminium drinking bottle with a snap hook. Your logo
will be engraved.

Metal drinking bottle with silicone lid
Drinking bottle made of aluminium with silicone lid, belt holder, and 600 ml capacity. We will engrave your logo on the
bottle.

ø 7,3 × 19 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

N

ø 6,5 × 21,8 cm |

L3 4,5 × 1,5 |

K

07

04

06

44

03

05

05

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

600 ml

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

800 ml

BPA FREE

65710

60194

Aluminium drinking bottle
Aluminium drinking bottle with a sports closure and 0,6L capacity. Your logo will be engraved.

800ml Drinking bottle with snap hook
800ml Aluminium drinking bottle with a snap hook. Your logo
will be engraved.

ø 7,2 × 20,5 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

K

ø 7,3 × 24,5 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

N

239

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

600 ml

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

EXPRESS

61512

61514

Aluminium drinking bottle 600 ml
Aluminum bottle with lockable lid and a 600 ml capacity. Your
logo will be engraved.

Drinking bottle 750 ml
Metal drinking bottle with lockable lid and 750 ml filling capacity. Your logo will be engraved.

ø 6,3 × 23,4 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

FOOD SAFE

750 ml

ø 5,8 × 21 cm |

K

EXPRESS
VACUUM

8h+

12h+

61519
Premium drinking bottle 500 ml
Leakproof, double-walled premium drinking bottle made of
stainless steel with M-Powder coating, lockable screw cap
and 500 ml filling capacity. Your logo will be engraved onto
the bottle.
ø 7,2 × 22,5 cm |

240

750 ml

L3 4 × 4 |

K

L3 4 × 4 |

K

D R I N K WA R E

03

07

FOOD SAFE

500 ml

9h+

12h+

EXPRESS
EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

500 ml

VACUUM

24h+

36h+

61509

60983

Thermos flask with wooden cap 500 ml
Noble, double-walled flask made of stainless steel, with a
500 ml filling capacity and wooden closure. Your logo will
be engraved.

Stainless steel drinking bottle
500ml drinking bottle made of stainless steel, with carrying
handle and silicone closure. We will engrave your logo on
the bottle.

ø 7,3 × 25,5 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

K

ø 7 × 22 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

K

EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

500 ml

VACUUM

24h+

36h+

61199
Vacuum drinking bottle
Stainless steel drinking bottle with leak-proof vacuum seal, a
straight grip zone and a filling capacity of 500 ml. Your advertisement will be engraved onto the grip.
ø 7,5 × 25,5 cm |

L3 2 × 5 |

K

241

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

550 ml

TRITAN

60663
Drinking bottle
AS plastic bottle with 550 ml capacity and retractable drinking mechanism to which a snap hook can be attached. We will
print your logo on the lower area of the bottle.
ø 6 × 22,2 cm |

T4 3,5 × 3,5 |

K

66

04

05

FOOD SAFE

650 ml

TRITAN

TRITAN bottle with handle 650 ml
TRITAN bottle with 650ml filling capacity and loop on the lid.
Your advertisement will be printed on the bottle.

242

800 ml

TRITAN

60986

61556

5,8 × 5,8 × 22,4 cm |

FOOD SAFE

T4 3,5 × 3,5 |

KS

Tritan drinking bottle
Transparent drinking bottle made of Tritan, with closing lid
and 800ml capacity. Your advertisement will be printed on
the bottle.
ø 7 × 24,7 cm |

T4 3 × 3 |

P

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

550 ml

24

29

66

05

10

08

BPA FREE

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

2200 ml

BPA FREE

60656

60807

Plastic drinking bottle
550 ml plastic drinking bottle in trendy colors with rubber
finish. We will engrave your logo onto the bottle.

Fitness dumbbell drinking bottle
Large fitness water bottle made of plastic with a 2200 ml capacity. The bottle can be filled through the integrated handle
and used as a dumbbell. We will print your logo on the front.

ø 6,5 × 23 cm |

L3 2 × 7 |

K

ø 12,5 × 26 cm |

T4 4 × 4 |

ECO

K

FOOD SAFE

500 ml

62098
Recycled PET bottle
Recycled PET drinking bottle with stainless steel lid, hand
loop and a capacity of 500 ml. Your logo will be printed onto
the bottle.
ø 6,5 × 19,6 cm |
04

05

66

07

10

11

L2 ø 3 |

K

29
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66

04

09

10

05

11

03

06

FOOD SAFE

500 ml

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

61394

FOOD SAFE

L2 ø 3,5 |

ø 5,8 × 17,2 cm |

62427
1000 ml Glass Bottle with neoprene Sleeve
Leakproof Drinking Bottle made from Glass with neoprene
Sleeve, Loop and a capacity of 1000 ml. Your Logo will be
printed onto the Sleeve.
ø 8,5 × 24,5 cm |

244

TT1 10 × 4 |

Drinking bottle with neoprene sleeve
Transparent drinking bottle made of glass, with neoprene
sleeve, closing lid, carrying strap, and 300ml capacity. Your
advertisement will be printed on the neoprene sleeve.

K

1 000 ml

K

6h+

60985

Transparent drinking bottle with grey lid
Drinking bottle made of glass with grey leak-proof lid and a
500 ml filling capacity. Your advertisement will be engraved
on the lid.
ø 6,1 × 21,9 cm |

300 ml

2h+

TT1 5 × 5 |

K

12

11

05

44

04

09

29

10

03

07

24

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

500 ml

ECO

62335
Glass Bottle with Bamboo Lid and Jute Cover
Leakproof Glass Bottle with Bamboo Lid, Jute Cover, Loop and
a capacity of 500 ml. Your Logo will be printed on the middle
of the jute cover.
ø 6,7 × 22,5 cm |

FOOD SAFE

420 ml

ECO

VACUUM

4h+

FOOD SAFE

400 ml

K

6h+

9h+

62879

61343
Glass bottle with bamboo lid and 420 ml capacity
Double-walled vacuum glass bottle with bamboo lid, sieve
insert for tea or fruits and 420 ml capacity. Your logo will be
engraved on the lid.
ø 7 × 23,8 cm |

8h+

TT1 10 × 4 |

L3 4 × 4 |

K

Double wall glass bottle, leakproof
Double-walled glass bottle with sieve and 400 ml capacity.
Your advertising will be printed via ceramic transfer on the
glass.
ø 6,7 × 22,8 cm |

C1 5 × 2,5 |

K

245

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

650 ml

TRITAN

60812
Infuser bottle
Plastic bottle with strainer insert for e.g. fruits, closing cap,
and 650 ml capacity. We will print your logo on the lower
area of the bottle.

FOOD SAFE

TRITAN

T4 3,5 × 4 |

FOOD SAFE

2500 ml

K

TRITAN

60813

60814

Infuser bottle
Drink dispenser made of plastic with lockable spout, carrying
handle,sieve insert for e.g. fruits, and 1800 ml capacity. We will
print your logo on the lower area of the bottle.

Infuser bottle
Large drink dispenser made of plastic with lockable spout, carrying handle,sieve insert for e.g. fruits, and 2500 ml capacity.
We will print your logo on the lower area of the bottle.

ø 11,5 × 31,5 cm |

246

1800 ml

ø 6,6 × 25 cm |

T4 6 × 2 |

K

ø 11,5 × 29,5 cm |

T4 4 × 3 |

K

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

1350 ml

EXPRESS

80798
Glass carafe
Glass carafe with stainless steel cap and 1350 ml capacity. The
cap has 2 different openings: a sieve and a large opening. Your
logo will be laser engraved.
ø 11 × 24,7 cm |

L3 5 × 5 |

FOOD SAFE

1000 ml

K

ECO

EXPRESS

62306
Glass Carafe with cork lid
Glass carafe with cork lid and a capacity of 1.000 ml. Your Logo
will be engraved onto the carafe.
ø 9,5 × 28,2 cm |

L3 5 × 5 |

K

247

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

500 ml

ECO

EXPRESS

81536
Double-walled glass with 500 ml filling capacity
Double-walled cup with 500 ml filling capacity and lockable
lid in bamboo. We will engrave your logo on the lid.
ø 8,7 × 15 cm |

L3 3 × 3 |

FOOD SAFE

350 ml

ECO

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

150 ml

ECO

EXPRESS

81537

82359

Double-walled glass with handle and 350 ml filling capacity
Double-walled glass with handle, 350 ml filling capacity and
lockable bamboo lid on which your logo will be engraved.

Bamboo Tray with Spoon and Glass Mug
Bamboo Tray with Bamboo Spoon, Glass Mug and a slot for
sugar or chocolate et cetera. Your Logo will be engraved onto
the Board.

ø 9,1 × 11 cm |

248

K

L3 3 × 3 |

K

16,4 × 8,1 × 8,4 cm |

L3 3,5 × 2 |

K

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

200 ml

80797
Set of 2 double-walled capuccino cups
Double-walled capuccino cups made of glass, you won't burn
your fingers and your capuccino will stay warm! Your logo will
be printed on the glass.
ø 8,5 × 11 cm |

C1 5 × 2,5 |

FOOD SAFE

100 ml

K

80796
Set of 2 double-walled espresso cups
Double-walled espresso cups made of glass, you won't burn
your fingers and your espresso will stay warm! Your logo will
be printed on the glass.
ø 6,2 × 5,8 cm |

C1 3 × 2 |

K

249

D R I N K WA R E

×4
FOOD SAFE

4000 ml + 4 × 450 ml

FOOD SAFE

450 ml

EXPRESS

80443

80442

Glass dispenser with 4 jugs
Glass dispenser (4,000ml) with 4 jugs (450ml) and 4 straws.
This set is perfect for almost every season. Your logo will be
laser engraved onto the screw top of the dispenser.

Glass jug
Glass jug (450 ml) with metal screw top, and straw hole (straw
is not included). Your logo will be laser engraved on the screw
top.

26 × 23,7 × 28,3 cm |

250

EXPRESS

L3 4 × 2 |

K

8 × 10,7 × 13 cm |

L3 3 × 1 |

K

D R I N K WA R E
03

04

05

08

09

FOOD SAFE

320 ml

FOOD SAFE

320 ml

82340

80948

Glass Mug with colored Handle
Glass Mug with colored Handle and a Capacity of 250 ml. Your
Logo will be printed onto the Mug.

Glass cup, 320 ml
Glass cup with 320ml filling capacity and extra sturdy handle.
Your logo will be branded via ceramic transfer.

ø 7 × 10,1 cm |

C1 4 × 4 |

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

K

ø 8,1 × 10,2 cm |

C1 5 × 5 |

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

N

83331

87981

Coffee mug made of glass
Glass mug for any kind of drinks with a 300ml capacity. Your
message is a highlight on this mug, it will be printed with
ceramic transfer.

Coffee mug, transparent frosted
Coffee mug transparently frosted in white (300 ml). This coffee mug is a must on every desk. We will print your logo on
the mug.

ø 7,9 × 9,5 cm |

C1 10 × 6 |

N

ø 8 × 9,4 cm |

C1 6 × 6 |

N
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03

FOOD SAFE

04

05

ECO

01

FOOD SAFE

03

06

36

46

56

ECO

81191

81491

Paper straws
10 two-colored straws made of cardboard in an environmentally friendly packaging. Ideal for cocktails and long drinks.
Your advertisement will be printed on the box.

Set of 100 drink straws made of paper
Set of 100 drink straws made of paper. The sustainable and
environmentally friendly alternative to plastic straws. Your advertisement will be printed on the box.

20 × 3,4 × 1,8 cm |

T2 2,5 × 2,5 |

K

20 × 5,8 × 6,4 cm |

FOOD SAFE

T2 2,5 × 2,5 |

K

ECO

81192
Extendable metal straw with cleaning brush
Reusable, extendable straw made of stainless steel with
cleaning brush. Environmentally friendly and an eye-catcher
in every cocktail glass. Your advertisement is engraved directly onto the straw.
ø 1 × 17,3 cm |

252

L1 4 × 0,6 |

K

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

ECO

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

ECO

EXPRESS

81626

81599

Straw made of glass 23 cm
Environmentally friendly, reusable and tempered glass drinking straw with 23 cm length. This article is delivered in a box
with 50 pieces including cleaning brush. Dishwasher safe. Your
advertising is lasered onto the straw. The price is per straw.

Straw made of glass 20 cm
Environmentally friendly, reusable and tempered glass drinking straw with 20 cm length. This article is delivered in a box
with 50 pieces including cleaning brush. Dishwasher safe. Your
advertising is lasered onto the straw. The price is per straw.

23 × ø 0,8cm |

FOOD SAFE

L2 5 × 0,4 |

ECO

N

EXPRESS

20 × ø 0,8cm |

FOOD SAFE

L2 5 × 0,4 |

ECO

N

EXPRESS

81598

81815

Straw made of glass 15 cm
Environmentally friendly, reusable and tempered glass drinking straw with 15 cm length. This article is delivered in a box
with 50 pieces including cleaning brush. Dishwasher safe. Your
advertising is lasered onto the straw. The price is per straw.

Set of 2 glass straws
Set of 2 glass straws - almost unbreakable - means save to
drink and ecofriendly, because reusable, Dishwasherproof.
Your logo will be engraced onto both straws. the price for the
engraving is to understood per straw.

15 × ø 0,8cm |

L2 5 × 0,4 |

N

21 ø 0,8 cm |

L2 5 × 0,4 |

K

253
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300 ml

ECO - melamine free

81425
Eco-friendly cup
Environmentally friendly cup made of PP and bamboo with a
300ml filling capacity, ideal to take away, for picnics or camping. Your advertisement will be printed on the cup.
ø 7,9 × 8,9 cm |

T4 3,5 × 3,5 |

K

03

06

FOOD SAFE

350 ml

ECO

82418
Ceramic Mug with Cork Ground
350 ml Ceramic Mug with Cork Ground. Your Logo will be
printed onto the mug.
ø 8,6 × 11,3 cm |

254

C1 4 × 4 |

K

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

EXPRESS

81482
Black mug with colored inside
Ceramic cup with black outer surface and colored inside, with
a 300 ml filling capacity. Your advertisement will be printed
on the cup.
ø 8 × 9,6 cm |

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

L3 4 × 4 |

K

EXPRESS

87404
Ceramic mug (300 ml)
Ceramic mug with integrated spoon in the handle (300 ml),
colour-matching with the 4 available inner colours of the mug.
Your logo will be laser engraved, ceramic transfer on request.
ø 8,1 × 9,4 cm |

L3 4 × 4 |

K
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FOOD SAFE

250 ml

85095
Ceramic cup with a spoon
Ceramic mug with integrated spoon in the handle (250 ml),
colour-matching with the 4 available inner colours of the mug.
Your logo will be printed with ceramic transfer on the mug.
ø 8,5 × 9,8 cm |

C1 3 × 3 |

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

K

10

29

FOOD SAFE
83454

88705

Mug with spoon
Ceramic mug (300ml capacity) with integrated spoon in the
handle. The spoon matches the respective colour inside the
mug. Your logo will be printed via ceramic transfer on the mug.

Ceramic cup, coloured inside and white outside
Ceramic coffee cup with coloured inner part and white outer
part with a capacity of 300ml. Your logo will be printed via
ceramic transfer on the mug.

ø 8,3 × 9,6 cm |

256

300 ml

C1 4 × 4 |

K

ø 8,4 × 9 cm |

C1 4 × 4 |

N
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350 ml

81759

81749

Spoon
Diverse choice of colourful spoons - fitting for Art. 81749. We
can print your logo (ceramic transfer) on the handle.

Mug
White ceramic mug with 350ml capacity. The mug has a special handle for a spoon. We will add your logo via ceramic
transfer to the mug, 360° print on request.

12,5 × 2,8 × 0,6 cm |

FOOD SAFE

C1 - |

N

250 ml

ø 8,5 × 10,6 cm |

FOOD SAFE

C1 3,5 × 2 |

K

300 ml

83440

88785

Coffee cup with saucer
Ceramic coffee cup with saucer and capacity of 200ml. We will
print your logo with ceramic transfer.

Set of white coffee mug and coaster
For a good start into the day: set of one coffee mug (300ml
capacity) and matching ceramic saucer. We will print your logo
with ceramic transfer.

ø 16 × 7,6 cm |

C1 3 × 1 |

K

ø 15 × 10,4 cm |

C1 4 × 3 |

K
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300 ml

FOOD SAFE

80481

87888

Ceramic mug
Nice shaped ceramic mug (300ml). We will place your advertising with ceramic transfer.

Ceramic coffeemug
Classical coffee mug made of glossy ceramic with a capacity
of 300ml. You can order a single box* for this item (item number 87888v). Your logo will be printed via ceramic transfer
on the mug.

12,3 × 8,6 × 10,5 cm |

C1 4 × 4 |

N

ø 8 × 9,5 cm |

FOOD SAFE

FOOD SAFE

83444
Tea bag holder, transparently frosted
Tea bag holder made of transparently frosted plastic - provides not only space for the used tea bag, but also for cookies,
sugar cubes or sweetening when serving tea. Due to the large
printing area, your advertising will always be visible.
5,5 × 2,7 × 4,5 cm |

258

300 ml

T2 3 × 3 |

P

C1 4 × 3 |

N

300 ml

80097
Ceramic mug
Ceramic mug with 300ml capacity. We add a ceramic transfer
with your logo to the mug.
ø 9 × 8,5 cm |

C1 7 × 6 |

N

D R I N K WA R E
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08

09

03

05

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

EXPRESS

80654
Rubberized ceramic mug
Ceramic mug with rubberized coating in different colors, and
300 ml capacity. We will engrave your logo onto the mug.
ø 8,4 × 9,2 cm |

L3 4 × 3 |

K+P

05

03

08

09

04

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

EXPRESS

80655
Rubberized ceramic mug
300 ml ceramic mug with rubberized surface in different
colors, ideal for laser engraving. We will engrave your logo
onto the mug.
ø 8 × 10,5 cm |

L3 4 × 3 |

K
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300 ml

88704
Ceramic cup, white inside and coloured outside
Ceramic cup with a capacity of 300ml and coloured outer part
in many nice colours. Your logo will be printed via ceramic
transfer on the mug.
ø 9 × 8,5 cm |

C1 4 × 4 |

N

03

FOOD SAFE

03

04

04

05

05

300 ml

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

80921

80095

Colored ceramic cup
300ml ceramic cup, colored outside, white inside. Your logo
will be printed via ceramic transfer.

Ceramic coffee mug
Classic coffee mug with 300ml capacity - made of shiny ceramic. You can order a single box per mug on request. Your
logo will be printed via ceramic transfer on the mug.

ø 8,7 × 10,6 cm |

260

44

C1 4 × 4 |

N

ø 8 × 9,5 cm |

C1 4 × 3 |

N

D R I N K WA R E
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FOOD SAFE

350 ml

80843
Ceramic cup, 350ml
Nostalgia ceramic cup with 350ml filling capacity. Your logo
will be printed via ceramic transfer.
ø 8,9 × 8,2 cm |

C1 5 × 5 |

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

K

81557
Ceramic cup with black rim
Nostalgia sublimation cup made of ceramic with black rim and
300 ml filling capacity. Your advertisement will be printed via
sublimation.
ø 9,9 × 9,5 cm |

SU 20 × 6 |

P

261
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300 ml

81277
Classic coffee mug for allover print
Sublimation mug (plastic-laminated ceramics) with 300ml capacity in classical style. Your advertising is printed allover the
mug with sublimation print.
ø 8,2 × 9,9 cm |

SU 19 × 8 |

N

03

04

05

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

83438
Colour changing mug
Effective sublimation mug: when cold the imprint vanishes
under the coloured lacquering. As soon as hot liquid is filled
in, the coloured imprint appears. Your advertising is printed
allover the mug, even photo prints are possible.
ø 8,2 × 9,6 cm |

262

SU 19 × 8 |

N

3500+
WASHING
CYCLE

D R I N K WA R E

97

95

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

80171
Metallic finish mug
Classic coffee mug in a metallic finish with 300ml capacity.
This mug will be decorated with sublimation transfer. The
color mix is CMYK - due to the color of the mug the print
result could turn different, we suggest to print in dark grey.
ø 8,1 × 10 cm |

FOOD SAFE

300 ml

FOOD SAFE

SU 18,5 × 8 |

N

300 ml

83439

80172

Sublimation mug
Coloured lacquered ceramic mug with specially coated surface to which a photo print is placed. Your advertising is printed with sublimation print.

Neon Sublimation mug
Neon coloured mug that gets the attention of everybody exactly what your promotion needs. We suggest to show your
logo in dark grey! Sublimation is made in CMYK - due to the
color of the mug the print result could turn different.

ø 8,6 × 9,8 cm |

SU 19 × 8 |

N

ø 8,1 × 9,6 cm |

SU 19 × 8 |

N

263
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80554
Chocolate fondue set
Chocolate fondue set made of porcelain, including 2 fondue
forks. Dip fruits or biscuits into the chocolate and enjoy this
beautiful gift set. Your advertising will be printed on a label
and sticked on the single box.
ø 11,3 × 13,8 cm |

FOOD SAFE

FOOD SAFE

K

300 ml

80556

80584

Cup with crown print
Cup made of porcelain with a crown print and a filling capacity of 300ml. We print your advertising on a label and place
it on the gift box.

Cup with star print
Cup of porcelain with a star print and a filling capacity of
300ml. Your advertising will be printed on a label and sticked
to the gift box.

ø 8,5 × 10,3 cm |

264

300 ml

ETN1 5 × 5 |

ETN1 5 × 5 |

K

ø 8 × 10,5 cm |

ETN1 5 × 5 |

K

D R I N K WA R E
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400 ml + 200 ml

88854
Teapot with cup and coaster
2-in-1 tea set with a tea cup (200ml), teapot (400ml) and saucer made of high-quality porcelain for the best tea enjoyment.
We will print your logo with ceramic transfer.
15,8 × 15 × 15,2 cm |

FOOD SAFE

C1 5 × 3 |

K

400 ml + 200 ml

80615
Set of cups made of porcelain
Tea set with a teacup (200ml) and pot (400ml) of high quality
porcelain with printed stars. We will print your logo on a label
and add it to the box.
16,5 × 9,5 × 12 cm |

ETN1 5 × 5 |

K
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460 ml

FOOD SAFE

98

460 ml

EXPRESS

81461

82479

PS Drinking glass 460 ml
Plastic drinking glass in the shape of a goblet, with a 460
ml filling capacity. Your advertisement will be printed on the
glass.

Drinking Goblet
Drinking goblet in with shiny surface and a capacity of 460 ml
made from plastic. Your Logo will be engraved on the surface.

ø 8,5 × 22 cm |

T4 4 × 3 |

FOOD SAFE

450 ml

K

ECO

81456
PET Drinking glass 450 ml
Nicely shaped drinking glass made of PET with a 450 ml filling
capacity. Ideal for cocktails or long drinks. Your advertising
will be printed directly on the glass.
ø 7,5 × 11 cm |

266

11

T4 4 × 3 |

K

ø 8,5 × 22 cm |

L3 4,5 × 4,5 |

K

D R I N K WA R E

FOOD SAFE

200 ml

81389
Stone jug 200 ml
Classic grey stone sublimation (plastic-laminated ceramics)
jug with a 200 ml filling capacity. Your advertisement will be
printed allover the mug with sublimation print.
ø 7,8 × 9,8 cm |

SU 22 × 6 |

K

FOOD SAFE

FOOD SAFE

500 ml

EXPRESS

88378

84021

Plastic wine rack for three bottles
This frosted plastic wine rack provides space for three bottles
and fits even into the smallest flat thanks to its comfortable
size, includes screws and instruction manual. We will print your
logo on the rack.

3-piece cocktail set
3-piece chromed cocktail set in a brown box*. Your logo will
be laser engraved.

17 × 15,2 × 35,5 cm |

T4 5 × 1 |

27,2 × 24,1 × 9,3 cm |

L3 4 × 2 |

K

K
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EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

82870

88673

Double Wall Stainless Steel Wine Cooler
Wine cooler made of high-quality, double-walled stainless
steel. Keeps cool for a long time without ice cubes and is
appropriate for all popular bottle sizes. Your logo will be engraved.

Bottle cooler with cooling pads
This elegant bottle cooler in black, with velcro fastener and integrated cooling gel pads, makes cooling of all kind of bottles
very easy. We will print your logo on a segment.

ø 13,5 × 17,7 cm |

L3 5 × 3 |

K

30 × 18,5 × 1,5 cm |

S1 12 × 2 |

N

FOOD SAFE
80561
Champagne cooler large
Large champagne cooler made of metal. It is a real eye-catcher on every cocktail party, reception or dinner. Your logo will
be engraved.
ø 46 × 33,5 cm |

268

L3 5 × 3 |

K
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FOOD SAFE

FOOD SAFE

FOOD SAFE

F228

F227

F229

Set of 6 white wine glasses
Set of 6 crystal white wine glasses, mouthblown. Your advertising will be printed on a label
and sticked on the single box.

Set of 6 red wine glasses
Set of 6 crystal red wine glasses, mouth-blown.
Your advertising will be printed on a label and
sticked on the single box.

Set of 6 champagne glasses
Set of 6 crystal champagne glasses, mouthblown. Your advertising will be printed on a label
and sticked on the single box.

44 × 13 × 33 cm |

ETN1 4 × 3 |

48 × 14,1 × 34 cm |

K

ETN1 4 × 3 |

K

36,5 × 10,1 × 32,5 cm |

FOOD SAFE

ETN1 4 × 3 |

K

FOOD SAFE

F231

F230

Set of 6 tall drinking glasses
Set of 6 crystal long drinking glasses, mouth-blown. Your advertising will be printed on a label and sticked on the single
box.

Set of 6 whisky glasses
Set of 6 crystal whisky glasses, mouth-blown. Your advertising
will be printed on a label and sticked on the single box.

26,5 × 11 × 35,5 cm |

ETN1 4 × 3 |

K

31 × 12 × 25,4 cm |

ETN1 4 × 3 |

K
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EXPRESS

81526

82883

Corkscrew
Air pressure corkscrew - opening a wine bottle has never been
so easy. Push the tip of the corkscrew into the cork and hold
the lid tight, pump air 7-8 times into the bottle and the cork
will pull itself out of the bottle neck. Your advertisement will
be engraved on the handle.

Vacuum champagne stopper
High pressure champagne stopper with metal clamp - through
high pressure the carbon dioxide remains in the bottle. On top
of the stopper you can settle the exact date on which the bottle is put in the refrigerator. Your advertising will be engraved.

ø 4,6 × 19,3 cm |

FOOD SAFE

L3 5 × 1 |

K

EXPRESS

ø 4 × 7,5 cm |

FOOD SAFE

L3 2 × 1 |

K

EXPRESS

82865

80360

Waiter's knife
Metal waiter's knife with bottle opener, foil cutter and corkscrew with 2 lifting levels. We will engrave your advertising
on the black surface.

Wine set in a wooden barrel
Wine set in a little wooden barrel comes with a waitersknife, a
pourer with stipper, one stipper and a foil cutter. All you need
to celebrate wine. You logo will be engraved onto the barrel.

11,9 × 1,4 × 2 cm |

270

EXPRESS

L2 4 × 0,7 |

K

13,1 × 7,3 × 14,2 cm |

L3 9 × 1,5 |

K
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EXPRESS

60786
Playset with hip flask, chess and card game
Playset with hip flask (237ml filling capacity), 2 snaps, 5 dice, a
chess and a card game in a wooden box. Your advertising will
be laser engraved on the hip flask.
24 × 18 × 6 cm |

L3 4,8 × 2,8 |

N

FOOD SAFE

FOOD SAFE

84037

84007

Wine set in wooden box
Luxurious 4-piece wine set in a nice wooden box* including
chess game. The box includes a metal waiter's knife, bottle
cap, drop ring, and wine thermometer. We will print your logo
on the lid of the case.

Wine set in wooden box
Wooden wine box* with integrated waiter's knife, bottle cap,
spout, and drop ring. An additional wooden partition wall provides more stability to the wine bottle. We will print your logo
on the lid of the case.

15 × 17,5 × 4,7 cm |

S2 5 × 1 |

K

36 × 11,1 × 12,2 cm |

S2 6 × 4 |

K
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600 ml

EXPRESS

178 ml

EXPRESS

60792

60793

Hip flask barrel
Stainless steel flask in the shape of a wine barrel with a 600
ml capacity, so you always have your favorite wine with you.
Your logo will be engraved on the barrel.

Lip shaped hip flask
Stainless steel lip shape hip flask with a 178 ml filling capacity, a nice highlight at every party! We will engrave your logo
on the flask.

ø 9,1 × 15 cm |

FOOD SAFE

L3 5 × 2 |

12 × 3,5 × 6 cm |

K

45 ml × 4

EXPRESS

65740
4 stainless steel caps
Set of 4 small liquor cups made of stainless steel in a practical
case. We will engrave your logo on the cups.
ø 4,3 × 6,9 cm |

272

FOOD SAFE

L3 1 × 3 |

K

L3 5 × 2 |

K
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104 ml

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

237 ml

EXPRESS

65708

65703

Stainless steel hip flask
Stainless steel hip flask with a security screw cap and 104 ml
content. Your logo will be engraved.

Stainless metal hip flask
Stainless steel hip flask with a security screw cap and 237 ml
content. Your logo will be engraved.

7 × 2,5 × 11,6 cm |

FOOD SAFE

L3 4 × 3 |

K

170 ml

9,3 × 2,8 × 13,8 cm |

FOOD SAFE

L3 5 × 3 |

K

178 ml + 2 × 45ml

EXPRESS

62439

60168

Stainless Steel Hip Flask with wooden Coating
Stainless Steel Hip Flask with wooden Coating, Safety screw
mechanism and a capacity of 170 ml. Your Logo will be printed
on the coating.

Hipflask set with 2 cups
Stainless steel hipflask set with 2 liquor cups. Your logo will
be engraved.

9,5 × 2 × 9,5 cm |

T3 4 × 3 |

K

18,8 × 17 × 4,4 cm |

L3 4 × 2,5 |

K
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80791
Knife block with 5 kinves
Wooden magnetic knife block including 5 stainless steel
knives with ergonomic handle. The knives hold thanks to the
magnet in the wooden plate. We will engrave your logo on
the plate or a knife.
21 × 10 × 35 cm |

L3 3,8 × 1,8 |

FOOD SAFE

EXPRESS

K

81812
Knife sharpener
Never dull knifes - cutting meat or tomatoes is getting easy.
Features 2 sharping modules with a ceramic roll to have rough
and fine deduction of the blade.Best working angle is 35 degrees. Perfect for left and right handers. Your logo will be
engraved onto the metal surface.
19 × 5 × 6,2 cm |

274

L2 4 × 1,5 |

K
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FOOD SAFE
80573
Set of 5 knives
5-piece knife set. The knives in different sizes have a non-slip
wood-looking handle and stainless steel cutting edge. We will
print your advertising outside on the packaging.
37,7 × 21,9 × 3,8 cm |

FOOD SAFE

S1 10 × 10 |

ECO

K

EXPRESS

88872
Bamboo chopping board with knife
High-quality set consisting of a large chopping board made of
bamboo and bread knife made of stainless steel. The board
offers a practical handle, two different surfaces, and a slot to
store the knife. We will engrave your logo on the board, or on
the knife on request.
58 × 18 × 2 cm |

L3 4 × 2 |

K
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ECO

FOOD SAFE

ECO

80191

82447

Cheese set with wooden cutting board
Cheese set in a sturdy cardboard gift box, includes a round
wooden board and a cheese knife made of stainless steel. We
will engrave your logo on the board.

4-Pieces Cheese Set
4-Pieces cheese set in a sustainable packed cardboard with 4
different cheeseknives- and forks with wooden handles. Your
logo will be printed on the cardboard.

20,8 × 21,7 × 3 cm |

FOOD SAFE

L3 8 × 3 |

ECO

K

EXPRESS

17 × 19,6 × 1,9 cm |

FOOD SAFE

T3 4 × 3 |

K

ECO

82512

80836

Chopping board made of wood
Chopping board made of wood with three different cheese
cutlery. By simply sliding it open, you can easily take out the
cheese knives, and every piece is optimally stored. We will
engrave your logo on the board.

Wooden board with cheese knife
Cheese set in an environmentally friendly packaging, consisting of a wooden board with leather hanger and a cheese
knife made of stainless steel. We will engrave your logo on
the board.

ø 24,9 × 3,5 cm |

276

EXPRESS

L3 8 × 3 |

K

25,7 × 28 × 2,7 cm |

L3 3 × 3 |

K
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ECO

EXPRESS

ECO

EXPRESS

80190

82307
Bamboo cutting Board
Bamboo cutting Board with rounded down edges and a silicone ring to carry or hang up. Your Logo will be engraved
onto the board.
24,8 × 17,9 × 1 cm |

FOOD SAFE

FOOD SAFE

L3 5 × 3 |

ECO

K

EXPRESS

Cheese set with slate cutting board
Cheese set in a sturdy cardboard gift box, with one slate cutting/presentation plate, one small and one flat cheese knife,
and one cheese fork made of stainless steel. We will engrave
your logo on the plate.
33,5 × 28,5 × 2,8 cm |

L3 8 × 4 |

K

FOOD SAFE

80558

80560

Serving Board, slate/wood
Bamboo serving board with a slate plate. There is a holder for
drinks on the plate as well as a circulating drainage channel.
We will engrave your advertising on the plate.

Pizza set
2-pieces pizza set consisting of a rolling knife and a regular knife, both with plastic handle and stainless steel cutting
edge. There is a delicious pizza recipe printed inside the environmental friendly packaging. We will print your advertising
on the box.

40 × 25 × 1,5 cm |

L3 4 × 2 |

K

16,8 × 2,5 × 25,5 cm |

T3 4 × 3 |

K
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EXPRESS

80975
Small bowls set with slate board
4-piece bowl set consisting of 3 serving bowls (bamboo,pp)
and 1 slate plate. We will engrave your logo on the plate.
25 × 10 × 5,7 cm |

FOOD SAFE

ECO

K

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

ECO

EXPRESS

82296

80794

Wooden Tea-Box with Glass Lid
Wooden Store-Box for up to 40 tea bags with Glass Lid and
divided compartments. Your Logo will be engraved onto the
Box.

Small bowls set with bamboo board
4-piece bowl set consisting of 3 serving bowls (bamboo,pp)
and 1 bamboo board. We will engrave your logo on the board.

15 × 15 × 8,4 cm |

278

L3 4 × 1 |

L3 6 × 4 |

K

24,9 × 9,8 × 6 cm |

L3 4 × 1 |

K
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EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

Electric pepper mill
Electric pepper mill in stainless steel and ceramic grinder. Your logo will be engraved.

FOOD SAFE

EXPRESS

81563

80689

ø 5,2 × 22,3 cm |

ECO

L3 3,5 × 3,5 |

K

EXPRESS

Salt and pepper mill
Salt and pepper mill in coated stainless steel,
with bamboo lid, and ceramic grinders. Your logo
will be engraved on the lid.
11 × 5,4 × 15,5 cm |

L3 3 × 3 |

K

FOOD SAFE

80337

81587

Electric salt and pepper mill
Electric salt and pepper mill, the two halves can
be operated with 2 separate buttons. Your logo
will be engraved on the base.

Spice mill
This mill has a high-quality glass housing with
150ml capacity, and a durable ceramic grinding
mechanism. We will print your logo on the top.

ø 6,2 × 17,2 cm |

L3 3 × 1,5 |

K

ø 6,5 × 13,2 cm |

T3 ø 3,5 |

K
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ECO
80664
Apron
Cotton apron in different colors. We will print your logo directly on the apron.
64,5 × 0,3 × 90 cm |

ST 15 × 15 |

N

06

03

44

05

06

03

44

05

ECO

ECO
61383

61381
Apron - small 180g Eco tex standard 100
Serving apron made of 180g/m² Eco Tex standard 100 cotton
in varied colours. Your advertising will be printed directly on
the apron.
89 × 40 cm |

280

ST 15 × 15 |

N

Apron - large 180 g Eco tex standard 100
Cooking apron made of 180g/m² Eco Tex standard 100 cotton
in varied colours. Your advertising will be printed directly on
the apron.
71 × 86 cm |

ST 15 × 15 |

N

HOME ACCESSORIES

FOOD SAFE

FOOD SAFE

83569

83562

Fried egg form
Fried egg or pancake shaper made of silicone. Heat-resistant
up to 225°C and dishwasher safe. We will ad a full colour sticker with your logo to the the packing.

Meat thermometer
Wireless thermometer with pre-programmed settings for
most types of meats, in the standard cooking levels (WELL /
M WELL / MEDIUM / M RARE / RARE). We will print your advertising below the buttons.

11 × 7 × 17,7 cm |

ETN1 4 × 2 |

K

05

10 × 5,1 × 18,5 cm |

T3 3,5 × 2 |

K

11

FOOD SAFE

FOOD SAFE

ECO

EXPRESS

88894

82442

Porcelain pot with siliconee lid and heat protected handles
For the gourmet's kitchen: the porcelain pot is not only very
easy to clean (dishwasher-safe and suitable for microwave),
but can also be used for serving food thanks to its nice design.
The decorative heat protection on the grips, and the cover,
are made of heat-resistant silicone and keeps your food warm
for a long time. We will print your logo with ceramic transfer
on the side.

Digital Bamboo Kitchen Scale
Digital Bamboo kitchen scale with black display.Loading
weight is 5 kg and notifications can be shown in kg/g/oz/ml
up to 1 g precise. Your Logo will be engraved on the Bamboo
surface.

14,8 × 10,2 × 7 cm |

C1 4 × 3 |

16,1 × 23 × 1,9 cm |

L3 5 × 3 |

K

K
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FOOD SAFE

920 ml

EXPRESS

88489
Lunch box with carrying handle
You can effortlessly carry your food with this stainless steel
lunch box (600ml capacity) with practical handle - it will stay
warm for a long time thanks to its double-walled isolation.
The transparent compartment at the bottom offers further
storage space for other food (320ml capacity). Your logo will
be engraved.
ø 12,5 × 19,5 cm |

FOOD SAFE

L3 5 × 3 |

K

300 ml

80984
Plastic yoghurt cup with spoon
Plastic yoghurt cup with 300ml capacity, integrated spoon,
and two compartments where yoghurt, fruits or cereals can
be stored separately. Your advertisement will be printed on
the cup.
ø 8,9 × 15 cm |

282

T4 3,5 × 3,5 |

P

FOOD SAFE

7500 ml

60463
Drinks dispenser
Foldable plastic drink dispenser with 7500 ml capacity, ideal
for storing it in your trunk. We will print your logo on the lid.
ø 20,5 × 12,5 -> 26,5 cm |

T4 5 × 2 |

P

HOME ACCESSORIES

FOOD SAFE

FOOD SAFE

900 ml

80959

88544

Lunchbox
Lunchbox made of plastic, with plenty of space for different
meals or snacks. We will print your logo on the box.

Foldable silicon bowl - big
Large foldable silicone bowl including cutlery. You can always
find space in it, thanks to the folding function. We will print
your logo on the top.

18 × 11,7 × 7,2 cm |

DC2 8 × 5 |

KS

21 × 14,8 × 3,1 cm |

T4 5 × 3 |

03

FOOD SAFE

P

07

77

EXPRESS

81155
Aluminum lunch box with closure
Long-lasting and environmentally friendly aluminum snack /
lunch box with two clamps for safe transport.Your advertising
will be engraved on the top.
17,2 × 11,6 × 5,3 cm |

L3 5 × 5 |

KS
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EXPRESS
FOOD SAFE

500 ml

4h+

ECO

6h+

62464
Lunch Set Bottle & Box
Set containing a double walled, stainless steel vacuum bottle
and a two-leveled wheatstraw lunch box with two compartments. Your Logo will be printed onto the box.
25,5 × 18 × 11 cm |

FOOD SAFE

L3 6 × 4 |

ECO

K

EXPRESS

82422
Eco-friendly 2-Level wheatstraw lunchbox
Eco-Friendly Two Layer Lunch Box Set, Size: 186X10X95mm,
Material: bamboo+PP+plant fiber, Include 1pc spoon, 1pc fork
and 1pc knife, with 1pc divider
18,4 × 10,5 × 9,6 cm |

284

L3 6 × 4 |

K

HOME ACCESSORIES

FOOD SAFE

ECO

EXPRESS

FOOD SAFE

ECO

EXPRESS

61267

81834

2-storey lunch box with cutlery and clasp
2-storey lunch box with separate compartments (both with
own lid), wooden lid, a separator, knife and fork and a rubber
band for secure closing. Your advertisement will be engraved
on the lid.

Glass lunchbox with bamboo lid
Borosilicate glass lunchbox with bamboo lid and flexible silicone strap. Your logo will be engraved onto the lid.

18,5 × 10,5 × 9,7 cm |

L3 6 × 4 |

19,9 × 15 × 6,5 cm |

L3 6 × 4 |

K

KS

FOOD SAFE

ECO

EXPRESS

82313
Spacious Stainless Steel Lunchbox with Bamboo Lid
Stainless Steel Lunchbox with Bamboo Lid, Bamboo Cutlery
and Silicone Strap to close.Your Logo will be engraved on the
Lid.
18 × 13 × 7,2 cm |

L3 6 × 4 |

K
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EXPRESS

ECO

61476
Folding knife with wooden handle
High-quality, foldable pocket knife made of stainless steel
with safety lock and wooden handle, on which your advertisement is engraved.
9 × 1,5 × 2,3 cm |

EXPRESS
50681
Pocket knife with safety lock
Stainless steel foldable pocket knife with safety lock. We will
engrave your logo onto the handle.
10 × 3,3 × 0,6 cm |

286

L2 4 × 2 |

K

L2 3 × 1 |

K

TOOLS & MORE

03

03

04

04

05

05

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

59601

59602

5-piece pocket knife
Elegant 5-piece pocket knife in aluminium. Your logo will be
engraved.

7-piece pocket knife
Elegant 7-piece pocket knife in aluminium. Your logo will be
engraved.

5,9 × 1,9 × 1 cm |

L2 4,5 × 1 |

K

9,4 × 2,5 × 1,3 cm |

ECO

L2 3,5 × 1,2 |

K

EXPRESS

59104

51899

Pocket knife
Pocket knife with plastic shaft and 16 functions. Your logo
will be engraved.

11-Parts Stainless Steel Pocket Knife
11-Parts Stainless Steel Pocket Knife with 2 Saws, Scissors, Bottle- and Can Opener, Corkscrew, Rasp, Screwdriver et cetera.
and wooden coating. Your Logo will be engraved onto the
wooden coating.

9,4 × 2,5 × 1,8 cm |

T3 3,5 × 1,2 |

K

9,2 × 2,3 × 1,8 cm |

L3 4 × 1 |

K
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03
04
05

82095

89002

Cutter with removable blade
Cutter with firm Grip, adjustable wheel and removable balde.
Your Logo will be printed onto the backside.

Cutter with removable blade
Large cutter with snap-off blade with transparent body and
coloured end caps. We will print your logo centered on the
cutter.

15,2 × 1,7 × 3,7 cm |

T3 4,5 × 1,2 |

K

15,5 × 3 × 1,4 cm |

T2 5 × 1 |

P

04
04

09

08
08
10
05

05

06

06

89003

89001

Cutter with removable blade
Small cutter with snap-off blade available in various colours.
We will print your logo centered on the cutter.

Cutter with removable blade
Large cutter with snap-off blade in various solid colours. We
will print your logo centered on the cutter.

13,4 × 1,4 × 1,4 cm |

288

T2 5 × 0,6 |

P

15,3 × 3 × 1,4 cm |

T2 5 × 1 |

P

TOOLS & MORE

EXPRESS

ECO

89005

81419

CrisMa cutter with 4 blades
Professional cutter with 4 complete blades included, each
with 10 parts. We will print your logo on the round plate.

Multifunction tool, stainless steel
High-quality stainless steel multi-tool with wooden grip in a
black case. We will engrave your logo onto one handle.

15,1 × 2,2 × 4,5 cm |

T3 3 × 1 |

K

5,6 × 3 × 12,8 cm |

L3 1,5 × 0,5 |

E

EXPRESS
90817
Multi-tool knife
Multitool made of metal with the following functions: LED
light, emergency hammer, belt cutter, screwdrivers, knife, bottle opener, saw and wrench, packed in a case. Your logo will
be laser engraved.
15,1 × 5,6 × 2,3 cm |

L2 3 × 1 |

P

289

TOOLS & MORE

EXPRESS
83062
Set of torch and multiple pincers
Set of large metal torch with 14 LEDs and multi-tool with pincers, saw, can opener, nail file, large and small slotted screwdriver, Phillips screwdriver, extra sharp knife, and fish scaler
with measuring unit. We will engrave your advertising on the
smooth surface of the torch grip and the grip of the multi-tool.
17,1 × 13 × 3,8 |

81943
Toolset in Cardboard Box
Toolset consisting of a Multitool with forceps, Knife, Rasp, 2
Saws, Slotted- and Srewdriver, Bottle- and Can Opener and
a Metal Keyring with LED-Light, Flat- and Screwdriver, Bottle
Opener and Knife. Your Logo will be printed onto the cardboard box.
12,9 × 20 × 2,9 cm |

290

T2 4,5 × 1,2 |

K

L2 3 × 0,5 |

K
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EXPRESS
88001

90734

Bicycle repair kit, 17 pieces
The complete bicycle repair kit, includes 17 pieces in a black
bag. We will print your logo on the pouch.

Survival luggage tag
Survival luggage tag made of aluminium, with paper knife, ruler, bottle opener, can opener, screwdriver, compass, wrench,
and peeler. The ultimate toolset! Your logo will be engraved.

8,2 × 4,4 × 10,9 cm |

TT1 5,5 × 3,5 |

K

EXPRESS

8,6 × 5,5 × 0,2 cm |

L2 3 × 1,5 |

P

EXPRESS

87823

88002

Tool box aluminium
For the road or at home, this 25-piece aluminium tool box* with
zipper contains 2 pliers, bits and screwdrivers in various sizes
and tweezers. We will engrave your logo on the case.

25-piece tool case
Foldable 25-piece tool case, hard shell. We will engrave your
logo on the center of the case.

20 × 13,5 × 3 cm |

L3 4 × 2 |

N

15,5 × 10 × 5 cm |

L3 4 × 2 |

KS

291
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AZO FREE
53397

53398

Cap for adults
6-panel baseball cap made of polyester with reflecting edge and velcro closure. Coloured AZOfree. We will print your logo on the front.

Cap for kids
6-panel baseball cap made of polyester with reflecting edge and velcro closure. Coloured AZOfree. We will print your logo on the front.

adjustable |

TT1 9 × 5 |

N

adjustable |

TT1 9 × 5 |

N

90995

92888

Safety vest for adults
Safety vest with reflective stripes, Class 2 - ISO
20471 certified, a must have in every vehicle. The
advertisement is printed on the heart side.

Childrens' safety jacket EN 1150:1999
Children's safety jacket with reflecting stripes
class 2, EN 1150:1999 certified. This safety jacket
is a must in every car. We will print your advertising on the heart side.

XXL |

292

AZO FREE

TT2 10 × 8 |

P

S|

S2 10 × 6 |

P

TOOLS & MORE

EXPRESS
92449

80927

Reflecting Bear Keyring
Reflecting Keyring in the shape of a bear. Your Logo will be
printed on the bear.

Flashlight with silicone band
Flashlight with metal body, 6 LEDs, and silicone loop. Your
logo will be engraved.

5 × 0,7 × 7 cm |

T2 4 × 1,3 |

P

4,9 × ø 2,5 cm |

L2 2,5 × 1,5 |

K

90433

56093

Reflector pendant
Reflector pendant with metal carabiner and two light modes:
flashing or continous. We will print your logo on the reflector.

Flashlight clip in heart shape
Flashlight clip in heart shape. Your logo will be printed on the
center of the clip.

6 × 3 × 1,3 cm |

T3 4 × 2 |

P

4 × 1,9 × 3,4 cm |

T2 2 × 1 |

K
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07

05

03

EXPRESS
81816
Multitool with Keyring
Metal Multitool with Keyring, LED-Light, Flat- and Srewdriver,
Bottle Opener and Knife. Your Logo will be engraved onto
the black surface.
9 × 2,9 × 1,5 cm |

L2 4 × 0,8 |

K

05

03

04

EXPRESS
97799

88757

Screwdriver set with LED
This nice gift set consists of a keyring 3 LEDs torch, and a metal
screwdriver with unscrewing cap. Features 8 interchangeable
bits in different sizes. We will engrave your logo on the shaft
of the screwdriver.

Torch with 3 batteries in a box
Very bright torch made of aluminum, with 9 LEDs and practical
hand lug, supplied inclusive batteries in a box*. Your logo will
be laser-engraved on the smooth center area.

15 × 7,9 × 2,5 cm |

294

EXPRESS

L2 3 × 0,8 |

K

8,6 × ø 2,5 cm |

L2 2,5 × 1 |

K

TOOLS & MORE

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

81185

88422

LED flashlight with 3 different light functions
LED flashlight made of aluminum with 3 different light functions (still, SOS and flashing light), a power of 10 watts and a
wrist strap. Your advertising will be engraved on the flashlight.

Torch with 14 LEDs in a box
This massive metal torch with 14 LEDs and extra-bright light is
comfortable to hold thanks to the chequered knob. Your logo
will be engraved on the square on the grip.

ø 3,6 × 13,6 cm |

L2 3,5 × 1,5 |

K

12,3 × ø 3,5 cm |

L2 3 × 1 |

K

EXPRESS
80387
Magnetic flexible telescope torch
Magnetic flexible telescope torch with 3 LED, the head is flexible and magnetic, perfect for getting metal things out of the
tightest places. Telescope approx. 60 cm. We will laser engrave your logo onto the rectangle on the handle.
17,2 × ø 2,1 cm |

L2 4 × 0,5 |

K

295
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90703

91183
Headlamp
COB head light with adjustable rubber band and 3 watts power. The lamp has a still, flashing, and dimmable light function.
Your advertisement will be printed on the front of the lamp.
adjustable |

T3 3 × 0,5 |

ø 9 × 19,5 cm |

K

81374
COB light
Handy COB working light made of plastic with additional lamp
on the side, safe stand and carrying handle. We print your
advertising on the back.
9,5 × 3,5 × 13 cm |

296

T4 4 × 3 |

Camping light
Plastic camping light with LED and adjustable brightness. Perfect to be placed on a table, or hanged on your tent pole. Your
logo will be printed on the lamp.

K

T4 2 × 2 |

K

TOOLS & MORE

91173
COB lamp
COB construction or work lamp made of plastic with 10 watts
of power, 3 lighting functions (floor, SOS and flashing) and a
fold-out handle for putting down or carrying.Your ad will be
printed above the light.
13,7 × 4 × 10,2 cm |

T3 4 × 1 |

K

EXPRESS
90738

80832

Torch with magnetic function
Pocket flashlight in plastic with 3 LED and magnetic function,
ideal to fix on metallic surfaces, for example, the bottom of
the car. We will print your logo directly on the torch.

COB light with bottle opener
Aluminum torch with magnetic base, clip, bottle opener, and
COB bulb. Ideal for every craftsman. Your logo will be engraved.

15,9 × 2,3 × 1,5 cm |

T4 5 × 2 |

K

12,6 × ø 1,5 cm |

L2 3 × 0,7 |

K
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80883

80882

5m measuring tape
Steel measuring tape - with 5m length, rubberized case, hand
strap, and belt clip. Your advertising will be printed centred
on the plate.

3m measuring tape
Steel measuring tape - with 3m length, rubberized case, hand
strap, and belt clip. Your advertising will be printed centred
on the plate.

7,3 × 3,7 × 6,8 cm |

K

6,5 × 3,5 × 6,2 cm |

T3 2 × 2 |

K

81735

81734

5 meter steel measuring tape
Large 5 meter steel measuring tape with robust plastic and
metal coating, large figures and a permanent stop bar. The
practical belt clip and the small cord provide a safe grip. We
will print your logo on the side.

3 meter steel measuring tape
Large 3 meter steel measuring tape with robust plastic and
metal coating, large figures, and a permanent stop bar. The
practical belt clip and the small cord provide a safe grip. We
will print your logo on the side.

8,5 × 3,7 × 6,6 cm |

298

T3 2 × 2 |

T3 2,5 × 1,8 |

K

7,5 × 3,3 × 5,9 cm |

T3 2,5 × 1,5 |

K

TOOLS & MORE

82299
Rubberised 1,50 m Measuring Tape
Rubberised 1,50 m Measuring Tape with paper sleeve. Your
Logo will be printed onto the blank surface.
9 × 1,3 × 1,3 cm |

T2 5 × 1 |

KS

88809

80895

2 meter steel measuring tape
Flexible steel 2 meters measuring tape, with spirit level, memo
pad, and pen. We will print your logo on the transparent lid.

2m yardstick
Metric folding ruler made of plastic, 2 meters length (in cm.)
Your advertisement will be printed directly on the ruler.

8 × 3,2 × 6,2 cm |

T3 3,5 × 3,5 |

K

23 × 3 × 1,5 cm |

DC1 6 × 2 |

N

299

25 cm
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09

08
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05
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07

06

10923
Carpenter's pencil
Large, rectangular carpenter's pencil in wood and graphite HB
mine (delivered unsharpened.) We will print your logo on the
pencil.
25 × 1,2 × 0,7 cm |

98794
Working gloves
The working gloves made of real leather and cotton protect
from dirt, injuries, and cold, and are thus a must for all professional branches. We will print your logo on a glove.
size 10 |

300

TT1 7 × 4 |

N

T1 4 × 0,9 |

N

70688
Earplugs
Foam earplugs in plastic tube, ideal for traveling, relaxing, and
reducing noise. We will print your logo on the tube.
ø 2,2 × 6,2 cm |

T2 3 × 1 |

P

TOOLS & MORE

91355

91356

Keyring with folding ruler
Keyring with fold-out plastic ruler with up to 0.5 metres measuring range (scaling in cm.) Your logo will be printed on the
ruler.

Spirit level keyring
Keyring with a small plastic spirit level, ideal when on-the-go.
Your advertising will be printed on the spirit level.

6,4 × 2,4 × 1,3 cm |

DC1 4,5 × 2,1 |

P

4 × 1,5 × 1,5 cm |

T2 3,5 × 1 |

P

04

06

06

04

05

08

09

80423

88808

Keychain with measure tape
"I like" keychain with measure tape (1 Meter). We will print your
logo onto the hand.

1 meter steel measuring tape
Flexible steel measuring tape, 1 m, with key chain. We will print
your logo on the center of the tape.

4,1 × 1,1 × 5,7 cm |

T2 2 × 2 |

P

4 × 4 × 1 cm |

T2 3 × 3 |

K

301
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03

05

EXPRESS
91168
Keyring pendant with carabiner and metal plate
Keyring with fabric band, snap hook, and rivet metal tag for
your laser engraving.
15,7 × 3 × 0,5 cm |

L2 2 × 1,5 |

KS

07

03

04

09

05

EXPRESS
91527

91164

Keychain with bottle opener and 5 mini snap hooks
Keychain with bottle opener, polyester strap and 5 different
colored mini snap hooks. Your advertisement will be engraved
on the bottle opener.

Snap hook keyring
Aluminium keyring with snap hook. Your advertisement will
be engraved.

13 × 3,4 × 1,8 cm |

302

EXPRESS

L2 2,5 × 1,5 |

N

6,0 × 3 × 0,5 cm |

L1 3,5 × 0,4 |

P
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EXPRESS
91169

90957
Keyring
Keychain with color ribbon and shiny metal plate, on which
your logo is engraved.
9,8 × 3,5 × 0,5 cm |

03

L2 3 × 2 |

KS

Keychain with imitation leather strap
Keychain with colored leatherette and shiny metal plate for
laser engraving.
8 × 2 × 0,5 cm |

L2 1,5 × 1,5 |

KS

EXPRESS
97885
Keyring with a black PU strap
Keyring with a black PU strap and a shiny metal plate. We will
engrave your logo on the plate.
8,8 × 2,1 × 1 cm |

L2 1,7 × 1,4 |

KS

60154
28 Degree Tag
This soft keyring fob is accented with the 28 degree angular
design of the collection. It perfectly compliments the design
while allowing you to place your logo on to the bag.
12 × 3 × 0,2 cm |

TT1 3 × 2 |

N

303
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g

h

b

c

95203
Lanyard
Create your lanyards just as you like: you can have it printed
allover and assembled with many extras. You can choose between various keyrings and snap hooks (D-H), separating and
safety hooks (A, C), mobile phone strap (B) and business card
holder (KU, VI). Minimum quantity: 500 pcs. Delivery time approx. 6 weeks. We will gladly make you an offer for the desired
version through our fareast department.
2 × 90 (2 × 45) cm |

f

d

e

N

91589

91591

Vertical badge holder
Transparent plastic vertical badge holder for lanyards. 6 x 9
cm

Horizontial badge holder
Transparent plastic horizontial badge holder for lanyards. 9
x 6 cm

6 × 9 cm |

304

OEM1 allover |

a
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07

03

04

05

92311

90737

keyring with white LED
Two-colour key chain with white LED light. We will print your
logo on the center.

Pocket torch in key chain
Pocket torch in plastic with 1 LED and keyring. We will print
your logo directly on the torch.

9,6 × 2,4 × 0,8 cm |

T2 4 × 1 |

K

12 × ø 1,3(2,3) cm |

03

04

T2 2,5 × 0,5 |

05

P

06

91171
Retractable keyring with carabiner
Plastic keyring with a small snap hook, belt clip, and pull-out
keyring. Ideal for attaching admission tickets, visitor passes,
etc. Your advertisement will be printed on the coloured plastic area.
8,7 × 3,4 × 1,5 cm |

T2 2,3 × 1,5 |

KS

305
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EXPRESS

09

05

EXPRESS

24

05

09

EXPRESS

93508

93507

93510

Keyring "Super!!!"
Keyring made of metal with coloured lacquered
front. We will engrave your advertising on the
plate.

Keyring "Top!!!"
Keyring made of metal with coloured lacquered
front. We will engrave your advertising on the
plate.

Keyring "Wow!!!"
Keyring made of metal with coloured lacquered
front. We will engrave your advertising on the
plate.

8,8 × 3,2 × 0,4 cm |

24

L2 3,2 × 1 |

P

09

8,8 × 3,2 × 0,4 cm |

05

EXPRESS

24

L2 3,2 × 1 |

P

09

8,8 × 3,2 × 0,4 cm |

05

EXPRESS

24

L2 3,2 × 1 |

P

09

05

EXPRESS

93503

93504

93505

Keyring "You are beautyful!!!"
Keyring made of metal with coloured lacquered
front. We will engrave your advertising on the
plate.

Keyring "Thank you!!!"
Keyring made of metal with coloured lacquered
front. We will engrave your advertising on the
plate.

Keyring "Call me!!!"
Keyring made of metal with coloured lacquered
front. We will engrave your advertising on the
plate.

8,9 × 3,2 × 0,4 cm |

306

24

L2 3,2 × 1 |

P

8,9 × 3,2 × 0,4 cm |

L2 3,2 × 1 |

P

8,9 × 3,2 × 0,4 cm |

L2 3,2 × 1 |

P
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09

05

09

24

EXPRESS

12

24

14

10

08

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

93506

93481

93425

Keyring "You are welcome!!!"
Keyring made of metal with coloured lacquered
front. We will engrave your advertising on the
plate.

Keyring manikin
Keyring made of metal with coloured front. We
will engrave your advertising on the plate.

Keyring smile hands
Keyring made of metal with TPE rubber smiley
hand designs. We will engrave your advertising
on the plate.

8,9 × 3,2 × 0,4 cm |

L2 3,2 × 1 |

P

8,5 × 6 × 0,4 cm |

L2 3,2 × 1 |

P

11,4 × 3,3 × 1 cm |

L2 3,2 × 1 |

K

CA
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09

08

05

AI

EXPRESS
90039

97777

Key ring with charms
Metal key ring with 3 charms. The black plate fits perfectly for
your laser engraving.

Keyring smiley
Keyring made of metal with coloured front. We will engrave
your advertising on the plate.

7,7 × 4 × 0,4 cm |

L2 2,5 × 1,2 |

K

8,5 × 3,9 × 0,4 cm |

L2 3,2 × 1 |

P

307
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EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

97654

97881

92270

Metal keyring in house shape
"The Home" keyring - in metal house shape with
chain. Your logo will be engraved.

Metal keyring "HGV"
High-gloss finished metal keyring in HGV shape
with black insert. Your logo will be engraved.

Metal keyring
"Wave" metal keyring. Your logo will be engraved.

10,3 × 3,5 × 0,6 cm |

L2 2,2 × 1 |

KS

9 × 3,5 × 0,3 cm |

L2 3 × 1,5 |

K

8,6 × 3,5 × 0,6 cm |

L2 3 × 1,5 |

KS

EXPRESS
92212
Metal keyring
Metal keyring, rectangular, chrome with mattbrushed inner part. Your logo will be engraved.
8 × 3,5 × 0,4 cm |

ECO

EXPRESS

KS

EXPRESS

91396

92108

92273

Keyring with wooden stick
Metal keyring with wooden piece. Your logo will
be engraved on the wooden stick.

Metal keyring
Top seller - classic gift keyring perfect for engraving your logo.

Metal keyring, rectangular
Metal keyring in rectangular design. Your logo
will be engraved.

8,4 × 2,4 × 0,5 cm |

308

EXPRESS

L2 1,5 × 2,7 |

L2 2,5 × 1,5 |

KS

8 × 3,5 × 0,6 cm |

L2 2,7 × 0,9 |

KS

7,7 × 2,3 × 0,3 cm |

L2 3,5 × 1,5 |

KS
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EXPRESS

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

92211

91662

91426

Metal keyring
Metal keyring, round, chrome with shiny inner
part. Your logo will be engraved.

Oval key chain with wire loop
Oval key chain with wire loop

Round key chain with wire loop
Round key chain with wire loop

7 × 3,5 × 0,3 cm |

L2 ø 2 |

04

3 × 0,6 × 7,2 cm |

KS

05

06

KS

2,6 × 0,6 × 7,2 cm |

L2 2 × 2 |

KS

09

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

97882

90477
Keyring with shopping coin
Metal keyring with snap hook and shopping coin. We will engrave your logo on the silver side of the coin.
ø 2,5 × 8,3 cm |

L2 2 × 1 |

L2 1 × 1 |

P

Metal keyring with shopping chip
High-gloss finished metal keyring containing a practical shopping cart chip. Your logo will be engraved.
7,6 × 3,5 × 0,6 cm |

L2 1 × 1,5 |

K

309
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EXPRESS

EXPRESS

90367

92260

91583

Keychain with shopping coin and bottle opener
Metal keychain with shopping coin and bottle
opener. Your logo will be laser engraved onto
the body.

Metal keyring with bottle opener
Metal keyring with bottle opener, glossy chrome.
Your logo will be engraved.

Keyring with shopping cart chip
Metal keyring with integrated shopping cart
chip. Your logo will be engraved.

9,7 × 2,3 × 0,5 cm |

10

09

L2 1,5 × 1 |

07

8,2 × 3,2 × 0,8 cm |

KS

05

04

03

EXPRESS
82325
Metal Keyring with Bottle- and Canopener
Metal Keyring with Bottle- and Canopener, which you can use
also as a mobile phone stand. Your Logo will be engraved
onto the Keyring.
7,5 × 2,5 × 1,5 cm |

310

EXPRESS

L1 4 × 0,8 |

P

L2 3 × 1,5 |

K

6 × 2,3 × 0,2 cm |

L2 4 × 1 |

KS

TOOLS & MORE

06

05

04

FOOD SAFE

05

09

06

04

FOOD SAFE

83020

80837

Bottle opener
Classic bottle opener with stopper in different colours. We will
print your logo directly on the opener.

Bottle opener in the shape of a beer crate
Plastic bottle opener in the shape of a beer crate. We will print
your logo directly on the opener.

9,4 × 4,1 × 1 cm |

FOOD SAFE

T2 4 × 3 |

ECO

N

6 × 4,7 × 3,7 cm |

T2 3 × 0,8 |

P

EXPRESS

81465

91588

Bamboo-metal bottle opener
Large stainless steel bottle opener with one bamboo side on
which your logo will be engraved.

Magnet
Round magnet for a full digital printing.

17,8 × 4 × 0,5 cm |

L2 5 × 2,5 |

K

ø 3 × 1 cm |

DC0 ø 2,5 |

N

311
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58386
Savings box in globe shape
This rotating globe-shaped savings box makes you dream of
your next holiday. We will print your logo on a full colour label
on the single packaging.
16 × ø 10 cm |

ETN1 4 × 1,8 |

K

04

09

05

66

80585

56235

Night light in the shape of a star
Color changing LED night light in star shape. Decorative in
every bedroom or children's room. Your advertising will be
printed on the light.

Transparent piggy bank
Transparent piggy bank. We will print your logo on one side.

8 × 5 × 7,5 cm |

312

T3 3 × 1 |

K

12,6 × 10 × 10,1 cm |

T4 4 × 2,5 |

K

TOOLS & MORE

RFID PROTECTION

GENUINE LEATHER

91385
RFID Card case
Leather credit card case with RFID protection, for up to 4 cards.
Your logo is printed on the case.
7,2 × 0,5 × 9,8 cm |

T3 3 × 1,5 |

KS

RFID PROTECTION

GENUINE LEATHER

91186
Leather RFID credit card case
Genuine leather RFID credit card holder with space for 3 credit
cards on each side and a coin pocket.The case protects your
most important cards.Your advertisement will be printed on
the case.
10,5 × 7,5 × 0,5 cm |

L3 6 × 2 |

KS

GENUINE LEATHER
91384
Key case
Premium case for car keys, made of high-quality leather. Your
advertising is printed on the case.
6,3 × 1 × 10,8 cm |

T3 3,5 × 1,5 |

KS

313
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90268
Ice scraper glove
Black polyester and fleece ice scraper glove to protect your
hands against cold weather conditions. We will print your logo
on the plastic scraper.
38 × 16 × 2,4 cm |

TT1 7 × 5 |

04

66

05

10

99012

90891

Ice scraper transparently frosted
Ice scraper transparently frosted. We will print your logo on
the scraper.

Plastic ice scraper with brush
Ergonomic plastic scraper with removable scraper and brush
for better cleaning of the windshield. Your advertisement will
be printed on the brush.

22,2 × 10,8 × 2,9 cm |

314

N

T3 5 × 3 |

N

40,5 × 10 × 7,5 cm |

T3 4 × 2 |

P

TOOLS & MORE

98765

73536

Acrylic gloves with touch tops on two fingers
Using your smartphone while keeping your
hands warm during winter - this is no problem
with these touch screen gloves made of soft
acryl with conductive tips on the thumb and index fingers. We will print your logo on a glove.

Beanie & glove
Set of beanie and gloves made of polyester. We
will print your advertising via screen print on the
cap.

one size |

TT2 5 × 5 |

one size fits all |

S1 6 × 5 |

P

P

ECO
99011

68669

60492

Parking disc with ice scraper
Parking disc with ice scraper and squeegee. We
will print your logo on the white surface at the
back.

10 pcs handkerchieve 3-fold
Handkerchief package with 10 pieces each in
3-fold cuddlingly soft quality, soft to your nose
and must not be missing in your handbag. We
will print your logo on a full colour label on the
single packaging.

Tissuebox with 60 three-ply tissues
Think green - eco-friendly bamboo 3-ply soft
tissues (60pieces) in brown paper (recycled) dispenser - perfect for everybody's desk. Your promotion will be printed on 1 side - we suggest to
print your logo in green - matching to the box.

11,9 × 15,6 × 0,7 cm |

T4 10 × 7 |

P

7,3 × 5,2 × 2,7 cm |

ETN1 5 × 3 |

N

11,5 × 11,5 × 11,5 cm |

S1 3 × 3 |

N
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03

08

03

04

04

05

06

05

91107

90046

Classic disposable lighter
Classic disposable lighter. We will print your logo centered
on the lighter.

Electronic lighter
Electronic plastic lighter with flame regulation. We will print
your logo centered on the lighter.

2,8 × 1,6 × 8,6 cm |

T1 5 × 1,4 |

N

2,9 × 1,6 × 8,6 cm |

T1 5 × 1,4 |

N

03

04

03

09

07

08

06

08

06

05

04

05

91106

97552

Electronic lighter, refillable
Classic electronic lighter, refillable. We will print your logo
centered on the lighter.

Electronic lighter
Electronic plastic lighter with flame regulation and refillable
function. We will print your logo centered on the lighter.

2,5 × 1,1 × 8,2 cm |

316

06

T1 5 × 1,4 |

N

2,4 × 0,9 × 8,2 cm |

T1 5 × 1,4 |

N

TOOLS & MORE

06

08

29

07

05

24

93777
Lighter
Electronic lighter in fresh colors, refillable. The flame can be
adjusted continuously. The advertising will be digitally printed (multi-colored) so that it is legible for right-handers.
03

12

44

2,5 × 1,5 × 8,3cm |

DC0 6 × 1,8 |

N

03

06

EXPRESS
98741

91392

Lighter "Gold bar"
Who does not want to get a gold bar? Smart automatic lighter in small gold bar shape. Refillable and single-packed in
a black box* with transparent window. We will engrave your
logo on the back of the lighter.

Slim lighter
Refillable electronic lighter with black head and adjustable jet
flame. Your advertising will be printed on one side.

7 × 3,2 × 1,6 cm |

L3 4 × 1,5 |

2,5 × 1,2 × 7,9 cm |

T2 5 × 1,5 |

N

K

317

TOOLS & MORE

97

03

04

05

90976
Matt USB lighter
Matt lighter made of plastic, it is charged through a USB cable,
and lights without flame. We will print your logo on the lighter.
3,9 × 1,6 × 7 cm |

K

91393

90977

Thick lighter
Refillable electronic lighter with adjustable flame. Your advertising will be printed on one side.

USB lighter
Plastic lighter, charged through a USB cable, and lights without flame. We will print your logo on the lighter.

3,4 × 1 × 6 cm |

318

T2 2,5 × 3 |

T2 3 × 2,5 |

N

7,9 × 2,7 × 1,6 cm |

T2 3,5 × 2 |

N

TOOLS & MORE

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

90044

86016

Table lighter
Metal table lighter, ideal for lighting candles, chimneys and
stoves. Refillable and with regulable flame size. We will print
your logo on the lighter.

Slim long metal electronic lighter
Classic elegant slim metal table lighter. We will engrave your
logo centered on the lighter.

23 × 3,5 × 1,9 cm |

L2 5 × 1,5 |

K

17,6 × 1,5 × 1,1 cm |

L2 4,5 × 1 |

K

90045
Creme Brulee torch
Refillable "creme brulee" torch with regulable flame size and
kids safety. We will print your logo onto the shaft.
6 × 3,5 × 11,2 cm |

T3 5 × 1,2 |

K

319

HYGIENE

51657

51726

Desinfection gel
Practical desinfection gel 100ml for outdoor or at home. The
gel with 65% ethanol works against bacteria and certain viruses. We print your advertising on a label and put it on the bottle

Desinfective column
Disinfection column with a solid base, a telescopic rod (125-165
cm), an A4 sized advertising space and a container with 1000
ml capacity for disinfectant gel or liquid, batteries are not included. Ideal for authorities, restaurants, shops or companies.
You can print out your advertising message yourself on A4 and
customize it at any time.

ø 4,5 × 11,5 cm |

ETN2 6 × 6 |

N

ø 32 × 125-165 cm |

STAY HEALTHY

Your

N

MOTIV 1

2 x Face Mask
2 x Pair of disposable gloves
1x Desinfection gel

LOGO
your adress
12345 city

phone: 01234 / 567 890
fax: 01234 / 567 891

E-Mail: youradress@email.com
www.yourwebseite.com

MOTIV 2

FOR YOUR PERFECT TRIP

Your

LOGO
your adress
12345 city

phone: 01234 / 567 890
fax: 01234 / 567 891

E-Mail: youradress@email.com
www.yourwebseite.com

2 x Face Mask
2 x Pair of disposable gloves
1x Desinfection gel

MOTIV 3

THERE IS SOMETHING NEW TO DISCOVER EVERYWHERE!
2 x Face Mask
2 x Pair of disposable gloves
1x Desinfection gel

Your

Your

LOGO

LOGO
your adress
12345 city

your adress
12345 city

phone: 01234 / 567 890
fax: 01234 / 567 891

E-Mail: youradress@email.com
www.yourwebseite.com

phone: 01234 / 567 890
fax: 01234 / 567 891

E-Mail: youradress@email.com
www.yourwebseite.com

Your
Logo

MOTIV 4

57520
For your relaxed journey, always the best with you

1 x Desinfection gel
2 x Pair of disposable gloves
2 x Face Mask

1 x Desinfection gel
2 x Pair of disposable gloves
2 x Face Mask

Protect yourself and your fellow human beings

MOTIV 5

19,6 × 5,2 × 9,6 cm |

Your
Logo
Protect yourself and your fellow human beings
For your relaxed journey, always the best with you
Start your vacation now with more security

320

Hygiene-Set
Travel hygiene set consisting of 2 face masks, 2 pairs of disposable gloves and 100 ml disinfectant gel in a transparent
bag. Your advertising is attached to the bag using inserts and
can be customized.
ETN0 18,5x8,5 |

N

HYGIENE

58887
Desinfection gel
Desinfection gel
ø 6,9 × 14 cm |

ETN1 10 × 5,5 |

K

53939
Desinfection spray
Disinfectant spray 250 ml for almost all surfaces. Has an antibacterial effect and works against special viruses. Your advertising will be placed to the bottle using a label.
ø 4,9 × 19 cm |

ETN2 6 × 12 |

N

321

HYGIENE

03

24
03

06

52031

50464
Face mask made of cotton
Cotton face mask (mouth and nose protection) 2-ply (outside
225g / m², inside 145 g / m²) with elastic rubber bands. We will
print your advertising on the outside of the mask.
adjustable |

S1 6 × 3 |

Face Mask
Disposable face mask (mouth-nose protection) 3-layer with
elastic band holder and wire bracket for fixation. We print your
advertising on the outside of the mask.
one size |

N

T2 5 × 1,5 |

50254

51656

KN95 Face Mask
Face mask with filter complies with the KN95 standard. The
mask adapts to the shape of the face and offers pleasant
wearing comfort due to the soft holder.

Hygiene wipes
Hygiene wipes 15 pieces. Hygienic protection outdoor and at
home. The active ingredient works against bacteria and special viruses. Use this wipe for surfaces to be disinfected and leave it to work for at least 30 seconds. The towels are FSC-free.
We print your advertising on a label and stick it on the box.

16 × 12 cm onesizefitsall |

T2 4 × 3 |

K

15 × 11 × 3 cm |

322

K

ETN2 7 × 4 |

N

A-Z INDEX
Backpacks

Page
167-173

Ice scrapers

Bags

157-194

Keyrings

Beach

199-203

Kids

198

Blankets
Bluetooth items

95,97,115,124-129

Bottle openers

287-297,310-311
83-95
110-113, 120-123

Measuring tapes
Mobile phone
accessories
Notebooks

72-76, 108-109

Notepads / Memos

254-265

14-15, 218-227
274-281
32
316-319
150
298-301
110-125
65-71
58-64

Parking discs

315

288-289

Pen holders

55

242-246
250,282
197
164-165, 174-176
124-125
56-57
271-273

Hip flasks

293-294, 301-310

191-193
58-60, 80-87

Grill / BBQ
Gym bags
Headphones /
Earphones
Highlighters

Lighters
Manicure

Clocks

Desk accessories
Drinking bottles /
jars
Drinks dispensers

Laser pointers

78-79

Calculators
Coffee mugs
Computer
accessories
Conference folders
Cooling function
articles
Cutters

Kitchenware

Page
314

Pencils
Pens
Picnic
Piggy banks / money
boxes
Pocket knives
Powerbanks
Rain coats and
ponchos
Safety
Shoe polishing sets

141-143
209-213, 292-293

Toiletry bags
Torches

34-38

Touch pens

144-155

Travel accessories

156-157,166

Travel bags

130-141
110,113, 120-123

Virtual reality

118

Visit card holders

77
88-92

Wall clocks
Wine accessories

270-271

Winter accessories

314-315
20-33

Writing sets

154

10067

Metal ball pen

Item number

P

288-291, 298300
294-297

Tools

10067

L1 5 × 0,6 |

225-229
152-153

Thermal flasks

Text Definition

14,5 × ø 1 cm |

265

Tea sets

Original Text

Metal ball pen in metallic optic with touch function on the
tip of the pen. We will laser engrave your logo onto the shaft.

204-205

Sunglasses

USB items

100-109, 126

211, 214-219

Sports

14-57

286-290

126-129

Speakers

Umbrellas

312-313

189

Shopping baskets

15-17, 216-217
194-198

Page
177-188

Shopping bags

14,5 × ø 1 cm |

L1 5 × 0,6 |

P

: Item size
: Print group, Print size
: Packing
Packings : K= Box, P= Polybag, NWP= Non woven
pouch,
VP= Velour pouch, N= not single packed
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